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rOREWORD'

to

..

In recent years, the Wisconsin Depar'tment'.of.Public 'Instruction has

developed a series, ofteacher resource Curriculum guides in communication

/3t an extension of this series,'two publications for English and

Communication Skills/hay.e been developed for ninth and tenth grades.

.

A new alternative design
,

is used in each of these publications' which \
0

address three components;'namely, (1).functions of comajullicatibn,.(2),audience

context, and (3) integration,of the language arts. Each publication includes

twenty-five capsules or.units because there are five major functibns of
t

bommunication'(informing, feeling, imaening, ritualizing 'and controlling),
. I ,

i and five audience contexts (intrapersonal, dyadic, small group,' public and

mass communication).

It is believed thee publication's are-the first to incorporate all
. . .

three components into an overall scheme. While the design of these;publica-

tions may suggesta.pattern for generating curriculum at the local level,

the ultimate aiT is the development-and improvement of basic thinking skills

for'English and Communication classes in Wisconsin, high schools.

These publications were written by teachers, consultants and Department

Staff:. The'Departentof Public Instruction welcomes comments from those

teachers who use these publications.

IUD

a

Herbert J. Grover
State Superintendent

8
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A I PROGRAM OVERVIEW

I '
Ta devetbp the ba&Lc'tanguage and Communication 4Ata o6 Wi4corain.

high; hoct 4student4.

A well rounded program provides instruction in reading, writing,

'speaking, and listening. Ifferefore, this curriculum :design for.EnglisN-

cbmmunications had been developed,to: .

- appeal _to students of all_ability levels,'9-12.

- provide for rich Skudent interaction and active involvement.

- increase student use of language as a communication tool.

- maximize development-of vital 'communication, skills. .

I,
- involve students in creating and receiving messages invarious

modes,(for various purposes,,and for varled-audiences:

RATIONALE:

In the real, world, people use communication to serve a.variety of

functions or purposes. We use.ctmotnications togives and receive informa-

tion,.to'persuade others, to share feelings, to engage-in imaginative

7

thought; and to interact socially., .Furth1, communfEation-in society is

directed toward specific audiences ranging froif-oneself,, tqLanother, to

* _ . . . .

a trilall'or large.group, to apass_audience. ,As we communicate"in life,

we use a blend of language acts or p"rocesses. We read, write, speak, or

!if

,:listen as the occasion demands.

f If the above is true in the real world, then students being prepared:
,

to communicate effectively in that world opght to initiate a variety of

)
. messages'differing in purpose, intend audience, and langualp form.

,Traditionally, however, the high school English curriculum hasnot 0
4

effectively incorporated all of these elements. A'national studj, of high

Ar. .

, .

,

tschool English programs by Squire and Applebee,' fodnd that: 1) literature
1

. .. 4

9
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- is--the .most extensive, carefully organized, and effective'.elementof the
4c.'

English curriculum; 2) there 'isNvery little-writing Instruction-in the

contemporary English curriculum; :3) language study is the-leait well' taught

.

of e three major components of English; and 4) most sch fail to pro-

,

vide anyinfegrated.or sequenti#1 training in reading an speaking, In ..:,

response to.the prevailing conditions in Eng14classrooms, Squire and
,

App ebee indicated-that English progeaMs need to_become more balanced.

They concludgd that the English curriculum must include more consistent

and progressive instruction in writing, language, reading and oral communi-
.

cation.

While conditions within English programs nationally have changed since

this report"Was issued, the cohcer - or developing a More balanced English
ye

(

program remains a' valid one. It is therefore, the'purpose ofithis curric- 4

FOUM to offer a design that integrates all aspects of language skill -

reading, writing,speaking and listening - and successfully guides students

toward communication competence, at-oss diverse/Settings and for varying

purposes.'

'In Wiscbnsin, about 65% of senior high school studentse enrolled

in literature 'courses. Only 33% are enrolled in compositioh or writing

coursei, and less than 20% are enrolled in any speech Course.3 1-

Thus, although English educators have expressed a need for a balanced

- -curriculum, the facts suggest that a serious imbalance ex4sts'in Wis n sin

high schools/ l 4

_, Evidence for alternative designs comes from other quarters as_well.

The University of Wisconsin System Basic Skills Task Force reported in

May 1979 that: -"25% .of our freshmen enter without t?e basic skill cm-
*

petencies needed for success in traditional entry level courses." The
,

task force Studied verbal skills (reading, writing), mathematical skills,

and investigative skills - the-latter being partially defined as a



A

student's ability to "organizpi'ideas'as demonstrated in speaking and in

writing..." and student skIll'in "reshaping and developing information,

and finally communicating effectively."3

In addition to the Wisconsin scene, other-studies underscore' the

need for alternative approaches. TfieNational Assessment of Educational

Progress has noted over'a ten year period (1969-1979) of analyzing

student writing samples that

1. students show increasing difficulty with organizing and
developing ideas as Well as with providing transition
between ideas. .

2. students have difficulty in.grasping and{ explaining the

sense or "meanings" of what they arp attempting to communi-

cate.4

On the other hand, tudents,show-no increased difficulty in..handling

the surface featuresof.language (spelling, capitalization, punctuation,

etc.). These " surface" skills remain'mainly in tact. Therefore, it is

the deeper structure or "meaning" levels of language that.plagde students.

4 The national excitement about written language may be overshadowing

an equally vital concern spoken language.

As George M. Banner, Jr., Chairman Board, of Directors, American

Association-for the Advancement of the Humanities has said:

In addition to students' deficiencies in reading, writing,
analytical, and historical skills, it turns Out that many

of them have also lost their abilit to speak well and

since this skill cannot easily be measured., its loss has, /0

gone unremarked. .

Remarkable, the ill state of the spoken language is rarely

mentioned in commentaries about°the crisis in literacy.'and

basic skills. . . .

It is time that we recognize th'at the much'vaunted 'return
to basics",must include attention to the spoken as well as

the written language.Ance we acknowledge the crisis in ,

speech, we shall be able to talk abOutit and come up with
a course of action'to combat it. It 011 be none too soon.5
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While we have recognized that Johnny has trouble reading and-writing,

it-ts. now-time ,to state that "JOhnny don't talk good neither." But are

.oral communication competencies all that vital?,

In a study of 160 Sunday newspapers,:nearly 6,300 help wanteb adver-

tisements were lound which specifically asked for applicants with cominuni-
.

cation skills. Verbal (oral) communication and spelling were the two most

frequently mentioned ones, followed by written communication, counseling,

recruiting, interviewing, and supervisory skills.6

GulfAan surveyed 154 employers who recruit on college campuses to

see the kiimis of academic preparation these recruiters look for in non-

business, majors.7 The three most strongly endorsed areas were accounting,

./
oral and written'business communication, and personnel management arf'd

/\

human behavior in organizations.

, -.-

reenberg,surveyed a similar group of employers, askilig them

to evaluat a.list of sills and qualities Aid) they might-consider

important when.hiring a college graduate.8 She'then contrasted those who

hired liberal arts graduates with those' who do not.',Oral Communication

skills topped the list in importance for both groups.

Corson and Paul studied over 5,000 people holding key posts in the

'federal service andfrom that study, concluded that "the professional's

activities require that thei-be capable of communicating their knowledge

effectively and defendinig/it persuasively both inside and,outside the

. agencl:"9 .They also stressed that the professional's success depends on

the ability to translate complex ideas.into understandable terms.

The, latest issue of The Endicott Report: Trends in the Employment

.*
, of College and University Graduate§ in Business and Industry 1980 provides

data on the reasons employers did not offer positions to those college

graduates whom.they turned down.. These r'hponses/by the hiring officers

of 170 well-known business and industrial concerns were'evoked by this

12
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loptions,,:What"are,the mr,commoo're sons for NOT;tffering ,i'jbb? .

,t.
'' 0. ,

factors
.

In .other words, what ne at-Lye factors t often lead to rejectiOn?" They
.

reason-ci*.most often was "inability to communicate" or "pbor Communt-N
,

'cation skills'" Thii rea4on was given by sixty-five percent'of. the .

,

respondents, an amazinglPh level of,consistenty.for an open-ended

0 ., V

question. l0
,p c

.,

,
Anothee,geoup' concerned. with the attributes or tkills'which increase"

the likelihobtof employment are the. counselors'in employment agencfes.

'Dubin, Alderman, and Mat:low asked these counselors to indicate the come!'

petencies- that are important to getting la j'ob.. There were qrskills

that these respondents indicated were either "quite iMportant"or "extremely

.

important." They were: "Listening, problem solving, decision:making,
.

' _ a
,motivation, questioning techniques,' and speaking competence."11'

For years, we
-have

assumed that school curricula wereproviding com-e ., . '

f
prehensive and balance nstruction in thelanguage arts. The evidce

. .

A indicates Atherwise.- If we wish our students to communicate effectiveliC

through reading:writing, speaking, and.listeningin a variety of con- "

texts and for a variety of- intentS,"9ajor ')eform is necessary.

'his alternative curriculum can serve as a vehicle for such reform.
,

...

.

pROGIW DESCRIPTION:
.

1

In the matrixshown below, Dimenst4n One, Functions of Communication,

identifies the major purposes or uses of unication in life. Dimension

TWO, Audience DQ texp, identifies the major settings in which communica-
wit' -,N -

tion occurs. Each of the twenty-fivcells per grade level will be re-
_.. .,,

-- presented by a learning capsule containing appropriate reading; writing,

, . i

speaking, and listening activities. Thus, when used in toto, the design
I

ensures that, students wt1;04nitjate and receive a rich variet of messages

4

,representative of the Major communication functions and setting In
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'the remainder of thls section; the fiveipnbt five audience con-

telitswill be explained.

This alternative 9th and 10th gNole English/communications cm:Ho:111m*

reflects the matrix that follows:

a.

MATRIX FOR :

GENERATING CURRICULA
IN COMMUNICATION-

Dimension One
Functions of
Communication-

Mass Communication

Public Communication

Small Group
Coliimunication

byadia Cwimunication

c
*

0
.1--

Ilic-

0
_

E
c

fr0 ' Inaperssonal ,

.r- Communication. ,

; F'

...

.

*

I

$1

.

. .

i

.

t.

0

r

.

...."'

.r)

-". . .

.

11111
. .

.

.

1

.

,

e..-
..

'

1

.

. VI. ,f -...),

*
."

A

A

1

.0

(

.

,)

=

*Each cell involves both message initiation and message Yeceptiori skills.

R. R., Allen

UW-Madison
February, 1977
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THE FIVE FUNCTIONS dF COMMUNICATION,

Five categories of communication functions., based on the work of

Wells 12 and Halliday
13 have been identified.by the Natiohal Project on

Speech CoMmunicatitn Compancie04 These are:

fNFORMJNG, _The participants' major purpop is to offer or seek

information. These acts include stating,information, question--

ing, answering, justifying, .naming, demonstrating, -giying

directions, explaining and acknowledging.'

FEELING. The participants' dominant purpose is to express feelings

and attitudes as an affective response. These acts tend to be

spontaneous and are manifested because of the satisfaction they

carry for the participants. These acts` include exclaiming,

--expressing an emotional state or attitude, taunting", commiserat-

ing, talelailing and blaming.

IMAGINING. These are acts that cast the participantS, in imaginary

.

situations. These, acts include cre tive behayiors such as role-

playing, fantdsizing, dramatizing, orizim and storytelling.-

RITUALIZAG. These acts serve primarily to maintain sod41
relationships and facilitate social interacts ns.4 Such acts

include greeting, leave taking, participating ,in verbal ,games,

reciting, taking turns in coversations, and emonstrating

amenities.

CONTROLLING. The participants" dominant purpose is to control

bthavior. These acts include behaviors such as commanding,'

offering, suggesting, permitting, threatening, warning, pro-

biting, contracting, refusing, bargaining, rejecting, acknow-

edging,..justifying, persuading and arguing.15

AUDIENCE CONTEXTS

In the course of a day, students ark parties to communication in

diverse kinds of contexts.' One method of categorizing contexts is by

size (and/or distance) of the intended audience. The contexts are:

INTRAPERSON4. COMMUNICATION. This is the most peissonal kind of

communication. It ifvolves talking to one's self. We engage

in such intrapersonal acts as rationalizing, goal setting,

praising, and blaming.

DYADIC COMMUNICATION. Much of human communication occurs in

two person groups. The student's ability to relate to a friend,

a sibling, a mother, andfa father is of crucial importance to

vhappy and fulfilling life.

SMALL .GROUP COMMUNICATION. A small group maybe defjned as an
. assemblage of people who are in face-to-face'contact and who are

psychologically "aware" of each other as individuals. Sample

small groups include taMilies, peer groups, classroom group and

clubs.



PUBLIC COMMUNICATION: PubliccommUnica,tion occurs in larger

..groups where theroles of initiator and recipient -tend to be
relatively fixed. 'Tne.dontext in which public Gommuncation'..
frequently occurs-includes lectures halls, banquet row, and
deliberative-chambers,. .

MASS COMMUNICATION. iThere the initiator and recipient are
physitatIV sepaPated from one another,'and where Cdchnology is-'
necessalv to brinMthe messag&,from the initiator to the,re--
cipient, we have .mediated communication. The, common media used

to deliver these messages are radio,.television, newspapers,
. .

magazines, films, records, and tapes ".

ADVANTAGES OF THE PROGRAM:

As suggested by tts Very dEign; this'kogram has certain advantages.

Intrinsic Advantages

h Functional communication competence is the central focus.

2. A variety of audiences is addressed.

3. A blending of reading, writing, speaking, aid listeilng occurs.

4. Student-centered, experidntial learning is prothoted.

Additional Advantages

5. A clear,' consistent structure is provided:

6. The design is flexible an di economic since availablet current
-/ resources can be used,. .0$

7. The desigkrovides for cyclical treatment of conpe'tencies as
shown by an index of primary and secopdary Competencies. for.
each function. ,

qP

GENERAL SUGGESTIONS IN USING THr PROGRAM: 4
k - ,

This experimental program has certain cnareCteristici;,which if re-
-

called, will aid implementation.

1. Gain program familiarity.

Before teaching any capsules or units, an individba teacher,
team (one'speech teacher and-one English teacher), everal

s at the same grade level, part of or an entire
Eng ish/communicationsrts department should familiarize
themselves with what is here. This means xeading the entire
program for the prospectiVe grade level or levels.

16



2. Tap program-versatility and economy. . 0

Once teachers gain familiarity with this curriculum, it can ,

be easily suited to any current school situation. Thisesign,
may be adapted to individul students, classrooms; grade Duels,
mixed levels,°tracking situations, or heterogeneous groups
Regardless of size of financiaj-resources,.city anti rural

a
schools can utilize this program qv tailoring it to a schopl's

F
circu tances. In addition, the grammatical, usage, vocabulary,
or co osition skills required by a department,canbe integrated
into ppropriate activities within a capsule. Also, many
favorite yearly activities or lesson'plans can be inserted as
well.

i.

Note too that a check of, departmental storage shelves Will
yield many of the resources suggested here. Finally, by
using this curriculum, teachers will see in its fyamework a

great potential for developing added materials, 'fresh
adaptations, or newly created units.

,.:

3. Keep uniformity within *eafkh strand.
:. ,

f -

The desirable uniformitgeof this program lies in the required
adoption of the five communication functions. After a fdnc-.
tion has been chosen for classroom use, it is important to
complete the five units or cfpsules within the particular
strand or function. These functions undergird the units,
suit the audience contexts, and integrate the language acts

-"of r ading, writing, speakingand^,listening. -.--)-

/Within n each unit, teachers geed to recall-that aj least foOr
activities are offered in covering the full range of.communica-
tion experiences. Each of these activities should be completed.
Teachers will note, however; thit'some a 'vides within a
capsule may follow a different order; example, sometimes
a writing activity precedes a speakin activity, or one unit
may start with a listening activity-rather than a reading
experience. Simply follbw the suggested pattein. ;

4. Plan for interaction and. program growth:

This,alternative design seeks to improve interaction among
students an4teachers. In brief, this is a student-centered;
activity oriented program. Students talk, act, listen, read,
and write as they engage in many skill building activities,.

,Suggested materials should be seen as a core aro6hd which 'a
teacher can build 'as the' program develops through use. To
aid individual students,.alternattve materials are often

\! suggested. This provides program growth and enrichment pos-
sibilities limited only by the teacher's ingeriuity.

"If
4.



SPECIFIC ROLE' OF THE TEACHER IN IMPLEMENTING THIS MODEL:.

1. Choose a major fynction suited to your students' needs and

your teaching Rfflphasi.
.

C,

2. Next, within this chosen function, follow or adapt the- suggested

sequence of language. acts (reading, writing, speaking, and

listening)-and audience contexts (self thru mass communication) -.

3. Provide, as needed, greater background or in-depth knowledge

for your students to successfully complete each suggested

activity in the guide.

--',..., 4. Emphasize the primary and secondary competencies as indicated

for eac "learningractivity:

5. Continually emphasize within each capsule and activity the

relationships between function, audience, and language

procesSes.

6. .After completing the capsule for the chosen function, asses

your students' knowledge of the competencies listed at the

beginning of the uhi4.
,

7. After evaluating to your satisfaction the level of student

communication competence, demonstrated within the chosen

function, preview the remaining units or capsules to,deter-

mine the next appropriate function to be taught. Then,

repeat the 'above step 1-6 to guide'your instruction.

r.

it
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DESIGN OF THE' CAPSULE

. General Informitiot n:

Teacher's will .discover 'five' Introductory Statements regardrig.the

major f ctions. These are'designed to familiirize potdntial users with

the basic intent of each function. A Master List of Competencies pro-
4, . .

vided.b'fore. each major function shows the thinking or communicative

skills undergirding the lessons.

For each Of the five major functions, there are five capsules ,or

lessons covering the audiences ranging from intrapersonal through mass

communication. One.thefirst page of each capsule, the grade level,

function, audience, and Capsule title appealc4--Jach capsule'cantains the

following major parts which remain the same throughout this guide. These

parts are:

. Focus of Capsule:

This 'section summarizes the capsule's main topical or thematic'

concern. It has two aims: 1.) to aid teacher integration of the

lessons into 'a current -or future unit'and 2.) to suggest mativation'al

approaches for student involvement with the theme.

J
2. Overview of Activities:

4

tei

This part,condenses the types of reading, wri-ting,'speaking, and

listening activities cr t d for ed capsule. Any of the
-

se activities
..

.
.

may start a capsule, b teaches may a t ihe suggested Sequence to ,

.

suit partNlar classes or unit Lphases.

-S

3. Types of Act'vity:
4

These headings clearly identify each, reading, wring, speaking,i

and listening activity.

.1
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4. Primary-Competency Developed:

Primary compthencieg are those thinking or.commurlic tive skills-

.
drawn from the Master List which precedes each major functibn.--,Pri--

s mary competencies are those-selected reteiving major emphasis

within an activity/

5. Secondary Competency Developed:,

From the same Master4List per furctlon,'selected skills are given ,

1 -

a secondary sr lesser degree of Coveragemithin a specific actiVity.4(
/

Some capsules have no, secondary competencies but focus instead only

on primary comPetencies.

. Learning Objective: .

For each reading; writing, speaking, d listening activity, an

objective identifies what the student's should be able to do and

eanserallfwhat product or evidence will unders,core their achievem0t,
A

by the end of the activity.`
7

1

7. Description of Activity:
. . . .

Sufficient details.are given for each langpage arts activity to

aid immediate clas.sroom use. FOr completing the actiiify, resources'.

and suggestions are Provided with no restriction on teacher improvisa-

tion. *

Class. Discussion Probes:'

Organized under tag word headings for Primary and tecondary

Competencies, classroom quelstions ;,4 designed and sequenced for.

hceh activity.. Teachers may revise or adjust the discUssion probes

to suit classroom needs and to decipher student mastery of the tom-
,

t
. )

.
'

,

petencie. New probes can be developed too since use of .

thWalternative design &uggests an on-going evaluation of student

2 0 .
go.

*-4
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proficien4.in the primary and secondary copetencies offered for

-each major function.

it
.

The above discussion of the maSor parts albng with the.appendices
4

and indiCes,should aid teacher_implementation of this_xperime'ntal design.

4

4

/".
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INTODUCTORY STATEMENT: INFORMING

.

Writing news stories, explaining a process,-Tiving 'a demonstration- '

speech, or Etngaging in a panel discussion are all student activities focusing
A

on informing. Other classroom lessons'for this functj.on might include

learning researdh and libt-.ary skills, or using narration, description, and

varied expositorey patterns like cause ,effect relatiOnships and spatial and/
b

or chronological organization. Giving and gathering'informAion appJars

therefore in many ways Or combinations.

The Master List of Competee's for informing and its lessons'group'

famitliar thinking skills easily used-in English/communication classes.
4 4

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT: FEELINP

Analyzing literary characters, composing` poems, discussing attitudes,

( role-playing, storytelling, or disagreeing are clear-cut means whereby

teaArs,AnvOlve, students in, emotional expressi'on. Dealing with feelings

occurs in,studies of language and word usage or with Classroom topics like,

denotation /connotation, euphemisms, exclamations, and the emotional or-
s.

empathic power atords ir.human interaction.

In the Mas er List of Competencies for.this doma a d its lessons,

ebidtgas con nicate and respond to attitudes, values,. or emotions. Students

/ P

are gived rich opportunities to foster .skills in conveying the emotive power,

'-6eaut;, and delicacy of language.

INTRODUCTORY-STATEMENT: IMAGINING

Creative problem-solving, dramatizing, fantasizing, storytelling,

speculdting, role-playing - are -so* obvious means teachers can us/to

engage students in a host of imaginary worlds. Inventinglaa participating

in such worlds has one aim - to cultivate student fluency of words,-ideas,'

non-verbal and figurative language. Since Socrates, this has been a teacher

goal.
AIM 22 Al
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In contrilst to informing;,the imagining function undergcores a novel
. . r

'.,-.4

transaction between sender and audience. More importantly, it is metaphori,c. .

thinking whose intent is divergent,-self-expressive, apd often poetic.

This image-making function taps - the common strident- teacher resources
.1' = . . .

. ( .

of literature and *media; personal imagination and experience. The Master
.

List of Competencies for imagining and its lessons promote greater verbal,

and noirV/erbal fluency as students use, appreciate, invent, and participate,

,

in many,creative forts.

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT: RITUALIZING

"Good morning, class! I am your teacher. Excuse me for being five

minutes late."

.4tood morning, teacher! We're glad you arrived,"

"Really, class? Then, let us begin.."

This simple example of ritual begins with its role expectations, .

familiar symbols, predictable responses, social,aMenities,, and effective

participation. In fact, ritualizing is usefpi because 'it helps us to pre-
'

7
dict the-behavior of others, establish comforOble responses', and give .

order to our lives. The communicative skills akin to ritualizing can

develop Most comfortably in English/communication clases. While the

amenities which maintain social relationships and facilitate interactia

4

occur throughout each day,:classroom selings can enhance student proficiency .

in this function. r

Frequently, practice in ritualistic behavior surfaces in lessons on
. ., v,

job interviews, panel procedures, dialogue,irecitation,:class participation,

-.4 ,. 0,

formal ad reses, and structured speech assignments. Teac[1*-idan and do -- ''/
- ,

f

assist stLcpnts,in confidently recognizing; initiating, and responding

/ tosuChsbcia,lizing acts. In addition, teachers move students to step

.

outside these settings, analyze them, and then engage irf their require-
,

... . q

ments of ritual. This metalinguistic awareness receives added coverage

A
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in these capsules whose ritualistic cIMpetencies enable students to con-

- centrate on. using, indeed refining 'social communicative skills.

INTRODUCTORY.STATEMENT: CONVIOP

To most teachers, the term "persuasion" may be more common than
6

controlling. Nevertheless, in English/communication,class, Students

read editorials, write argumentative essays, debate issues, and critique.

adyertisemen4. Also, they examine reasoning or propaganda

devices-in speeches, and analyze messages containin %thical, logical, and

pathetic proofs as found ir print and non -print sources.

Daily communicative behavior supplies even more evidence of controlling.

From parehtal commandsto legal warnings, from written cor4racts

justification of one's personal actions, the instances ofiontrolling.are
.

frequent.

The Master List bf CompetencieS and its lessons ror controlling

-, prompt student facility with audience appeals, special persuasive s ies,

different' proofsf and finally evaluation of the message.

of ^

24
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MASTER LIST
-NJ

ALTERNATIVE CURRICULUM DEIGN IN ENGLISH/COMMUNICATION FOR GRADES 9 AND 10

INFORMATIVE COMPETENCIES

A. Basic Analysis

%24

1. _Analyzing the topics* of informative discourse

2. Determining informative purpose (in the light of subjett, audience,
and occasion)

3. Distinguishing betWeen relevant and irrelevant information

4. Distinguishing between fact and inference.

B. Discovering Information

L. Analyzing self as an i formative sour*

2. Securing information from others

"F ikndng information in printed and audio visual resources

C. Main and Subordinate Ideas,

1. RAognizing and using basic structures (introductian,-body, and
conclusion;"beginningi middle, and end)

2. Identifying main ideas in messages as initiator and recipient

3. Recogniiing and utilizing variable patterns of arganization (chrono-
logical, logical, analogiCal., spatial, ranly-lorder, cause-effect,

etc.) .

-, D. The'Forms of Informative DiscObrse

1. Presenting and followipg narratives

2. Presenting and interpreting descriptions

3. Presenting, 'interpreting, and evaluating exposition

4. Presenting and interpreting mediated and special forms

E. Establishing Closure ("After It's Over")

1. Summarizing

2. Initiating and responding to questions

3. Drawing inferences from information.

4. Evaluating,the effectiveness of informative communication

*Underlined words are tag words.

2,7
0
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WHO ARE YOU?

This capsule is concerned with selffaidareness.

will be asked to discover information about

Specifically, students

themselves and communicate the

'information to themselves. Part of this discovery involves the

experienc.in9 the many dimensions of self. Among the dimensions

may
.

toe'experiehced are the physical self, emotional Self, moral

spiritual self, interlectlial Self, and communicative self.

student's

of self, that

self,

Overview of.Activities:

The capsule begins with related listening and speaking activities. 46-irst,

' students will listen and respOnd to a.series'of forced choices designed to

help'students discover the dimensions of self. The speaking activity requires

students to verbalize to the teacher how some of the foc:olki choices create

a descriptkw ofta.specific dimension of self. Students then read "survival"

1

literature and write journal entries describing personal reactions to a )fe-

,4' threatening situation.
While thlse activities should he)p students to dis-

cover and describe the physical; emotional, moral, spiritual, and intellectual

self,, the final activity provides an opportunity for students to evaluate

their communicative selves and stet goals for improvement.in each communica-

.tion skill area.

Li

J

26
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: WHO AM I?

Primary Competencies Developed: a

D. The Forms of Informative Discourse.'

/
2. Presenting and interpreting descriptions.

,

E. EsTablishing Closure ("After It's Over").

, 3., Drawing inferences from.infirmation.

4 Learning Objective:,

L

.

a

Given a series of orally presented forced choice de5criptors,students

will attend to,interpret, evaluate, and select items that appropriately

describe 'dimensions of themselves.

TINcripit of Activity:
IMP

Students Will- write on a blank paper, the numbers 1 tOrough,20. As .the

1

teacher reads froni a prepared list of forced choices, the students will

ect thOse words or objects best describing themselves. ft* list can be

I

teacher- or student-generated,'or it .5q0/ be adapted from any numberNof such .

exercises found in Values Clarification byiiimon, Howe, and Kirshenbau-n

Items shlon-W_contern elements of the physical, emotional, moral, spiritual,

and intellectual self. For Example:

I am most 1

Plant Animal Ca

1. Wildflowel-s Hawk Chevrolet.

2. Rose Mouse Cadillac

3. Weed 'Bear Volkswagen

4. ,Daisies PeECh Toyota

Geographical
'Place/Setting

Wiscon in
Prair

' ifornia
ert.

'Colorado

Mountains

_Virginia
Valley

The teacher has"the option of repeatik'theofour choices just once, but

-the.aim here 11 to develop attention skills, interpretati/i skills, self-

s .

evaluation skills, and electiein skills.
- ,

a_
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Class Discussion Probes:

D-2 Descriptions,

1. What objects or symbols have persons, cultures, or'advertised*

products used to describe themselves? .

2. After a list is made on the chalkboard, students may respond

to: What special qualities of characters do these'examples,_

show?

3. What are, some advantages to describing oneself through objects?

Like plants, animals, cars; etc.

4. What are some disadvantages to forced choices?

5. What object or symbol not offered as a choice would you

'that describes you better?

6.- Given complete freedom from the choices in this activity,: what

object(s) or symbol(s) would you now piek whiCh would describe

you more accurately?-

7. What are some different and more 'effective waysto describe

oneself?

,E-3 Inferences.'
a

8. Try to verbalize what a specific descriptor means-to you in

your self-analysis. How does this differ from another

-student's interpretation of the term? Why do different

interpretations occur?

9. What inferences did you make aboutspecific terms in order

to get them to fit "you?"

28
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: WHAT DESCRIBES ME BEST?

Primary Competency Developed:

D. The Forms.of Informative Discourse.

2. Pr4s nting and interpreting cl-§criptions.

Learning Objective:

GH/en a series of forced choice descriptors, students will be able to

present an oral summary of how the terms_describe a dimension of the physical,

emotional, moral, spiritual, or intellectual elf.

Description of Activity:

-Each student will: 1) "select a dimension of self ( intellectual, spiritual,

moral, physical, emotional); 2) identify the forced chdice descriptors that

reflect this dimension of self; and 3) "explain how and why the terms describe

this dimension of self. The major concern is whether the students can verbal-

ize why their choices were appropriate for 'themselves-. This should.siot be

a public sharing, ,but a private student/teacher conference. The teacher

should not evaluate the content, but encourage the student to explain the

interpretation, evaluation and decisir prociethat led to specific choices.

Class Discussion Probes:

D-2 Descriptions. I
,l. How do yoll define or interpret each term you selected?

.

2. Why is that term representative of you? Can you cite specific.
A examples of your behavior that correlate with your definition

of the term?

4

3.

loityou'uncomfortable discussing this with your teacher? Why
by "not? :

4. When and where have you found it easiest to"tell others about
yourself' Describe the people, setting or conditions, which
helped you to be open and honest about yourself.

5. Have you ever shared a description of"this "self" with others?
Who? When? Where? If not, why not?

6. Did yOu discover anything new about yourself? Why?

249
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READING ACTIVI eTHERS IN PERIL

Primary Competency Developed:.

D. The Forms of Informative Discourse.

1., Presenting and following-narratives.

Secondary Competency Developed:

C. Main and Subordinate Ideas%

2. -Identifying main ideas in messages as initiator and

Learning Objective:

After reading-rion-fiction "survival" literature, stude is will be able
476

tOi'describe tile thoughts and emotions of the author as he or she faced 5-

life-threatening situation.

Description of Activity: .

4
The students will read' selected works or excerpts written by people,

when their survival was threatened. The non- fictidr work Survival, the

diary of explorer Rialard'Scott, the writings.of Admiral Byrd, or the

-Journals of Lewis and Clark are excellent examples of this form.-
' .

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

D-1 Narratives.

I. Why did the authors choose to wrfte.when their'lives were in

,danger?

2. How' would you describe the'form of writing they chose?

3. WhIs forms of writing could they'have chosen?' Would they

lidie been as effective?

Secondary Competency:

c-2 Main Ideas.

What information did the writers reveal-,about themselves? What

elements of the physigal., emotional, spiritual self are revealed?

5. What strengths or weaknesses of character are revealed by1the

authors?

6. How' did the wri ters ^cope, with possible peril?

30
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.

7. Imagine that you are writing a n wspap headline announcing

this survival crisis. What headline d you choose?

8. What details or techniques used by the authors helped to

increase yourjeading interest? .
..

4. r ,

9. How would you feel or react if you were in t1;01-survixal

situation?
27'
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WRITING ACTIVITY: - SELF '1.N PERIL

-%

Primary Competencies Developed:

D. The Foi-ms of Informative Discouose.

2. Presenting and interpreting descriptions.

V

B. Discovering Information.-

1. Analyzing'self as an informative source.

Learning Objective:

The students will be able to write a journal or diary entry describing

personal reactions,to a life-threatening situation that will reveal elements

of the physical: emotional and/or spiritUal self.

Description of Activity:

Students will write a jourhal or diary entry as if their lives were in 4.

immediate danger. As a pre-writing activity, the class may brainstorm situa-

tions which could be disastrous. Students should select a major event,

, .

supporting details and the emotional tonthey wish to convey. Students
4

should describe reactions that reveal aspects of *heir physical, emotional,

and/or spiritual selves.

Class Discussion Probes:

D-2 Descriptions.

1. What figures of speech and expository materials were useful
in building your description? What passages are particularly
vivid and excitrng?1

2. What for did you follow in writing? Were you happy with it? 3
How might jt be improved?

B-1 Analyzing Self.

3. What pre-writing thought processes did you engage in?
Descrihe your process of writing and self-analysis.

4. What questions did you ask yourself as you proceeded?

Audience Context:
s

1. How would you change the content and form of your writing for an
audience besides yourself?

2. Are,you pleased with your writing? Why? Why not? Does it speak

to you?
32.
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FINAL ACTIVITY: EVALUATING THE COMMUNICATING SELF

Primary Competencies Developed:

E. Establishing Closure ("After It's Ove4,")-.

2. Initiating and 'responding toquest-i-ens.

4., Evaluating the effectiveness of informative communication.

D. The Forms of Informative Discourse.

3. Presenting, interpreting, and evaluating exposition.

Leamning Objective:

Given self-evaluation tools, the students will develop a personal communi-
,

Cation profile and, prepare a set of goals for improvement in reading, writing,

speaking, and listening. 4109

4
Description of Activity:

Provide each student with self - evaluation tools in reading, writing,

'speaking, and listening.* After students have had an opportunity to,evaluate

.their communicative selves, they willIprepare a set of specific learning

goal's for reading, writing, speaking., and listening. In conference with

the teacher, the goals will be dilscussed and revised, if Reessary. Main-
,

nip. a file of the goals statements anJ work of-each student. A periodic

review of the students' progress toward goal attainment is advised.

Class Discussion Probes:

F2 Questions/. AND E-4 Evaluating.

l: Did fu haye trouble answering the questions? Why?

. .

2. What elements of personal experience did you use as a basis
for drawing conclusions about your communication skills?

0-3 Exposition.

3. What elements are important for setting realistic goals?'
What form shquld a !'goal" follpw? t

4 Why did you select the goals you did?

5. Are your goals 'realistic? Really iNportant to you? Are you
willing to work toward them?

*See appendix.
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lOth Grade
Informing
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WORK TOGETHER, LEARN TOGETHER

Focus of Capsule:

Rather than simply falling into a job by chance, students shoyld have
4 , cf,

the opportunity to explore various worlds' of work so that they may make a

career choice based on their special interests, abilities.and,preferences.

They need both time and directed goals for this exploration, or the many

possible career, availablechoices availae to them will remain shrouded in myst@ry:

This unit is designed to help students take beginning steps towards de-

fining how they feel about work, theft future, their strengths and how

\>
others forged a-dareer through a lifetime.

7 / -

Overview of Activities:

The capsule begins with a readi6g/research activity designed'to provide

students with an opportunity to look into how to find employment and how to

prepare documents appropriate for a job search. Then gtudentse work on

writing resumes, letters of inquiry and introduction, and filling out job

applications. A listening skill-building activity, shadbw-speaking, follows

Am hich helps stbdents identifi, problems in concentration, feedbackf and mgmory

in the listening process. Finally, based upon previous ,research in careers

and finding employment and the lessons learned from the listening activity,

students participate in role-played job interviews that highlight the most

.important dyadit encounter students will have as they search for employ-
.

ment.

I

34
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READING ACTIVITY: EXPLORING THE WORLD OF WORK

Primary Competencies Developed:

B. Discovering Information.

3. Finding information in printed and audio-visual,resources.

D. The Forms of Informative Discourse.

3. Pfesenting, interpreting, and evaluating exposition.

Learning Objective:

I

The students will be able to find and read suitable references on how

to land a job.

Description of Activity:

Pair up the class_ randomly. Each pair will be assigned to research a

partibtilar aspeji of how to get a job. Materials'can be found in'books

Radphlets, Magazines, and through interviews with pesonnel managers, job

placement specialists, resume preparation specialists, etc. Each.pair should

preparg an outline.of the information gathered and compile a vocabulary list

of new terms and definitions they encountered in thir research. Each pair

_should present an oral report to the class on their findings.-
.

A*'

t- Class Discussion Probes;

B-3 'Finding Information.

I. Did you find much information on _your topic? -Why or why not?

2. ,What source gave you the best specific detailg/informatiol on

that topic?

D-3 Exposition.

3. What new vocabulary did you encounter as you read about your
topic? Did this create,problems for you as you read?

9

4. What do you believe is the most interesting'aspect of your
topic? Were you surprised by anything?

(
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WRITING- ACTIVITY: APPLYING FOR A JOB

Pr4mary Competency Developed:

D. The Forms of Informative Discourse.

Y. Presenting and interpreting mediated and special forms.

ft

. Learning Objective:
-

Re
student will be able,to write a letter of inquiry, letter of intro,/

duction, resume and a job application that would be acceptable to an employer.

Desc.ription of Activity:

tprking.in pairs, each student will write a 'letter of-inquiry, letter
I

of introduction, resume, and fill in a job application for a specific job.

.

When theSe are completed, the partners will review this material and provide

feedback on the suitability of the written material. Students should be

41
carefully coached on what emploiers are looking for in these items so they

will rApond appropriately. Students should be graded not only on how well

they prepare the items, but also on how realistically they respond to their

partners' work.

The teacher may also have students write tb request job application forms

as Vart.of the assignment.

Class Discussion Probes':

D-4' Mediated and Special Forms.

1: What goes into a letter of inquiry, introducton, resume?
What are employers looking for as they read them?

2. What 4611 make your letter, resume, or job application' stand

out fem the others?
40

3. Why do you think neatness and mechanics are so important?

4. What was the.most difficult thing about preparing job
related Materials?

go,

36
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: LISTEN MY CHILDREN ANDYW SHALL HEAR

Primary Competency Developed:,

E. Establishing Closure ("After It's Over").

1. Samarizing,

Learning Objective:

Given two different messages being heard simultaniousty, the students
. ,

will be able'to concentrate on each message and repeat each message quickly

and accurately.

J

Description of"Activity:

4
Listening-is.a complex T7711. This activity incorporates a

-

building test that highlights listening problems related to concentration

and memory.

Shadow Speaking The teacher should plug the audiotape5 from two tape

recorders, into a headphone set. Each ear - should be plugged into a different

tape recorder so the listener hears a different tape in each ear. The

activity bins by having a student put on(earphoPes and turn on the tape
,

fecorders, The teacher will instruct the student to "shadow speak" (repeat

aloud whet is being aid on the tape as it is being said) concentrating

op one ear at a time. the teacher will indicate by pointing which ear the

student should concentrate on (and thus which tape the student should "shadow

speak"). T teachen should begin by allowing the student about 15 seconds

.per ear: Then the teacher should switch back and forth quickly from ear to

ear. Toward the end'of the activity, the switches should be made at 3-4

second intervals.

-er

This activitad(an be done as a whole class or small.group activity

depending on facibities. One or more students can b,- processed simultan-

qously. Students do enjoy watching this process. Each student should have

several opportunities todo the activity.

3 7
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C a Discussion Lobes:
-!.. .

,, ..

(1,7" E-1 , Summarizing.'

did you hive ,to do to "shadow speak" successfully?

. s you watched persons shadow speak,-what did-yoU see?
Describe what happened from Oe perspective of a spectator.

3. Why was this a difficult task?

4. Do you ever have to.switch concentration on different incomieng
messages? Do you experience the situation of multiple oral
message stimulation in everyday life? How do you react?

1. What implications does this have for us in terms of-ellettive
listening? (1.e., identifying what you need to listen for to
determine what is relevant.. Identifying your purpose in
listening.)

Can you remember what each taped message said? Why or why ,

not? What implications does this have for us as we look to
developing some guidelines for listening during job inter-
views?

Would you expect note-taking to help or hinder listening? Why
or why not?

8. What guidelines can you develop for listening concentration,
memory, and summarizing based upon this experience?

J

38.
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: THE JOB INTERVIEW

Primary Competency Developed:

E. Establishing Closure ("After It's Over ").

2,, Initiating and responding to questions.

Learning Objective:

Given a role-played job interview situations, the students will be able

to ask and respid to questions appropriately both as interviewer and inter-

viewee. .57

Description of Activity:

Students will.role play the part of an intelITTwer and then "exchange

roles" and become the interviewee in a job interview situation. The roles

should be assigned several days in advance so students are familiar with

their roles, can create good question% tof ask, and can think over appropriate

behavior, dress, and soci4 amenities. This activity is especially valuable

if video-taped, so students tan view themselves in the speaking situation
P

and evaluate the effectiveness of th &ir communication.

Class Discussion Probes:

E-2 Questions! 1 s.

1. Was the appearance of both interviewer and interviewee appro-

priate? Why or why not? Is dress and appearance important?

. (72'..)tyas theginterviewee poised and confident? What verbal and

non - verbal behavior's indicated this?

- 3.: Were the.questions asked good questions? Did they seem to

provide emough jnformation to go on? Were the responses

adequate?

4. What.elements of message delivery need to be improVed?

4

5. How could questions be answered better?

6. 'What should'a job applicant do to prepare for an i erView? .

.
.

nt'/I7. What should an employer do to.prepare for an i erview?

Did the participants appear- to be prepared?

Can you evaluate the listening behaviors of the participants?

39 .
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TO GROUP OR NOT TO GROUP: 'THAT IS THE QUESTION

Focus of Capsule:

The superiority of group process for gathering, processinj, and.dissemi

ting information in non-emergency situations has been, well documented. High

school students will often be called upon to work in groups for these p04-

poses in academic 4nd non-academic situations. Thus, the focus of this.cap-
.

sule.is on developing small group communication skills as they relate to

gathering`, processing, and giving information. The subject of the small
t

group project is work vs. leisure activities. This topic coordinates nicely

10th the career orientation of the dyadic'and public capsules,..ee the inform-

ing unit, -

Overview of Activities:,

As the .unit begins, the'teacher will. divide the class into small groups

of 4-5 people. All activities will be done within the small groups. The

major concluding activity of the capsule will be a panel discussion. Each

group will .present a formal panel discussion that is designed to provide
4'

'A

information about a 'specific work /leisure issue for the whole class. In

preparation for this activity, the groups will have to 1) select a topic

area, 2) prepare a bibliography on the topic, 3) divide research responsi-

bilities, 4) read resources, 5) prepare annotations of the entries, 6) pre-
,

pare an agenda for the panel discussion, 7) present the discussion, and 8)

\.

listen atitentiAgly and critically during group-time and during class presen:-.

tat ion.

ta
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READING ACTIVITY: READ UP, ON LEISURE

Primary Competencies Develo ?ed:

A. Basic Analysis.

3. Distingusihing between relevant and irrelevant informatitn.
.

B. Discovering Information.

4014 '

3. Finding information in printed and audio-visual_resources.'

Learning Objective:
4 t 1

The,student will read for information'in non-fiction books and articles.
-----

Description of Activity:
$

Diiik, the class into groups of 4 or,5. Each gl'oup should select a

topic in the area of work/ 41sui-e that will be the topic Of apanel dis-

Cussion. .The teacher willwant to help lead the students in this direction
I .

by'providing some examplei arid hellp groups 1H-1dpi-stand the brainstorming

process.
. .
Each grouP will lat present a panel discussion fo the class that,will

.. ,

. last from 15-20 minutes. The pur(ose of the nel discussion is to provide
04° 4

#

the audience with 40formation about a,wor a1 ure time issue. The teacher

.4^
should encourage thelroups to avoid ontrovers 1 topics. Possible topics'

might be: The importance of plann g for leisure time; turnir(an 'avocation

into a'9ocation;. how to plah an i eal vacatioril ,how to se-i.eei a career, etc.
:-

Jhe100:10should i

4
re resea ch and lend hemselves to development of a

reasonabl reading list, -Mor verthe topic' should be of interest to

theOgroup an the class as a whole. (Cla'ss time should be pi-ovided for

4. groups to decide selectt leader, -worktn an annotated biblio-

graphy, prepare an agenda, and plan dig-panel pr,esentatiOn.)

Vie first activity is co4tgad for information on their topics: Each

iedent in each grodpwwill read a non-fiction artife(s) and/or book(s)

about`their topic. The group will have to divide the reading responsibilities.

41 44 Not
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s....

The students will need to take appropriate not,s4o meet requirements of an

annotation 'and the panel discussion.

Class Dispussion Probes:
I. .

_A-3 RereVant and Irrelevant.
0

1. What was the min idea of each work?

a.. Hovywai the book or article organized: Spatially? Topically?

CRFonologicallly? Do certain topics lend themsghves to

specific types of organization?

B-3 Findin Infor ation..

O

3. °Was t is a useful source of informati4n for ydu? Why or why

N. not?

4. Is there

o mation like

O

410

me w
this

o save time in the future in finding infor-

-

42'
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WRITING ACTIVITY: NOTES ON A SOURCE

Primary Competencies Developed

C. Main and Subordinate Ideas.

2. Identifying main ideas in messages as initiator and recipient.

E. Establishing:Closure ("After I'L's Over").

1. 'Summarizing.

4. Evaluating the effectiveness of informative communication.

Learning Objective:

The students will be able to summarize main ideas and utilize editing

skills to prepare ariannotation about a source.

Description of Activity:

Each student in each group will write an annotation for at least one

resource used in the reading activity to gather information for their panel

presentation. The annotation should summarize the main ideas ortherefer-
,...---

ence and include one or two sentences that evaluate the reference. Each

group will compile the annotations and prepare the annotated bibliography

for typing, reproduction, and distribution to the class during their panel

discussion. This production requirement will require careful editing.by.the
41

group of each entry.

Class Discussion'Probes:

C-2 Main Ideas.

1. How did you decide what the main ideas were?

2. How did you select the material to be included in annotation?

E-1 Summarizing.

3. What was hard about writing only one short entry describing
the whole book or article?

T-4 Evaluating. ,

4. Do you feel your annotation would interest you in reading the
book or article?

5. From your annotation is the'content of the book or article
really clear?

43 ".
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY; AND NOW: PRESENTING...! :-.

.*-
-

Primary Competencies Developed:

A. Basic Analysis. ,*;.

Drstingustfing belteen relevant aneirrelevant information.
,

C, Main and Subordinate Ideas.
0,

1. Recognizing and using basic \trUctures (introduction, body,

and conclusion; beginning, middle., and end).

E. Establishing Closure ("After It'S Over")..

2. Initiating and respond rng to questions

4

4. Evaluating the effectiveness of informarive communication.

A*,
Learning Objective:..

,I

)

The students will be able to organize and participate in a,panel di

: s 1

cussion.

Description of Activity:
04

. 4
Before the students can complete the panel discussion, seVeral concepta.

will" need to be taught: What is a discussion? WharaNigtlfi respon

- of,group participants? What is appropriate/inappropri rou

I

es

havior? How do groups make detisions?-,What'is7ad der's. ti on? What
# T

is an agenda ?, How does'a group set an agenda? How does a group Jarepare and
.-*,,,,

,-.

r. . v
present a formal panel discussion? (The teacher may eed to golkd resources

on small group discussion.) -tf the groups have troubl- With any of the

small group processes ident fled bpve, the teacher should incorporate some

extra small group activities that can be found in Stanford and Stanford.

Learning Discussion Skills Through Games.

. Each group will present a ,panel discussiA to the class that will last

from 15-20 minutes. The purpbse of the paRel discussion is to provide the

audience with information about a work/leisure time issue.

The panel discussiOn should be well organjted. Students can organize

the presentation in whatever way is appropriate for the topic., The leader

.0,
44
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should ask questions, summarize, and synthesize as the discussion proceeds.

All grout) members should participate equally. The prqsentation should not

. ,

simply be a series of reports. Group members should ask each other clarify-

ing questions and help the leader to encourage equal participation. Ques-

tions from class should be encouraged at the /end of the presentation.

Class Discussion Probes: r

A discussion should follow each panel's presentation. A final evalua-
tion of the entire project should follow the last presentation.

4-3 Relevant and Irrelevant.'

1. What were the particular problems you ran into in-deciding
what to include and what to drop your presentation?

C-1 Basic Structures.

2._ What organizational structure did your group finally settle
on for the presentation? -Why?

E-2 Questions.
47

a 3. Di'd anY,ofthe questions that came up surprise you? Why?

E-4 Evaluating.

4. What do 'you feel was most effective about your presentation?
Qat

.6" 4
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LISTENING ACTIVITY

4 /r

2)

Primary Competency Developed:

C. Mai. and Subordinate Ideas.

01

2. Identifying main ideas in messages as initiator_and recipient.

Secondary Competency Developed;

E. Information Processing Skills.

4. Evaluating the effectiveness* of informative communic ion.

Learning Objective:

The,student will listen to panel discussions to recall the main ideas

presented, and evaluate the effectiveness of the message presented.

Descriptions of Activity:

ents will listen to the panel discussions presented. Each student

will be required to write one clue n concerning each' presentation and to

hand the questions in. The questionjmay be a clarifying question or an evalua-

tive one. The class will then discuss whatithey felt were the strong points

1

of the panel's presentation, and recommend one possible improv nt for each.

After all the discussions have Weeh Eompreted,the teaeCr will prepare a quiz

from the questions submitted, focusing on the main ideas of each discussion.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

C-2 Main Ideas.

1. What were the main ideas the group discussed?
Ae

Now do you

know that?

2." What examples or specific details do you remember?

3. What clarifying questions were asked? Did they help you

to better understand? /

Secondary Competency:

E-4 Evaluating.

k. %

4. Which disci4sions were most effective? Why?

46
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Info6ing
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WHAT COLOR PS YOUR PARACHUTE?

Fbcus of Capsule:

This capsule is concerned with students gathering and sharing obective

information about careers. Students will discover the many dimensions of

careers. Such dimensions may include requires job skills, working conditions,

.benefits, salary, and future.

Overview of Activities:

This capsule begins with student researching and reading objective

sources of career information. ,Reading selections will centeron a career

or job which interests each student.

After reading, students will write a two-paragraph theme focusing on a

career/job which has been researched. The speaking and listening activities

enable students to share and to respond. to objective information with a

larger audience.
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READING ACTIVITY: WHAT'S IN A JOB?

Primary Competencies Developed:

B. Discovering Information.

rr

3. Finding information in printed and audio-visual resources.

D. The Forms of Informative Discourse.

3. Presenting, interpreting, and evaluating exposition.

Learning Objective:

The students will be able to find4and accurately_process informllon on

career
.1

Description of Activity:

The students will read a variety of nu-fiction career/job literature

that describes the required training, skills, job benefits, salary, work

conditions and futur ectus for specific ,careers. Students are encouraged

to seek out sources in addition-to the public library.

Some ba research skills'initiated in the 9th grade can be utilized

here as the student explores his/her job or career choices. BesideS library

information, a variety of other print material available from state job ser-
-*.

vice offices, school counselors, union, and professional organizations should

be/suggested to students who can pursue by letter orphone such additional

sources.

Class Discussion Probes:

B-3 Finding Information.

1. What basic kinds of information is,available about jobs or
careers of interest to you?

2. Is the form of such iformStion useful to you? ,

34 How could job information be made more available to you?

D-3 ExpoAtion.

4. What specific detail/ did you discover about the career 'or

* Job' of your choice?

. 48
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br

5. 111hat type'of roplN e are likely to succeed in this career?

Why? "What skills'are necessary? .

)

6.. Where are jobs. usually found in this career?

a

^,

/
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WRITING ACTIVITY: WHAT'S YOUR JOB' LIKE?

Primary Competency Developed(

4
D. The ForMs of Informative Disco

3. Presenting, interpreting, and evaluating exposition.

Learning Objective:
4.0fig .

The students will write a two -three pai-agraph.theme that identifies the

most important details of their selected career or job.

Description of Activity: 40t

Pre-writing ActIvities:

"00

l. The teachlbr initiates a class disctivtion whereby students indicate
the major patterns of career information they fdnd in their

readihgs.

2. Six to ten major patterns are summarized or'listed on the chalk-

board.

3. Students offer conclusions -about how they normally experience such

information. eo
.

4, Teacher and students decide on possible organizations for the

assigned 2-3 paragraph theme: Samplelpematic organizations may

include:

I. My Career Background Information

II. My Career Future

I. My Career - Facts

II. My Career Reac.tions to the Facts

5. Some form of outlining or orgLizing should be i41ustrated and
discussed including the option that any student may develop his/

her own form of organizatiOn.

The.Writing Assignment:.

The student will write a two-three paragraph informative theme cenering

on the major job/career facts Collected. Fristruct students to use ideas and

possible formats generated in the pre-riting activities: Students may use

any format they finApelpful, but it's important to emphasize a definite two

or three part organization for the themes.

41t.
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Evaluation:

1 1.
.

Before the teacher collects any hemes, divide the class. into theme.'

g . i
evaluation groups of two-three udents. Papers -are exchanged within the

group, arid each student listens to someone else read his/her theme aloud.

Proofreading and editorial changes must be made before the final draft is

handed in to the teacher. Time should be devoted in class to teacher

suggestions and mini7conferencing.

-Class Disdtession Probes:

.)-3 Exposition

1. How did you organize your career information?

2, What other forms of organization could yOu have used for your

theme? What form did you chooSe?

3. How effective was your format? Did it commurficate with the

other members of your "read-aloud" group?

4. What suggestions would you make y writers of factual information?

0

4

1
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SPEAKING' ACTIVITY: TELL US ABOUT OUR JOB,

Primary Competenc veloped:

D. The FormS of Informative Discourse.
4

3. Presenting, interpreting, and evaluating exposition.

Learning Objective: jr

The student will present a four -five minute informative speech that.has

an introduction,-body, conclusion and provides career information to a

specific audience.

Description of Activity:

Each student will tap his/her background information and his/her written

paragraphs as aides in developing a 4-5 minute' informative speech. The

audience for this activity should be thought of as larger than just the class.

A,public setting such as a school assembly, career day presentation, or

luncheon factual add-ress to a business, civic, or social organization can be

suggested as potential audiences. SUch audiences would be supportive of young

people pursuing career information or experience. Students could be competing

for an opportunity to speak before these groups.

Each student will focus on adapting his/her presentation to,a selected

public audience, which s /he names and then delivering an organize...a/4-5

minute jn ormative speech. The audience is free to ask questions after the

talk. Unansw queries are recorded b a student,and the speechmaker may

need to re-research an answer to discover and report back the information

to the class or public audience.

Class Discuss.ion Probes:

D-3 Exposition.

I. How did you organize your speech? Which pattern or organiza-

tion seemed most appropriate for your purpose and topic?

2. What changes did yoittmake from your reading and writing activ-

ities to mike the factual information fit your speaking goal?

3. What delivery techniques (gestures., movement, special aids)

did you use to make your speech more effective?
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Were you satisfied with your presentation?

5. 'What did you do to adapt this speech' to the specific audience

you identified? Why?

IIIIII6. Howidid you enhance your cre biiity in the ;Introduction?
-..--7

7. What appeal didyou use to motivate the audience to listen?

8. -What was the purpose'of your speech?

9. How would you evaluate your use of expository material?

10. Were both elements of a conclusion included in your speech?

11. Did you use internal summaries and transition devices well?

53
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: LISTEN TO LEARN Ae.OUT JOBS

Primary Competency Developed:

E. Establishihg Closure ("After It's over").

1. SummarizinC\

2.° Initiating and responding to questions.

4. Evaluating' ihe effectiveness of informative communication.

lesrhing Objective:

Given a student-presented informative speech on careers, thEI students

4

will be able to attend, Interpret, evaluaand respond to the message

appropriately.

Description of Activity:

The students will lister to each informative speech without taking notes.
.4w

After each speech the students will be required tif respond, in writing, to the

following questions intended to test attention, comprehension, and retention

of the information presented:

1., What attention-getting device did the speaker use?

2. What was the subject-of the speech?

3. What were the major ideas presented?

4. Now did the speaker organize his/her talk?

4,-

5. Now did s/he conclude his/her presentatidh? (Y/

Studihfs should also be asked to respond to evaluative questions about

each speed-if

1. Was the attention device effective? Why or why notZ

J. Was the speech easy to follow?

Was the--conclusion effective? A'

h. Was the speaker successful in meeting

speech? Why or why not?

the intendT,1 purpose of'ihe

This type of an activity should accompany all formal speech presenta-,

tions in the classroom.



-
ClassDiscussion Probe,s:.

E-1 Summarizing.

GP>

1

1. What probtbmis ncoUnter as you tried to remember and

summarize the in ideas of ,each speech?

.

2. If you forgot something in a speech, Avill.t can you attribute

,this to? ti,
i

1
0, -

.
4

E-2 Questions .1'
. .

,e I

. .

1, ,Dfd you listen differently because you knew that .you would

harie to answer specific questions about the s eeCh? How?

es

.°E-4 Evaluating.

; t 4. -What criteria did you'ilt

0

evalbate the speech?'

5., Wert , besides good criteria, is essentii1fce accurate arid

effective evaluation of 'speech?'

We'

4
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inOth Grade *
.

Informating
Mass Communication

Focus of Capsule:

MAN B DOG - THAT'S NEWS!

'
%

Ike capsule's focus is on how langpage is adjusted to fit g variety of

media needs as stories receive newspap gr, magazine, radio and television

coverage. 's point of,view is affected by 4'2 is seerrand to *whom one

,orrifidnicates.

4.
Overview of Activities:' 40 *4

Reading activities begin the capsule as students read news.stoeies from \./

a variet sources to develop a'consciousness, first, pf what iecpwered
110"

iii the news and then of how different facts are emphasized for different

)

aud ces. Next, news magazines are examined and evaluated through sma ll

g work leadi/gMilvanel discuss-km.. TV and .radio new is 'assessed

- through a listien)ing activity and then the capsule ends with studentsdOriting
ilk

11
A \

Itheir own news stories for a varietyof media and au s.own

,

)

4

,
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READING ACTIVITY: EXTRA! EXTRA!

Primary Competencies Developed:

A. Basic Analysis.

2. Determining informative purpose (in the light of subject,
audienCe, and occasion).--

ip'
D. The fwms of Informative Discourse.

4. Presenting and interpreting mediated and special forms.

Learning Objective:

The student will learn to read news stories to answer the "Four W's and

One H" questions and the point of view of the author.

---/Description of'Activity:

Begin this activity by reading the Blind Men and the Elephants. A
r.

discussion of perception or point of view, or "what is news," and of "how

does news inform" should follow the reading.

Have the students bring in newspaper articles that illustrate the nature

of news. (The instructor might show a film such.as Critical Thinking: Making

Sure pf the Facts to help students understand the nature of constructing news.)

We areNooking at news reporting as informative and thus objective. Discussion

of the articles should fOcus-On the what, where, when, why, and how fOrmat,

and the kwerted pyramid format of news reporting. The instructor should-also

present several articles that report on the same happening or event. A variety

of points of view shpuld be accounts from local, state, regional morning,/
.s

'and evening fliAb example. .1-lave students listen to a report on radio or TV

about the event as well. Discussion should,focus on comparison and contrast

.1 of content and writing styles.

Class Discussion Probes:

0
A-2 Purpose.

1. 14)at'purposes did the different articles/shows have in. reporting
the stories?

I
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0-4 Mediated and Special Forms.

2. Contrast the organization oiliNgtails in the stories. What

thiggi were same /different? What did differences in placement

of details imply?

3.' How was the omission of details significant?

4. When you contrast thest news stories to what.you hear on TV,

what differences can you detect?

5. What does'"timeliness" of news mean?. How does it affect the

final news report?

6. How does audience and type of paper affect selection and

organization of details in the news article?

7. Whatare the implications for you as a reader/listener to news?

8. Is an objective news story possible? /

.5. Summarize the factors which will affect selection and organiza-

tion of details in a news story.

As a concluding activity to this section, have students write short news

items which force them into changing points of view. For example, write a

paragraph on Homecoming or some other traditional 'aspect of high school life

as if you are I) an enthusiastic supporter, 2) someone who feels he/she does

not have a part in the situation, or 3) someone who goes to the event just

because it's "the thing to do." Have students write the article for the

"official" school paper, an underground student paper,the local weekly, a

#(
local daily, and r gional paper, etc.

F

-dr -
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() SPEAKING ACTIVITY: REPORTING ON THE MEDIA

Primary ompetencies_Developed:

A. Basic Analysis.

. 2. Determining informative pur4se (in the light of subject,
audience, and occasion).

D. The Forms of Infoudative Discourse.

4. Presenting and interpreting mediated and special forms.
1 4

Learning Objective:

The student will be able to find and organize information fora panel.

.

pre entation.

4'mr De cription of the Activity:
"12.g4

The students will be working in small groups to read and assess a news

magazi.ne for how the editors treat a-topic. The eventual.goal is a panel

01.discussion where each group,will present a report and entertl questions

. from the class on the newsmagazine.

First: (View and discuss the filmstrip ._Know What I Mean: Fact, Opinion,

Slanting; if possible.)

Put sty tents in groups of 3. Have each group prepare a written account

of a recent party. Then have them rewrite it, but delete important words.

Exchange accounts with other groups. Have groups fill in tithe blanks with

words -that are apprOpriate for three audiences: friends, parents, police.
st

Compare the original reports and the words selected for the different

audiences.$ Discuss the implications of the, activity for the newsmagazine

analysis.

.Fo llowing these activities', each group should formalize a set of ques-

,

iions they will use to assess the report on theirs m zine, such as:

1. What kind of audience does this magazine appeal to? How can you

tell?

2. What kinds of subjects are treated? How are news stories seleCted?

3. How objective are the major news, stories? Comparegontrast treat-

ment of a news story in several magazines?,

5)

0
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4. ff one wanted to know whit is going on in the world, nation, state,.

would she/he read this magazine regularly?
°

5. Now do articles in magazines differ from .those in newspapers? Why? .

Group Activity: Prepare and present kpanel discussion that reports on

-40 -

the news magazine they studied.1 Each student in the group ,should participate

a
in the presentat\on.

Class Discussion Probes:

A-2 Purpose.

1. What would you say the overall purpose of this magazine's

Z._ editors is? Why?

2. H "successful" is the magazine, in your opinion? Why? ,

3

D-4 Mediated and Special ForFds.

(See questions used to assess magazine, as above.)

-4
Alt
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LISTENING-ACTIVITY: TV NEWS ANNOUNCERS AND THEIR STYLE

Primary Competencies Developed:

10 B. Discovering Information.

3. FindiTig information in printed and audio-visual resources.

D. The Forms of Informative Discourse.

4. Presenting and interpreting mediated and special-forms.

Learning Objective:

The student will be able to identify diffecences in details and purposes
(ki

of news coverage by news media.

-Ascription okAftivity:

(As a pre-discussion and listening activity, the film TV News: Behind

the Scenes should be shown. This film will give.the students an appreciation

of What goes into news reports they will be asked to listen to and evaluate.

Or have an outs-ide speaker come in from a local radio/TV station to discuss,

how the evening news is produced.)

The instructor will_assign students to listen to a variety of television

and radio news brOadcasts including local and national movs, and a program

such as Sixty Minutes. While listening:the student should keep a log of what

is covered in the broadcasts and jot down Words which indicate an opinion on

the part of the speaker/writers, as well as the attitude it seems the listener

is expected to develop. With each type of story, the student should notice the'

amount of information given to the listener. C6MP*e the type and amount of

information given on a program like Sixty Minutes with a,news broadcast.

Class Discussion Probes:

B-3 Finding Information.

1. What specific information details were presented in one broad-
cast and not in another?

What "opinion" words did you note?

3. What outside forces affect your listenin-47-

4. What language did yOu notice announcers using? Who is more
informal: radio or TV announcers?

61
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5. How i you screen information to decide what was relevant Or

irreleva ?

D-4 _Mediated and Special Forms.

6. For any one coverage: what attitude did it seem the\l.istener

was supposed to develop? Why do you say so?

7. Who is accurate and/or thorougT - radio, TV announcers?

8. How do the visual requirements of TV affect the selection and

.organization of news stories within a news broadcast? How

does it affect the reporting of an event?

9. How do tire requirements of TV and radio affect news reportin§1

Do you get complete information on radio/TV news?

10. What function do stories on a TV news magazine like 60 Minutes

or 20/20 serve?

H. That else do you need to now about fan event or happening to

have the complete story? /

I

62
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WRITING ACTIVITY: WRITING FOR THE MEDIA

r. Primary Competency Developed:

D. The Forms, of InforMative Discourse.

Alt

4. Presenting and interpreting mediated and special forms.

Learning Objective:

The stu will learn the conventions of writing for the news media.

Description of the Activity:

As a culmination of this capsule, the student will be asked to write

several different types of news stories.which deal with the same topic. The

V important aspect of this assignment is to keep in mind the various approaches

to news that have been previously leakiped. In addition, the form for writing

each report should be presented to the students.

Suitable topics might be drawn from school orlemunity life shared by

most students. Each student should compoSe a newspaper story (school, local,

or metropolitan), a local televis'ion report and a radio report all on the

a
same topic. Give students a precise time limit for the radio and TV stories,

.e., a 30 second, 45 second, or 1 minute story. Have the students tape re-
!'

cord the radio reports and videotape the TV report; complete with g.itaphics

-and pictures if possible. The newspaper article should also include either

a picture or an explanation of what type of picture (if any) should be in-

cluded with the article. Finally each student might write a paragraph

evaluating how he/she _had to adjust" language and det-a-i-l-s-rtomeet the expecta-
,

tions of a changing audience.

Class Discussion Probes:

D-4 Mediated and Special. Forms.

1. Which report allowed for the greatestdetaiill Why?

2. In what ways did you adjust to the audience involved? ql

3. What aspects of composition were difficult for yeg414
4i .0

4. How did use of visual effects change the nature of the report?

63
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Note: (An alternative or additional final activity would be to have

groups offstudents research,. write, and videotape a news story for a TV

magazine-type show. This would, of course, be a longer project, and require...

q research, video production, and writing skills. ime limit on the final pro-
,

< duct could be 1Q-20 minutes. Students should utilize graphics, on the air

interviews, and reporting to create the story. This would be an excellent

Bray to end a unit bn the informing function, for it requires research, writing,

o

. o

speaking, reading, listening, and nonverbal skills. The students could put

the group stories together and prepare a complete show - perhaps -on some aspect

of the community or school that could b0 e shared with other classes and the

community. Possibilities for cooperation and coordination with local TILJ

stations could be-examined. (YOu'could make this as big or as little as you

choose%)

6,1
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MASTER LIST

ALTERNATIVE CURRICULUM DESIGN IN ENGLISH/COMMUNICATION FOR GRADES 9 AND 10

aft.

1I 'AFFEeTIVE COMPETENCIES - EXPRESSING AND EMPATHIZING,WITH FEELINGS

A. Analysis of Self_and.Others

1.Identifying-the-communicator's (self or others) attitudes and values

2. Determining the communicator's (self or others) emotional state

8. Analysis of the Situation in Which, Feelings are Expressed-

1. Inviting and recognizing the expression of feeling'

410 .

2: Evaluating the ap ro ss of an expression of feelings

3. Recognizing or exercising con rot when expressing feelings

C. Obinmunicating,Feelings

1. Expre*sing and attending to feelings

Providing and. interpr'eting non-verbal and graphic, empathic cues

3. Inviting and providing verbal non-evaluative feedback

4. Initiating, responding to, and anticipating questions about feelings

D. Responding to Feelings/

1. Providing and <accepting evaluative feedback

2. Initiating and accepting the expression,of positive feelings about self

3, in,i,tiating,and accepting the expressions of negative feelings about self

,t
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10th Grade
Feeling

intrapersonal

SEEING ME - SEEING OTHERS

Focus of Capsule:

This capsule involves-the student in self reflection, in expressing the

impact of others on self, and in'analyzind the motives of,fictional haracters:

Overview of Activities:

-\\the reading and writing activities emphasiie talking to oneself." Ex-

amining diaries and journals along with creating a student journal are preludes

to speaking about a special influential person. Lastly, students take a tele-

vision look at character motives, reactions, and language reflective of per-
_

soriality. In short, the students take a look at oneself and at 'others as dual

means towards "knowing oneself."

6.6

...
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READING ACTIVITY: READING ABOUT SELF

Primary Competency Developed:

B. Analysis:of the Situation in Which Feelings Are Expressed.

2. Evaluating the appropriateness of an expression of feelings.

4
Secondary Competency Developed:
-5-

C. Communicating Feelings.
;13

1.. Expressing and attending to feelings.

Learning Objective: a

° Stud will read a number of'journartype literacy pieces and determine

the different &Pyles of language used when writing to self rather than to

others.'

Description of Activity:

The instructor should'choose either a full piece of literature, or a ,310

number of shorter pieces which present a speaker speaking to him/herself or-

.

__writing to. him/herself. Certainly pieces of Shakespearean soliloqUy wouldwork

%
if the instructor wants to spend only a little time working on the literature

for this capsule. If theNiIiTtructor is looking for a longer piece - a-full

length literary piece - such works as William Butler's Butterfly Revolution
Q

would hold potential value. Robinson Crusoe might also work in this context.

Essentially what should be done js exploration into how a'person expresses his/

her feelings to him/herself. Class discussion of the ideas in each work used,

and what use the speaker/writer might make of those ideas as s/he travels back

over his/her thoughts at another time should be the focus. Should the ir*

structor desire, theie would also be plenty of opportunity to use poetry as a

means of expressing feeling to self. A look at pdttry for this0possibility,

-

would help the student, later if pqetry is to be used at all in journal writing,

which is really the basis of the entire 10th Grade Feeling Unit.

44"
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Class Discutsion Probes: L.

L,PrimaryCOmpetenyi

B-2 Appropriateness.

). What free in do writers take when writing to themselves or for
their own comsumption?

'2. What value do you find in written self exprelsion? In what'sense

is this an appropriate way to express feelings? Does it have

any obvidus limitations?

3. Are there any;lrules for journal writing? Should there be?.

Secondary Competency:

Ca-1 Expressing/Attending.

4: Is there a difference between someone you see through a journal,
and that same person when examined through his /her autobiography?

Explain.

68
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WRITING ACTIVITY: A FEELING CAN BE EXPRESSED

11r4.mary Competency Deceloped:

C. 'ComeounicatlirF4eelings.

1, Expressing and 'attending to frefriings.

Secondary Competency Developed: ..

. .

"\....
,

4 A. Ana.11sis
0.

of Self.0Z)Others..

1. Identifying the communicator's (self or others) attitude

.
2.. Determining the communicator's, (self or others) emotianil

Learning Objective:,

Thetudents will write for' themselves as an audience e *pole of

expressing feelings openlyin writing and giving themselves a ing for

fuller exploration in ogler for s of writing.

Description of Activity: 144-

The journal is the core of"this entire unit. Initially the instructor:,

411

should use traditional journal etiquette, which means thgt s/he should not
. mt.

examine what is wrixten in the journal unless tlis studenL,requests such a

reading. However, this does not...free the instructor from work. The instructor,'

task is to motivate the student.so Olat s /he will be willing to explore feelings

thoroughly in writing. The first writi.n6s should be self-explorations witthe

teacher presenting situations which require the student as an observer, to

examine his/her attitudes and feelings toward the situation. Suppose, for

instance; the instruc or stages(a scene in which s/he ",throws" a studen out of

class for supriOsed misbehavior. What is the reaction of the'student? Have

_ . a

him/her write this reaction as past of the journal,. Iftlength is nof:requested

o4 Students for each.daY, ands if suggestions are not given for the student to

begyhthinking about before writing, the journal writing will become quite,

Shallow and certainly very brief. The intention of this journal is to have
. . ..,.4

,

.
.

. .
,students explore as thoroughly. as possible how they feel about something and_

' _ -
_

. ,., 1 II

.,how they can tommunicate those feel irigs. e Thus,.some kind of staging, of' pre-,
_

0
A f.

.
..

. , - - ..
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,
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discussibn about an issue or event,, or reading to which a student might

react., or vi8wing of-a television program or film to whici) a student might react,

. .

is necessary before the writing act begins. These kinds.of acti.Vitie will pro-,

vide the student with ideas for writing.

Class Discussion Probes:

er
Primary Competency:

6

,

C-1 Eessing/Attending.

1. What do you find yourself-unwilli'ng or hesitant to write about?

2. What kinds of freedoms in language do yollifind you can take
when writing for yourself alone? "

3. Are these the same kinds of liberties that the journal writers
you have read have taken for themselves?

Secondary Competency:

A-1 Attitudes and Values.

4. In looking through your jOurnal entries can you see your values?
Can you give a specific example ?.,

A-2 Emotional State.

5. Are there certain emotions which you feel you cannot communicate
adequately?

6. What are they? ,

**,

7, What kinds of words are used most frequently'. wherr'ezpressing
,emotions? What parts of speech are used most frequently?

+..

iD

4

4

*
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SPEAyNNCTIVITY: YOU MIGHT LIKEIHIM/HER TOO!

Primary. Competency Developed:

A. Analysis of Self and Others.

art

4

2. Determining the communicator's (self or others) emotional state.

Secondary Competency Developed:

C. Communicatingtelings.

.0"
2. Providing and interpreting non-verbal and graphic, empathic cues.

4 T'
3. Inviting and providing verbal non- evaluative feedback.

4. Initiating, responding to, and anticipating questions about feelings.

r

Learning Objective:

The student will express verbally his/her emotional response to a special

person and experience(s), sharing that emotion-with others.

Description of Activity: I
Following up on the wrj.ting activity for this capsule, students will be

asked to -share with'the class some insight into a person who "touched" the*

who had a special impact on their lives. After completing a directed-journal

.assignment, each student will be asked to informally tell 'the class about the

ft

person who was/is special to them. A time limit of two or three minutes shou4d

be set, and some guidelines'mentioned:

0
'a.Iriefly explain who the person is;

b. .Describe how you got to meet or know him/her/

c. In a clear example show why you found him/her Unique and special;

d. Sum upl2w you feel about the person;
,
and

,

e. Encpurage other students to ask questions after you have finished."

Explain to the class that the goal here is to share with others your

feelings about someone, and for the group to share the various ideas of how

- Ire-
%apecial someone can be, as well as the many feelings involved in hymen relation-

ships: 44C,

ea.

Oy
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Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

A-2 Emotional State.

1. What were some.of your feelings as you spoke with the class?
(This is most easily started by giving them one minute to jot
down a list of what they remember feeling - then asking what
turned up on various lists..)

I

a. Did your feelings as a speaker change once you were underway?
Why?

I

1

2. Generally, what emotions kept being mentioned as people put
4

into words how they felt about their_special person?
46

a. Are there any characteristics that those special people seem
to have in common?

3:---flow did you as a listener feel about certain people that were

des,cribed? What brought out4.hat feeling: the way the other

student spoke? the details given? the depth of emotion shown?

Secondary Competency:

C-2 Non-Verbal and Graphic Cues.

4. As a speaker,what evidences could you find from observing your
audience that indicated their empathy with what you said? How

did this affect your,presentation?

C -3 Verbal Non-Evaluative Feedback.

5. During the question period did you find any examples of verbal non-

evaluativesfeedback?

6. Did the qdestions themselves include such feedback? How?

'E-

C-4 Questions.

7. Whai4id,yoU do'to elicit

8. Could you anticipate wha
prepare answers? Example

estions.about your presentation?

9

1.;

you would be asked and so

J
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: HOW DO THE EMOTIONkACT?

Primary Competency Developed:

A. Analysis of'Self and Others.,

2. Determining the communicator's (self or others)emotional.state.

Secondary Competency Developed: r.

C. Communicating Feelings.

1. EN!,sing and attending to feelings.
.44°

Learning Objective:

The student will have to listen carefully to a television program and 4411P

analyze what words wet used to convey.emotion, oips6YVing the context inlhich

emotional words were used and noting, when and why a character chOse to speak in

that way.

Description of Activity:

Each student will be asked to observe*one television show, or preferably

more if possible in which the char9Aters are faced with a problem they respond

to emotionally. Since almost every TV show today centers on a problem that up-

JP

sets the characters, this is easily set up. In discussing the assignment, en-
.

alurage students to select a variety of shows, perhaps even with the goal of

each student (or every two) seeing a different program. MOre than simply-
watching the show to see what happens, they are tojocuson one of two of he

central characters who are caught up in a conflict. Watching those chardCtjs

intently-, the student i5 to note:

a. What causethe,character tO'react in an emotional way,

b. What'ihat re*tipn is: verbal and non-verbal,

c. Now the other'character(s) react to what was said or shown emotionally,

Ili*

d. What is revealed about the inner personality of the character by what

s/he said and did, and-

e. How the particular scenes were resolved.
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It should be mentioned thdrin any single show there may be several scenes

that iovolve emotions, some may Eib more "heated" than others, but that all of

the emotions expressed are important.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competenty:.

A -2 Emotional State.

1. Describe some of the scenes you listened to...
t

2. Was the character embarrassed in any way to reveal what s/he
was feeling? Why? Did that affect the situation in any way?

3. What emotions were revealed in

Secondary Competency: 1

C-1 Expressing/Attending.

the, scenes you described?

4. Specifically, how did the Character(s)
feeling? When did this occur? Why?

state what they were

5., When' did the feeling expressed have an effect on the other
character(s)? How did you know?

A

6. Is the particular character you were observing a popular one
with television viewers? Why? What age giseftp in particular
identifies with the character and his/hee'problems? Why?

74
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10th Grade
Feeling
D.yadic
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4

LOVE'IS NEVER HAVING TO SAY YOU:ARE SORRY

Focus .of' Capsule: moP

Of concern in interpersonal relationships is how to mainti an atmosphere

where the parties communicating can honestly express their emotions and empathi-

cally lissten to the feelings of others. An important element in high level

self-disctosure of feelings, is the non-threatening, non-critical expression of

angry, resentful feelings. This capsule explores ways to express and listen to

feelings in an honest, non-evaluative way.

Overview of Activities:

The capsule begins wsitqloa writing activity that has students creating an

"angry" letter/that is never sent. The letters are shared with a neutral;

third party to clarify the feelings of the writer and 0 role-play possible

responses the receiver might have to the letter. The listening experience has

students share feelings in dyads about a variety of things and practice empathic,

) non-evaluative listening behaviors. Finally, the class will read literature or

greeting cards that express sentiment or highlight relationships. Students will

discuss the methods of expressing feelings and evaluate the effectiveness of

the strategies used.

S

et

O
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WRITING ACTIVITY: ARE YOU REALLY ANGRY?

Primary Competency Developed:

A. Analysis of Self and Others.

I. Identifying the communicator4s (self or others) attitudes and

values.

Ncondary Competencies Developed:

B. Analysis of the Situation in Which Feelings Are Expressed.

2. Evaluating the appropriateness of an expression of feelings.

C. Communicating Feelings.

4. Initiatingresponding to, and_anticipating_questions about feelings.

Learning Objective:

The student will learn to use appropriate language that communicates,

effectively rn aniangry situation.

Description ofiActivity:

This activity and the one which follows will prepare students for looking,

in the reading activity, at how different persons can see the same situations

lT

from different perspectives. Seeing and understanding this concept should help

the student realize that emotional control is sometimes as important as

emotional venting. Students will be asked to write a letter to someone with

whom they have been quite angry. This lettg should be out46oken and "day

the matter on the line." The letter is not to be read by the'instructor; however,

after-it has been written, the student should discuss the content of the letter

with a friend in the class or with one personin the class. The discussion

,4Aould fo&is on whether or not the wTitgr is justified In.his/her-reactiohand.

should the letter uall be'sent. Ohce discussion wiiin the groups'oetwo

has been completed student should then write a paragraph in whi h s/he

discusses what the final action in the situation should be'and why. This

paragraph, since it does not deal with the actual content of anger, should be

read and recorded by the instructor.
ON,
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Class Discussioh

4 1 .

Primary Competency Developed:

A-1 Attitudes and Values.

1. Was the person who read your first paragraph able to detect why
you were angry?

2. Did the person who angered yaw do something with which yodOt
, disagreed on the basis of value?

Secohdary Competencies:

$1

1

B-2 Appropriateness. I

/c_
3. Did-yodand-the reader of your letter dec ide the letter could be

_

.sent? Why or why hot?
, .

4. Was your decision ma de on the basis of appropriateness of langu-
age? of topic?

C-4 Questions.

ti

5. Were you able to anticipate what the class reader of your letter
would react to?

6. Did you disagree or agree with his/her reaction to your letter?
Why, why not?

4

77
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LISTENING ACTIVITY:- HOW I'M REALLY HEARING YOU

Primary Competency Developed:

D. Responding to Feelings.

1. Providing and accepting evaluative feedback.

Secondary Competencies Developed:.,
I

A. Analysis of Self and Others..

1. I
ntifying the communicator's (self or others) attitudes and

alues.

B_Analysis.of_the Situatiohjm Which -Feel ings4re-ExiresseAT--

3. Recognizing or exercising control when expressing feelings.,

C. Communicating Feelings.

1. Expressing and attending to feelings.

Learning Objective:
1.0

The students will listen to other students carefully and be. able-to restate

accurately the content of what has been said; the students will also be able

to ask questions to clarify information and emotions in a one-t8-one situation._

Description of, Activity:

This activity completes the work begun in the writing activity of the cap-

sule. rn pairs, the students Will discuss those "letters-not-sent" which were

prepared earlier. Each student must share his/her letter with another, either

by reading it or by allowing it to be read., The second student is -to decide

how the receiver of the letter would have felt had s'he received it.

The two students should then role-play a scene in which the student who wrote

'Al166

the letters begins by.stating, "I wrote y"ou a letter; what did you think of

it?" The second student responds:with what s/he'thinks might be the answer

on the basis of his/her understanding,of the.receiver of the letter. The

Instructor should allow enough time so that each student has a chance to play

both a role as the author of a.letter'and as the recipient of another such

*Mitter. Upon completion of the activity have students explore in a journal

entry how they felt about:

73
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a. the incident dekribed in ..the letter, and

-,1). the letter written about the incident.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

D-1 Evaluative Feedback.

1. Were you able to separate fact from Jrinion from feeling and
respond to each area as a "recipient" of a letter?

Were you able to ask questions which clarified information and
separated it from fact and opinion and feeling_?

3., Were you able to make,yyour listener listen to your feedback?
Why, why not?

Secondary Competencies:

A-1 Attitudes and Values.

A. Did you express accurately the attitudes and values which the
letter writer included in his/her written work?

4k,

5. Did you communicate the attitudes and values which the "recipient"
could be expected to communicate?

'B-3 Control.-

6. As you role played, did you control the feelings your role
cal led4 for?

7: What Impediments to those feelings did you feel? Why?

C-1 Expressing/Attending.

T. Did you attend to the feelings of the person with whom you were'
talking? %

9. How ,did you do so?

10. Would these be standard reactions such feelings?

79
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: NOW I'M REALLY TELLING YOU

Primary Competency Developed:

C. CommunicatiTig-Feelings.--r,

1. Expressing and attending to feelings.

7v-
Seconeidry ,Competency Developed:

D. Responding to Feelings.

2. Initiating and accepting the expression of positive feelings

about self.

3. Initiating and accepting the expression of negative feelings

abet self.

Learning Objective:

The students will be able to separate fact from opinion from feeling while

phr'asing statements which communicate fee 'ng to one other student.

Description of Activity: .

In pairs, have students complete a series of "I feel..." statements. Hand

out copies of the statements, instruct,ing students to look at the phrases and

decide how they would fill in the blanks. One student should be the speaker,

saying one statement .as s/he would complete it, and the other should be the

listener. (They will switch roles shortly.)

After hearing the statement, the, other student or listener, must accu-

rately rephrase what s/he heard by completing the following statement:

hear you saying Then the listener should Aid:" "My response to what

you said is " (an idea; emotion or whateve0.

Here are some sample statements to complete:

"When I fail a test in I feel

"When I hurt'a friend's', feelings I feel 11
. .

"When I don't understand homework instructions feel

"When I hear my friends argue I feel .4".

"When I oticepeople whispering I feel .4 1

"When I receive a gift from a friend I feel .11

Y'
After one student has been the speaker, the roles should switch and s/he

shouldbdcome the listener.

s o

N.
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),

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competey:

C-1 Expressing/Atteriding.

1. Was it difficult to reveal your true feelings in completing

some of the phrases? Why?

2. Wai it difficult:" to respond to your partner? Why?

3 Where is it important 1n your life to be able to express

feeliTig as yOu have done here?

Secondary .Competency:

D-2 Positive Feelings.

4. For which patterned statements were you able to provide positive

feelings?

5. How did you respond positively to your partner?

D-3 Negative Feeling
fr

6. For which patterned statements did you provide negative feelings?

7. When did you respond negatively to your paftner?

4
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READING ACTIVITY: DO TWO ALWAYS SEE ALIKE?

Primary Competency Developed:

A. Analysis of Self and Others.

1. Identifying the communicator's (self or others) attitudes-and
values.

Secondary Competency Developed:

A. Analysis of Sajf and Others.
-441

2. DiTerminipg_the communicator's (self or_others) emotionaL state.

Learning Objective:

The students will learn to read for an interpretation and analysis

feeli-ngs within a literary work.

Description of Activity: .

This unit can go in two different ways, depending upon the type,of litera-

ture selected. If_the instructor wishes to have the class examine point of
It,

.view based upon age or perspective upon an activity or event, a letter such as

"Open Letter to a Young Negro" by Jesse Owens might be used. If the instraCtor

.-
is interested in how one person cap develop feeling in another through a direct

intention,, the play SORRY, WRONG NUMBER might be used. Or perhaps the intentidn

.

behind greeting cards or other letters of expressed emotion might be used if

there is not enough time to use a playsUch as,SORRY WRONGNUMBER In any

event the discussion should depend upon some serious exploration into how to

communicate adequately an emotion as well as a thought to another person.

Class Discussion Probes:

.

Primary Competen0:

A-1 Attitudes and Values.

I. Can an emotion be induced into another?

2. Namesome situations in which that cou appen or in which it
.

did.

3.. Are emotions in literature as easy o detect as. theme, pjot,dtc,?

.What makes detecting them more,Qr 1-ss difficult?
*J.
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Secondary Competency '

. .

t
A-g2 Emotianal.State.

4.'. s, ---

. 4 What various emotions did the cha
0' 1 ,

.
,

.

"
...

5.; Why did the charcters experience thO eao
,

tion§?
.

-
. ..
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- 10th Grade

Small Gtoup,

FROM NONSENSE TO SAME SENSE

41t.

a

.Focus, Of Capsule:

I

This capsule focuses on .connotations.and denotations,.nonsense and

'sere gt.i words. Worcts.have power to cause tears, start'fights, create joys,

express love and celebrate life., Werds influence our l- ives deeply a, nd per-
,.

. ,

asigyely. Students will explore how words about feelings and conveying

eMatiores are assigned meaning by using oats that range 'from the nonsensical,

to the most sensible.

bverview of Activities:
, ...

. .
.

Each activity is weli.defailed. Reading nonsense poems enables students
k -

. -

to explain nonsense words,arid to suggest alternatives. After suchereadings,

st'dents In't'he writing activity create their own original words and meanings.
_ 0

Further in a small group'speaking situatiorr,reudents present choral
ili.

readings using various sources. In'the last activity, stddents learn the

art of attending to others PO listening without judgment.
o

e

o,

'1
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READING ACTIVITY: MUCH NONSENSE

0
Primary Competericy Developed:

C. Communicating Feelings.

I

2. Providing and interpreting non-verbal and graphic, empathic cues.

Learning Objective:
.

.

The students will read nonsense poems by'poets such as Lewis Carroll,

Ogden Nash, E.E. Cummings, or even Dr. Seuss and explain the nonsense words

bj, replacing them with word alternatives. that both fit grammatically and convey
4

appropriate emotion-or 'connotation:

Description of Acvity:

If students have already written and defined original words*: they will have

14111

someuhderstanding of thi. hi, or and enjoyment with which poets like Nash and

Cummings or-writers like Carroll
/
and Seuss must approach their work. Studehts

.

will read nonsense poems or stories in whi h the writerjlas: invented his/her

own vocabularY. I Discussion_may.center aro nd both the clues readers must solve
do ,

to understand the material ehd the connotativ .associations of Ole wads them- 4

selves through their sounds, appearance and 4inilar English words. The/Teelings

.these words -evoke even when "nonsense" can increase awareness of how the very

sounds of English wordsconvey feelings.

rr

iClass Discussion Probes:

C-2 Non-Verbal and4P4phi Cues.'

11/1:. What 4eeling'.k.type words are tbere in the language of the-

wrlters?

Do-these feelifig type words have clear definitions?

/3. Are there words which children would have diffiS-cuty understanding, in
books li those of Dr. Seuss? Would foreignspeakers English

also have difficu ie with such words?

did you decide the meanings of the words the writer created?

-'1

5. Wh,ft't tnglish words could Y.se substituted which convey the same

emo LOh or feeling as the nonsense words?

Air 01114,6
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Audience Context:
.

1.- What feeling's do you as a communicator'experience.as y&u seek to

make clear for someone else words'which are unclear?

2. What an you notice jn your istener5 as they hearwords unfamiliar

to them? What are their eactions?

A

4

6

ik

4

0

7
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WRITING ACTIVI

Primary Competency Developed:

C. Communicating Feelings.

J--
Learning Objective:

-79-

MU H N0441...
N

'

/. Providing and interpreting non-verbal and graphic empathic cues.

Students in small groups Will create their own orrgirial words and meanings

'wflpich convey feelings, then develop a dictionary and use them ip context.

'Description of Activity:
1

Working, in groups of fogr or five, students will create five nonsense

wor4 that express feelings, "rndicate their rammaiical classification, define

them and 4se themmall lo a short paragraph. .ci-egroup will then paSs on only__

the Ards and their grammatical classes to the other groups who are:, in, turn,
.

0

to defi6e and write paragraphs using them. Students should create words which

4
sound like Mile feelings they are trying to convey, Post the rewIting IjOs

and paragraphsparagraphs or have groups present them for comparison.

V Y

Class DIsaOssion Probes: 1

C-2 -Non-Verbal and Graphic Cues.

I. How similar were the definitions, of.the words?

,2. On what did your group base its definitions? Wiat part did the
appearance or sound of the words play?' t

Audience Context:

I, flow do you feel when people use untamiliat words when tlking to you?

2. How do you choose words to convey feelings ?.

87
M' a
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: DIVINEST SENSE 4P'

Primary Competenwy Developed;

C. Communicating FeelingsN

2, Providing and interpreting non-verba a d graphic, empathic cues.

/
Learning Objective:

0 go

Working in small groups students will prepare and present an oral reading,

analyzing its use of affective langdage.
(

Description of Activity:

o

Small groups of.students should prepare a choral reading of poetry using
1

.such materials as LindsWs "The Condo," Millet's "Ballad of the Harp Weaver,"

or Johnson's "The Creatioil-." -Practice in choral reading skill(will be

accompanied

tive and connotative language to co vey feeling.

g each group introduce and comment on the oe of denota- ,

Class Discussion Probes:

C-2 Non-Verbal and Graphic Cues,

I. What words does the poet use that convey particular ethotions?

2. How does the delivery mIthod affect the feeling tonveyed the

poem?

).

Audience Context:

1. How does.our word cholce and delivery convey our feedings ln various
.

situations?

4

I-
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. .

LISTENING ACTI 1TY: PUTTING' IN MY ORDER!

t,

Primary Competencies Developed:

A. Analysis of. Self anal Others.

1. Idearfying the colunicator's (self or others) attitudes an4-....
orlues.

C. Communicating Feelings.

1. Expressing and attending to feelings.

Learning Objective:

Students will listen without interruption, carefully; non-judgmentally,

and without emotibnaeinterference.

Description of Activity:

..-vvvvvv- vv.

Divide the class into groups of five or six members each Every student
Ow

will have to both speak and listen within his/her group. Ahd as they listen

to each other, students must try not to judge the other speaker or his/her ideas
t

against their own point of view. There is no right or wrong here, only many

personal viewpoints. And all membersiadeserve the right to state exactly What

they choose, and to give supporting reasons for ,their choices. What each student

is to do is rank in order of importance'to him/herself, the following element?

of life: religion, education, family, monejr, health. The group's,are to then

meet to hear what each member has come up with,-and vhy that rankings.was chbsen.

Goinlaround in a circle, each- student should speak,, and the others must 'NOT

interrupt, comment positively or negatively, signal approval or disapproval

(verbally or.-non-verbally) or criticize,

Afterwards, have studeNts slm u t they felt has they were forced to

,simply listen, and what ,specidl 'feelings were revealed by doing this small

group exercise. .(And wait forithem to talk, if at first they. are reluctant to

\liklead this summary!)

a

alp
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Class Discussion Probes:

4t-

A7I AttitudesJand Values..

782-

1. How did you feel about having to choose among these areas?

2. What concerqrs might someone feel about presenting this list?

C-1 Expressing/Atten5Ang.

)%3. Did it help or hinder you to know thatnoone would respond to

your list? Why?

4. How didpyou feel as pix; listened tp others' lists?

'9.

r
t4%
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10th Grade
Feeling!'

Pic 'y

Rips of Capsule:

THE HUMAN TOUCH

This capsule deals with clarity of exprerion when dealing with emotion in

. a public way, the'apprdpriateness of feelings"which are exprdSsed and the under-

standing of'the feelings of others. How do we communicate emotions within the

context of content? How do We present an attentive, emp thic listening

attitude in the public fOrum? How can we learn from the public expression of

thought and emotion? These are basic questions for this capsule.

Overview of Activities:'

The unit develops through reading, writing, speak-i-ng-and Li-s-teni-hs-L4 that

order. Students begin by looking at the expression of emotion.through drametic

dialogue, topica novels and public letter writing. They contribute to public

wTitingby composing their own letters to an editor in which they, express

emotion as well as content. They then have a speaking activity in which they

r
express- themselves in a classroom discdsion on a topical, controversial issue

and complete the unit by listening to each other- and reacting to a disbussion

by analyzing what wenton within it and how emotions''were,expressed within it.

The focus is looking for guidelines for emotional exprIession..
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RE1KDING ACTIVITY: FEELINGS ARE NOT REVOLTING

Primary-Competency Developed:,

B. Analysis of the Situation in Which Feelings Are Expressed.

1. Inviting and reco nizin the expression of feeling.

2. Evaluating the appropriateness pf an expresicin of feelings.

3. Recognizing or exercising control when'expressing feelings.

Secondary Competency Developed:

C. Communicating Feelings.

1. Expressing and attending to eelings.

Learning Objective:

The student will learn to read the intended feelings of a piece of litera-

ture as well as the words.

Description of Activity:

The use and communication of feelings by an author is an important pai-t of

literature and understanding literature. This activity is divided into three

segments, each ofwhich explores an aspect of emotion-communication through litera-

N \

ture, The activity begins with a short visual experience in-which an emotional

scene from Shakespeare such as the balcony scene from ROMEO AND JULIET is

viewed and read. Following the viewing, the emotions 'that are expressed will

.
be the focus of the discussion. Students will try to locate exact lines which

communicate emotion and select /he words WilIch are emotion packed in the passage.

A list of these words will be made and then they will be tested in other Con-

texts to see if those words always communicate emotion, or just Go so in the

specific context.ln which they were noticed. The second segment of the reading

activity might dal with a long work like TALE OF TWO CITIES or a short story

r

such as "I'm a Fool" by Sherwood Anderson or "The Sacreq. Skull" by PearlBuck.

Another option is to deal with a number of short readings or one long reading

about death such ag ERIC or DEATH BE NOT PROUD. The intent of the discussion
/

fo.lJowing the reading should be to explore how the author deals with an intense'



emotion in a pi/611c manner and does not become cloying. How do authors speak

about themselves and thei(r=-emotions or how do authors introduce aReriod of

time and the intense emotions at swept it? The third segment of the reading,

activity will deal with the public letter' -the lettp-r of opinion Written to the.

,

newspaper. For this portion of the capsule, the instructor will rely upon issues
,

which are current in the local newspaper:, The intent of the discussion should

be to explore what makes a-successful, emotional letter which is to 14e made

public.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

B-1 Recognizing Expression.

1. How -did you identify the feelings expressed in any of the three
types-.of literature read?,

2., Does emotion have more of a place in one type of writing than
another according to the three types read for this activity?

3. Are thee certain words which are sigrial words for the exprelsion
of certain emotions?

B-2 Appropriateness.

4. In the three
#

types li
f erature

read, were any found to be tot91Py

inappropriate places fo the expression of emotion?
r

5. Does appropriateness depend solely upon the definition of the
aiglience?,

- B-3 Control.

6. In which kind of writing author have to exercise the most

control?

7. How does that kind of rol get put into effect?

Secondary Competency:

C-1 'Expressing/Attending.

1

8, What did the authors want you to do because of the emotions which
they expressed? ,

9. Were they realistic in their expeCtation?

10. How might they, have directed your emotiods better:1i

7

4

1
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WRITING ACTIVITY: CLEARING- THE AIR

fi
,Primary Competency Developed:

B. Analysis of the Situation in Which Feeiings Are Expressed.

3. Recognizing or exercising contry when expressing feelings.

Secondar om etencies Develo ed'

B. Analysis of the Situat in Which Felings Are Expressed.

EvaluatiM the appropriateness of an expression of feelings".

A. Analysis of Self and Others.

N

I., Identifying the communicator's (self or others) attitudes and

values.

2., Determining the communicator's (self or others) emotional state.

'Learning Objective:.

The students will express themselves effectively, rationally and emotionally,
.

.

on a stoic of.their ownchoosing after they have narrowed the audience to whom

,they wishto make their expression.

Description of Activity:

After the class members have read Various public statements in-which4
.

emotions-and feelings are expressed for public consbmption and/or public action:;
.

-

,st

the students Shouid-lie assigned a writing assignment in which they express their
, 7

own emotions.thectiAl'y about a topic. Letters to the Editor will be the most

universally 'accepted approach. Have the class make a list, in discussion, of

iterils Which they feel they can write about--activities in the schobl WtliChare

ofimmediate-significance or worth immed discussion because of their con-
.

troversy, or issues in- the community about.whh students feel strongly And

wish to commit themselves. Once the topics have been selected, discussion Ahould

be held on.how tospxpress:ine's feelings on the topics in a way which will cause

the audio'grice4to iisie6.and take action. After the students have written their

letters; a writing workshop should be held. Students can exchange papers and

become critical Staders for each other, paying attention not only to thee content

if
4

of the letter, but the,way in which the content is expressed. All aspects of
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writing become important here, and each student acts as editor, critic and
_ -

evaluator.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

-B-3, Control.

1. SinCe you wrote about something which you felt quiteemotional
about,.how did you curb the emotions you felt?

. 2. ,Was it necessary to curb those emotions because of the audience
or. because of your purpose for writing,, or both?

3. Did you fiod it netessaryto tailor your vocabulary to your
audience? Why?

A

Secondary Compe;pncies:

B-2 Appropriateness.
.

4. Did you find certain expressions, inappropriate? Why?

A-1 Attitudes'and Values:

5. Is it possible to identify the values you-placed into your
writing?

6. Did.you want your reader to identify as-much as you placed into
the composition?

A-2 Emotional State.

7." Is it possible for,anyone reading your essay/letter to identify
how emotionally yoU'feel'about the topic?

. Did you want that to beevident?

1 Lt

1

)

.

A
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.SPEAKING ACTNITY: MY HOW YOU'VE CHANGED

ws

Primary Competency Developed:

C .. Communicating Feelings.

1. Expressing and attending to feelings.'

',Secondary Competency Developed:

D'. Responding to Feelings.

2. Initiating and accepting the expression of positive feelings

about pelf.
N

0 3. Initiati.ng and accepting the expressions Of negative feelings

about self.

Learning Objective;:i.
. .

The student will express insight s/he has gained-into him/herself based

upon comparison with him/herself at.an earlier age.,

Description of Activity:

The instructor might open this activity with a discussion of sjtuatIons

.1

where students have been -forced to realize they have grown and changed over the

years, Some examples they migPt_recognize inclyde4% visiting with a relative

they have not seen in years and having therelative comment: "My,-how you've

changed." Other examples of situations-in which the student realizes1-5-he has

..,.

changed might be when the student encounyrs someone s/he had gone to.elementary
.

'. L andschool 'wan anu not seen again for some time or when lopki
: g At °Ad pictures

wittifriihds or family. -Then the instructor should assi a speakihg task in

which the students must individually tell the class pow they have changed in

.-appearance or personality or attitude from sodiefearlier grade to the present.
.

,Give,the students several days to thin;..abgpt the, assignment and `entourage

..

them to seek-out frierlds or parenti. anclrelatives who. might be able to share -,:,,,r,.

-aw

. -
o. . : .

,

their memories' of'theAsluderii tn that earlier developmental stage., S'tudentS'WitF,'
.

.

.
.

come up with,a wealth memories and possible things to say, so for the speech .:

, . .

segment they should be limi-ted to three minutes,-or students who have difficulty=

.

. .

.
.

gettirig past the "I don't know' what to say".phase, have the entire clasS brain- .

9G

V,
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..,'

storm some possible ideas to include in such a speech. What games did,you
..0, /

.' play with other students? What were your favor yv shows? Who were your.,
,

. ...

favorite friends? What chores did you have to do at home? What did you think

1

of schOol.then? The goal' for the students should be to put into words w they

feel about the wowld or some aspect of' it now and how tihose ideas and view-
.U

^-1

points have changed over the years. Leaving the final choice of the narrow

)

top.ce-the student allows him/*^to be 'selective aboUt what s/he dishes to

'
share with other members of. the class.

Class Discussion Probes:

`Primary Competency:

C-1 Expressing/Attending.

What feelings did you have while preparing your SpIch?

2. Were these the same feelings'which you expr
your.speech3

while making

3. Were the feelings you expressed appropriate to the audience to
whom you spoke?

Secondary Competency:

D-2 Positive Feelings.

4. What words did you use to express yourself positively.?

Were those words difficult to find?

,

6. What did you.,expeccyour audience to u erstand from them?
4

D-3 Negative Feelings.

7. What words did you use to express yLtelf negatively ?

8. Were those words difficult to find?

9. What did you expect your audience to understand from th4111?

/9

I

1



LISTENING ACTIVITY: SO MUCH IS SAID FROM THE'HEART

. Primary Competency Developed:

C. Communicating Feelings".

1. Expressing and ttending to feelings%

Secondary Competencies Developed:

C. ,Communicating Feel.ings.

3. Inviting and providing verbal non evaluative feedback.

4. Initiating, responding to, and anticipating questions about feelings.

D. Responding to Feeling's.

1. Providing and accepting evaluative feedback.

2. iniliatTtig and accepting the-expressioft_Oositive feeling
about self. ti

I

3. Initiating and accepting the expressions of negative feelings

about self.

Learning Objective:

The students will express themselves openly but with attention to place and

audience ab'eut an issue over they have some invested and feel some emotion.

Description of Activity:

Plan to giJ.t9 the clas's an open discussicSon a topic which they find con-

troversial stAlas'sc'hool grades, required physical education, elimination of

homecoming, premarital sex, nuclear power plants, decriminalization of rarijuana

etc. Once the issue is set and a day is announced for the discussion, students

should come to class prepared to participate in expressing their views and their

feelings. The instructor will have to monitor the discusslon and keep views

as,well as attitude's flying throughout the class. After the class has discussed

as much as it is going to, stop the discussion and have the students write

down and then discuss what.feelings came out uring the discussion,and how

those feelings were communicated. Discuss with the students'the acceptability

nf certain language and non-verbal cues which relate to the expression oi an

emotional viewpoint. 'Encourage students to evaluate the sity6tion, topic"
-

9L,
1.0

-;,
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and the language aspects and thercdraw Comparisons with other audiences, other.

times. Close listening on the students' parts should elicit discussion about

vocabulary, inflections, gestures, body movements, and other verbal and non-

verbal signals of how speakers felt while they were expressing themselves-.--

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

C-1 Expressing/Attending.
6

1. Did you find it easy or,difficult to express yourself on the
topic? Why?

2. Did yoti find it easy or difficult to listen to others express

.themselves on the topic? Why?

3. What cautions did you have to give yourself w hile you were pre-

paring to speak?

ft. How did you listen?

Secondary Competencies:

C-3 Verbal Non Evaluative. Feedback.,

5. Hbw did you communicate non verbally while you were speaking?

.6. How did you communicate non-verbally while others were speaking?

C-4 Questions.
o

7. Ind you ask yourself how you fel t about the topic or only what you
.thought of the topic?

8. Was it difficult to decide how you felt?

9. Did you ask anyone how slhe felt aboLt the topic?

D-1 Evaluative Feedback.

10. What made the fiscussion good?

11. What did not contribute to a good discussion?

12.' When others who were speaking emed to wander off the topic or
away from your beJief, what 'd you' do?

D-2 Positive Feelings.

13. How did you express positive reaction to someone else's comment?

14. How did you express yOurself positively?
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D-3\- Negative Feelings.

..

15. How did you express'negative reactions to someone else's

comment?

1(6. How did you express yourself 'negatively?

)

. r .

b.

,f

)
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. 10th Grade -93-

Feeling- -... . .
.

Mass Communicition
i.

.4

STOR THE WORLD I GOT A FEELINTI 4 .

Focus of Capsule:

In this capsule, students will compare and contrast written and visual

accounts of emotional events in terms of feelings evoked. They will also

create a media projectdoothich expresses their own. feelings..*

Overview of Activities:

The.seudents will read newspaper and/or Aigazine accounts of tragedies,.

or other em tonally charged stories. They will view video tas covering

emotional events of the same stories or others. The students will then write

their reaction to written media in contrast to the visual media. Finally,

they will develop a creative communication th t expresses a feeling or feelings.

-t

I
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READING ACTIVITY: READ IT AND WEEP

/

Primary Gokpetencies Developed:

A. Analysis of Self and Others.

2. Determining the communicator's (self or others) emotional state.

0
CommuniCating°Feeljngs.

Expressing and attendingto feelings.

1
2. Providing and interpreting non-verbal and graphic, empathic cues.

Secondary Competency Developed:

B. Analysis of A Situation in Which feelingsAre Expressed.

2. Evaluating the appropriateness of an expression of feelings.

Learning Objective:

Given a number of,newspaper articles about emotional events, students will

be able to identify how feelings are expreSsed in writing.

Description of Activity:

/ The teacher will provide students with a number c articles dealing with

emotional events, such as a shooting of a famous person, a local murder,

accident or;fire.

Students will read the articles and identify ways in which newspapers pr

magazines comMunicate events which evoke strong feelings.

Class Discussion Probes:,

Primary Competencies:

A-21 Emotional State.

-

1. What were the feelits that the article was.tryin9 to convey?
-

C-1 Expressing/Attending.

s What connotative words, does the writer of the article useto
convey feelings involved in the story?

3. What methods does the writer use to obain,the feelings. lsuch
as direct interviews, interviewing those at;the scene, and
police, etc.),

1 0 2

e

1
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C-2 Non-Verbal and Graphic Cues.
r

-,
, ,..f

4. What'pict res or other non-verbal cubs are used to convey feelings?

i-

.,

Secondary. Competency:

4,1

`B-2 Appropriateness.

5, What strengths do the newspaper or magazine, by the nature of
their medium,? loffer in .the telling of an emotional event?L-

'6: Wh t_14aknesAs are there in just getting the story from the
pri mbei+4.7 1

4
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.

LISTENING ACTIVITY: TO FEEL A PART OF THE WORLD

Primary Competencies Developed:

A. Analysis of Self and Others.

. Determining the communicator's (self or' othersemoOonal state.

C. Communicating Feelings,

1. Expressing and attending to feelings_.-

2. Providing and interpreting hon-verbal and graphic, empathic cues.

4. Initiating, responding to, and anticipating questions about feelings.

Secondary Competency Developed:

B. Analysis of the Situation irWhich Feelings Are 'Expressed.

2. Evaluating the appropriateness of an expression of feelings.

/ 3: Recognizing or exercising control when expressing feelings.

Learning Objective:*

Having viewed videotapes depicting emotional events, students will be able,

to identify how -feelings are expressed through television.

Description of) Activity:

Tape Some evening news stories which'invo)ve incidents of an emotional
.

nature. Some examples might include: an interview with parents about a child

hurt or Missing, victims after` an accident, a murder, tenants after a fire, etc.',.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competencies:

A-2 Emotional State.

1, What were the feelings the people were expressing?

C-,1 Expressing /Attending.

2. Whal feelings did the TV newsmen want to Convey to the audience?

3. What teCniques suchls interviews did they use to ring out the

feelings of the people involved?

a
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C-2

C -4

Non-Verbal and Graphic Cues.-
\ . ..

used to convey the feeli-ngs
``

..

. .

...

4. What non-verbal sues and'graphics,were.
. . to the audience/ ,.

Questions. ,

.

. .

f' -

,. .

5. What questions were asked about the feelings of the people-
-involved? -

Secondary Competency:.

B -2 Appropriateness.

6. Did-you feel the handling of the news story was inappropriate in
any way?

7. What are the'strengths of using the TV, medium to express feelings?

.8. What are the weaknesses of just getting the story from TV, due
to the nature of the medium?

9. What is'the poWer of the visual media in influencing vur emotions?

B-3 Control.

I

10. Did you see any evidence of the TV newsmen or the people involved
exercising come, controls over the feelings of the audience?

.7

,
1

ti

V

St
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WRITING ACTIVITY,: PIWPARUNI6 THE WORLD

Primary Competencies Developed: d '

C. COmmUnicating Feelings,

1. Ixpressing'and attending to feelings.
. /. "

2. Providirig and interpreting non-vprbal end graphic, empathic cues.
ts

B. 'Anal'ysis of the Situatiop in Which Feelings Are Expressed.

2. Evaluating the appropriateness of anexpression of feelings.

D. Responding to Feelings:

1. Providing and accepting evaluative feedback.

' Leaehing Objective: t

.Given newspaper,'magazine stories and video tapes depictihg emotional events,

- students will be able to write an e
. a

comparing and con, trastisig.the emotional

impact of both media.

De'script'ion of Activity:

Students in the previous tug lessons read articles and viewed newstories

on videotape which covered emotional events in th4 lives of people. Students

are to write a one page essay-comparingor contrasting the emotional effects

of reading about a newsevent versus television coverage. After their essays

are wrjtten the following questions might be 'discussed.
.

' Class Discussion Probes:

C-I Expressing/Attending.

1. What feelings were caused as'you listened to the newspaper account

of the incident.? How?

2. What different feelings were caused KY the television accountof

the incident? Howl

C-2 Non-Verbal and Graphic Cues.

3. How much more powerful is a picture than a
t

word for causing an

emotion'al leaotion in an observer?

;

o

t.
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0
B-2 Appropriateness.

4. Did the. television coverage exploit the feelings of the people

involved in the'incident in any way?

5.. Hqw Would you'have felt if you had been the person in the story
and the'teleVision crew had interviewed /photographed you?

D-1 Evaluative Feedback.

. Because people watch TV a,great deal these days, do you think.
they feel less, or'are hardened to, the sight of_upsetting news_
coverage? Why or why. not?

p

C

I
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SPEAKIM ACTIVITY: PLEASE FEEL WHAT'l;t4 FfEL4WG,

Primary Competencies Developed:

C. Commdnicating Feelings.

1. Expresslng and attending eo feelings.

,:z

2. Providing and interpreting non-verbal and graphic,4emp3thi& cues.

D. Responding to Feelings.

. 1. Providing and accepting.eyaluative feedback.

Learrifing'ObjectIve:

.) ,

Hay -chosen a feeling or feelings, students will be able to create a

media preatation so that
.
an audience will identify the feeling or feelings

_
. .

--,

'expresyd.

Description of Activity:
r,

The students will.develpp a creativg communication that expresses, a feeling

or feelings. The .students could choose to make -a film, a slide /tape show, a

multi-medja Project, oran artistic 'creation g photographic collage, sculpture,

a piece of musk, or an original picture. Have the students create a purpose

statement for the project. The projects should be shared with the class, the

' school, parents, whoever at a special viewing. The teacher and students should '

'develop a sgt of criteria for evaluation that inco porates 'sensitivity and

honesty o,,expression as well as workmanship.

Theshowing could be a gala event andi6ould p ovide students with oppor-

tulities to ask questions about their work. Let the students be creative.

Students nay work in twos or in small group as oppose

they so desire.

Class Discussion Probes:

to working 'alone, if

4

I Express ing1/At tend ing

\ 1

1, What feeling or feelings, Were you,',the creator, trying to express?

1

_ 2. Why dfd choose' the medi `form you, d i to express your feelings?,

i3. What f icu tes did you encounter? What specific feelings or

ideas ;were the most difficult t express?

1C
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IIIP What do 'you -colfs:rder was 't,
. . .

strongest
II
part ofeour pres on. ?' /

.5. Did you'fiihd if is more difficult to deal wit );:a project intwhiCh
-41,-0 1.

4.4.

You are emotionally involved, in coKtrast to presenting straight
HnformatiOn? 'Why or, why not?

.,..
.

.

... ,

C-2 Non-Verbal ancr.Craphi Cues.. 1
.- ,A

. \I .. /
,..,,

$.
0 ..

.

. . a-. r -

6. What did you the way of
,

music. ,qoand Or pictures to #xpress
°your. feellng

$,

7. Which non-verbql cue music, sound, etcifdid you feel were the
most effective?. '

D-1 EvaNative Feedback.

8. Did you find it was- hard ta-accept criticism abodt something that
expressed your feelings? .

Did ydu findplaces where something you thought was crystal
clear:wps.not understood by your audience? Why did the break-
down occur?

,Audience Conte);t:

.

10. Did the audience firid.it easy to identifyfeelings of the author?

-Did the age and,background of the - audience (students- compared to
teachers, pa ts) make a difference in terms of understanOng
the messabe?1,
e4

12. What mt4st tone take into accpunt in terms of the message itself/ the-

music etc. when one is creating, something for a mass audience as
oppOsed-to creating 'something folio small Ixoup of friends?

1
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' MASTEROST

ALTERNATIVE CURRICULUM DESIGN iikENGLISH/COMMUNICATION FOR GRADES 9 AND 10

-

A

'\

' III. IMAGINATIVE COMPETENCIES

A. Non-Verbal Fluency ,
-

rt

1. Assigning (conveying) Meaning ,to (thtough) non-verbal

communication
.

v2. Using and discriminating arious sounds and voices (paralanguage)

B% Verbal Fluency

1. 'Using and,appreciating.a rich vocabujary (word.fluency)

.

. 0

2. Using and appreciating ideational fluency
.

3. Using and appreciating metaphoric thinking (associational

. 'fluency)

4. Using...and apprecjating messdges thati have a restricted

structure (headlines, captions, telegrams, etc.: expressional

fluency)
111111

C. The Foems off-Recea tve Communication '

Telt-ing'and appeediatin jokes and stories-

2. P9rticipating in and appreciating the role-playing of characters

40P' 4* 7-2
3. IPParticipatin9 in and appre7iating dramatizations o

* stories, or plays

4. Participating in apd appreciating solo or group-oral readings

and interpretations ,

5. Participating in and appreciating he recreation of mediated

or unstructured forms

D. The Forms of Creative Communication

1. Inventing and appreciating unusual 'forms, (pun, riddled rhyme,

and limerick) t

,

2. Inventing and appreciating poetic forms (sonnet, ballad, free

and blank verse, etc.)

3. ,Inventing and appreciating prose forms (5.hort story, novel,

:and descriptive essay)

4. Inventing and appreciating dramatic forms (monologue, musical,

comedy tragedy, ,etc,) 111 ..,'.
,

Inventing and appreciating mediated or unstructured forms s

0

.
, , t"

I

/,
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Imagining .

--l03- ,

--..

IneraPersonal'

Ty FORCE BE WITH YOU

4ti
Focue of, Capsule:'

Mind'and body are the inherent forces behind the communicative act.

. .

Successful communication Is depehdent upombeitig %,/are'cif the forces that
... .

. '
...i . :

,
-.... .

.

guide communication choices: whO you are, what you think, your skill in

encoding and decoding oessages, your skill in Using non - verbal communication,

4.

and your_evaluative abilities. The focus of this capsule' is on, using and

, I

developing an understanding of two of theSe forces -nor- verbal communica-
.

tion and intrapersonal thought as it is expressed in interior monologues.

Overview of Activities:
. .....e

The capsule begins with related
.
read' h g and activities. Students

-,, . V
read examples -of interior monologue in poetry and then create their own in-'

terior monologue poem. These two activities involve students in imaginative
...

use of words that record
4
personal observations, thoughts and feelings.' The'

speaking and lisItening activities introduce4k:concept of non - verbal communl-

cation. First, students sharpen their observation skills.and become tuned

into physical? n6n-verbal behaviors by watching'TV programs with the sound

turned down. Then students prepare a pantomime or mime, presentation which

requires them to use their bodies to express internal thoughts, actions, and

fee 11 ngs.

1.

ed.
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READING ACTIVITY: INTERIOR MONOLOGUE I D.

-

Primary Competency Developed:

D. The Forms of Creative Communication.

/ 2, Inventing and appreciating poetic forms (sonnet, ballads
. -

free and blank verse,.etc.).

, Secondary Competency Developed:

B. Verbal Fluency.

e 2. Uslag andappreciating ideational fluency.

3. Using and appreciating metaphoric thinking (associational

fluency).

Learning Objective:

The student will Laentify,in several interior monologue poems, the rote

rof intrapersonal communication in the author's create e invention:

Description of Activity:

As an.,introduction to the readTbg and writing activities, the teacher

should discuss with students die concept of intrapersonal communication-
sz, , ...4f

t. -sw

communication'
,

with self.-
. -....

...«NP

1. How do you tjaLkawith yout.self?
mois

2. When and why do you talk with yourself?.

3. Can you think of a recent conversation you had with yourself?

1. Try to write it down. Did you,reach a decision? Answer'questions?

Dream? Fantisize?

Indicate to students that some people transcribe these idtrapersonal

thoughts into poetry called interior monologue pdetry.

The class will read seve ral poems that are interior monologues reveal-

ing self's point of view such as "The Picture of,Dorian Gray'," or poems by

Whitman or Hughes, "Song of Myself" excerpts, etc.

Class DiscossiOn Probes:

. Primary Competency:.

D-2 Poetic Forms.

1. Explain the reflexive quality of interipr monologUe:
.e

I 44.
1 r)

S.



2. What'are.pie main ideas expressed?0

3. How does this form seem'particularly suitable for expressing

these ideas? .

4. What persdnal traits of the speaker are eevealed by.thepoem?

Secondary Competency:,

B-2 'cleat; nal Fluency'.

5. ExarOne the way the speaker's ideas flow. Are you impressed

by his ideas? Do they provide you with new insights?

B-3; Metaphoric Thinking.

6. Can you find examples of metaphor in the selections read?

they seem apt? Fresh) Dq they help you to see what the speaker

is saying, what his references are?

40*

1

4 -

OP'
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WRITING ACTIVITY: INTERNAL 'MONOLOGUE-II

Primary Competency Developed:

\
D. 'The FotmOof Creative Communication.

2. Inventing and appreciating poetic forms
free and blank verse, etc.).

Secondary Competency Developed:
I

B. Verbal Fluency.

1. Using and appreciating a rich vocabulary (word fluency).

Y

(sonnet, ballad,

2.2 Using and appreciating ideational fluency.

3. Using and appreciating metaphoric thinking (associational
fluency).

Learni-ng Objective:

Students will write an ineernal monolog expressihg some ideas which

they occasionally reflect on, using concrete language and metaphor rather .

than abstract vneralization.

Description of Activity:

After havirig done some' reflexive thinking and writing down a.recent

internal discussibn.in the previous activity, the students will create

individually a poem which is an- incertor monologue and presents a persona

/

'theme, observation, point of view. The,class discussidn probes seuld serve

as a pre-writing activity, sort4kof a heuristic.`

Class Discussion Probes:
A

Primary Competenfi:

D-2 Poetic Forms.

1. What are the requi'rements of the interior monologue?

2. What will you do to reveal that aspect of your 'character which
you wish the monologue to reveal?
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Secondary Competency:

K-1 Word Eluency.

3. Free associate.to get a group of concrete specific words,,,
especially verbs and nouns which can be used to develop your

idea.

B-2 Ideational Fluency.

4. Write the first draft of your poem, letting the ideas flow
without too much concern with structure at.this
Remember that you are talking to yourself.

B-3 Metaphoric ThAking.

/5. Which of your ideas could be presented as metaphors? Be

fresh. Avoid cliches.

)I1

4

4

14.
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LISTENING AGT1VITY: WHAT DO YOUSEEi)

Primary Competency Developed:

A.
,

Non,-Verbal'Fluency.

1. Assigning (conveying) meaning to (through) non-verbal
comffitRication.

Learning Objective:

The student will deVelop his/her ability to find his/he own meaning in

non-verbal communications.

Description' of. Activity:

1

A. Teacher shows a film of a pantominist such as Marcel Marceau. The
class discusses %Alit is happening. Different views of what is
happening should be encouraged.

B.' Teacher plays a video tape -of.

,show

with the sound turned off.
Students 'are encouraged to com up.with.an imaginative version
of what is happening. Students ''share impeessions with one another, -

looking for those differences which reflect the creatile self.

Class Discussion Probes.:

All Non-Verbal Commgnicaticp.

1. How many kinds of non-verbal communication can you identify
after this experience?

2. What are some stereotyped interpretations given to some
specific examp.les from the different kinds of non-verbal
communication identified in question one?

3. Would you' expect these stereotypes to beAifferent in different
.

cultures? Explain.
4

'4
4. Would you expect the stereotypes to be different for different

age groups.

5. How does thexactness of the mime's movements affect the range
of interpretations? 6

r-.
4.

tic
J

I.
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: LOOK, MA, NO MOUTH!

Primary Competency Developed:

Q. Non - Verbal Fluency.

1. Assigning (conveying) meaning to (through) non-verbal
communication.'

Secondary Competency Developed:

D.- The Forms of Cr\ eative Commvpication.

4
4. Inventing and appreciating dramatic forms (monologue, musical

comedy, tragedy, etc.).

Learning Objective:

The student will tell a story expressing his/her internal feelings

exclusively through the use of nol-verbal. communication.

Description of Activity:
I

p

To'learn and understand the importahce of non-verbal cdmmuoic5)on,

students will present a pantomime or mime "piece" to the class.,
* -

First some discussion/brainstorming,must take place:;-about suitable

story ide s ( involving an individual in a situation' requiring action. -Re-

ference to classic. ideas as'presented by'Marcel Marceal, Red Skelton or Carol

Burnett may help them focus' on the necessity of: 1) a clear, 'very shore story;

with 2) beginning (entrance), middle (something happens),cliMax (how the

character chooses to handle what happened) and resolution/enAng; and 3) that

no words may be tited (except a title if s/he wishes to announce one).

Characters might 'be suggsA.ted;' a pod iceman, small child, clerk, teacher

etc...,an# discussion should cover whether humor might be included as a

possible goal or whether the goal will be to recreate as closely as possible

a true-to-life character in a realistic story. This will temper a tendency

to rely on slapstick.)

The class or small groups should discuss how important clear physical

action is in communicating. The teacher can demonstrate this by showing the

dais some examples, then asking what they felt was communicated:

.11
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/

1. First, demonstrate only facial expression: a. a huge smile;

b. a raised eyebrow, quizzica'lly; d. a frown; e. a sad,

dejected look, etc.

2. ',text, add the element of , "body" language by demonsrrating; a.

someone ready to fight sMoulders,' fists, eyes set;-:b. someone

tired and dejected;' head, shoulders, body stooped; c. a body -

bui lder showing off, etc.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency

Jf

A-1 Non-Verbal Communication.

411

1. Did the pantomimes you vi wed allow you_to understand the

"pl/ot" of a stqry?

2. Was'your idea of what was being conveyed consistent with
the performer's intentions?

4 4

3. What elements"of physical presentation did you find particu-
larly effective in conveying meaning?

Secondary 'Competency:

D-4 Dramatic Forms.

4. Can you identify a clear beginning, middle, and end in each

pantomime?

5. Was the presentation free of any verbal element?

s,

1 s



10th Grade
Imsagining

Dyadic

-Ill-

TEA FOR TWO. 11

Focus of,Capsule:

The focus of this capsule is on the rules for interactpn in dYads,and.

the interrelationships of characters and people in dyadic interactions.

,Overview of Activities:

The capsule begins with a listening activity that has students observing

.

the communication behaviors of dyads in many different real-life settings and

creating theories of communication bpsed upon the observations. Then stddents

will role-play interactions in which communication rules a broken. When

students complete their study of dyads in the reerworld, they will move to

the literary realm and read works that highlight interpersonal relationships.

Students will complete the capsule by using their imaginations to write a

narrative from several points-of-view.

1

e-fr ,

7

1 1 0
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: THE THEORY OF RELATION-TIVITY

Primary Competency Developed:

D. The Fortes of Creative Communication.

5. Inventing and appreciating mediated or unstructured forms.

46
Learning Objective:

After listening to a series of two-person conversations in a given situa-

tion, the students will be able to prepare a "theory of cOmMuniction" for

that specific situation that iienifie-S--sr.4epted topicsof communication,

sequencing of topics and other situation - specific rulik

Description ofActivity:-

Working in dyads,iludents should 'plan and execute a study of the communi-

-,

cation behaviors of dyads in a specific situation. //

4

Each pair of students should study a different situatiOp,"such as:

(-)
1. Two people communicating on a bus.

2. Two people communicating in a library.

3. .A customer communicating with a waitress or waiter in a` restaurant

4. A ;barber talking to a customer who is getting a haircut.

Each pair of students should observe end record five-seven different

conversations in-a given situation. Based upon an evaluation of the topics

of discUsiion, ordering of topiCs, and the age and relationship'of the partici-

/
pants, the students wit.] then construct a "theory" or set of rules for communi-

cating in that situation. Each theory should be presented to the class ,e.ed

a

discussed. The teacher will need to discuss techniques of observation

(listening) and the na/ure Of-hheory and/or rules before the activity can

begin.

Class Discussion Probes:

D-5 'Mediated or Unstructured Forms.

1. How did you record your observations of the techniques used,

which seemed to be most effective? Why?

2. What similarities of topic and ocdering of topics did you notice,

in different,conversations?

1
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How did theages of partfcipapts impact on the topics of

discussion? Why?

4. How did the relationship between participants impact 11 the

topics of discussion?
.

5 Is it possible to make general rules of behavior that work for
all conversations in a situation? Why orwhy not?

6. Do you think the fact that you were'eavesdropping on the con-,
versations changed the nature of the conversations?--Why or

why not? A

What similarities between situations are evident based upon
the theories we have heard?

8. As you listened to each theory, what
did you think of?

eptions to the rule"

9. What is the n 1ture of the rule or ory? our theory

work to explain all instances?

(5,
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: THE BIG RULE GAME

Primary Competency Developed:

C. The Forms of Recreative Communication.

.
..

) 2. Participating in and appreciating the role - playing of aracters.

Learning Objective:

While role-playing a dyadic interaction, the students will be able to

violate a communication rule and play out the reaction to the rule infraction,

in an appropriate manner.

Description of Activity:

Students will work in pairs to role-play, for the clasS, a dialogue be-

tween two characters: In the dialogue,one of the characters should violate

the Acepted standards or rules of communication between two people in that

situation. The teacher should prepare "communication situation" cards ahedd

of time scv that the studeilits don't select similar situations. In preparation

for the role-play, the students, should talk over the situation, decide which.

oharacters they will play, rehearse what their charadtefs will sound en-d-.4-0a

like, and work out the plot, of what will happen in their scene. No script or

preset .tines are necessary - the. goal is to present clear characters in a

dyadic situat.j* ,where something goes wrong.

Class Discussion Probes:

C-2 Role-Playing.

1. Were the characters believable? Why or why not?

2. Did the role2play develop uaturally?

3. Was this-an imaginative presentation?

Audience Context:

1. What rule(s) was bi-oken? a

2. -How did the partner react'? Was this reaction realistic?

3. Has sucha situation ever happened to yoll? How..did yCit.1 feel? Do

you react differently to friends, acquaintances,4or strangers who

break rules?-,
4

.

.4 , #

4. Are communication riles important?, Why 'or why not?

100

a

A
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READING ACTIVITY: THE DOMINO EFFECT

Primary Competency Developed:

4

D. The Forms of C6cative Commvic.ation.^

,
3. Inventing and_appreciating prose forms (short story, novel,

and detcriptive essay)i

4. Inventing and appreciating dramatic forms (monologue, musical;
comedy, tragedy, etc.).

Learning Objective:,

After reading several excerpts from literature, the students will he

able to identify the point-of-view of the piete and discuss how one char-
.

acter's valuesand actions affected the beliefs and. actions of the other

IV
rc1/.1

Description of Activity:

The teacher should select some short pieces of literature which 'stress .

one-on-one relationships. " ,Sorry, Wrong Number" is an outstItOking example

of how one person, affects the actions4pd emotions of another. Other examples",

might be: a scene from Oull-length play Ouch as Dolly Levi discussing-the

subjectge with Horace Vander Gelder from THE MATCHMAKER, the Paul

Zindel play, THE EFFECT OF GAMMA RAYS ON THE MAN -IN- THE -MOON MARIGOLDS, the

.candle -stick eib'de from LES MISERABLES, a dialogue portion from A SEPARATE

,PEACE or a short story such'as "The Sacred Skull!! by Pearl Buck. .T6 students

should read and atcuss several-of these example

Class Discussion Probes::

0-3 "ProsetForms. AND 0-4 Dramaiic F

1. How does each author reveal the values and beliefs of eac

character ?' Select a chardcter end identify a value-or belief

of that character. Find specific evidence in the 'story/play

to support.your position.
o

2. How does.thit* value/belief affect the actions of thel%character?
.

How does it affect theitctiof oche other charactet4?' Find

evidehce to support youG position in the play/story.

4

How does each character ISerceive the other 4111aracter? What- N"-.).

clues for the perception do you.find in a dialogue?' \Ilat impact

does perception-of-Ter have on the interaction? onlan on-going .

relationsfiip?
- I

4
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4. What is the author's point-of-view in each piece? What clues

to point-of-view are found in the text? How will language of SO
of the text change if the point-of-view changes?

. ...

4.

1

4

p.

J

14
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WRITING ACTIVITY.: TAKE A WALK IN MY SHOES

Primary Competency Developed:

D. The Forms'of Creative Communication.

3, In,/ ting and appreciating prose forms (short story, novel,
a descriptive essay).

Learning Objective:

Given a narrative, the students will be able tp rewrite the narrative

usilig a different point -of -view.

Description of Activity:

The instructor should provide the class with a brief narrative. Each

student will rewrite the narrative using a different point-of-view. Have the

students read another student's paper and write yet another point-of-view of

the narrative.

Class Discussipn Probes:

, -
D-3 Prose Pgrms.

1. What words do you hava;to change to. reflect a different point-
df-view?

2. What difficulties did yd\u encover while trying to rearrange
or restructure the piece of literature or prose you worked with? - *

AZ

3. What mechanics and punctuation leant themselves par'ticular'ly
well to writing first-person narratives? Do these get used as
extensively when writing an omniscient author approach?

Audience Context:

1. Hoy does a person's point-of-view, or perception of a situation,
color his/her decription of that situation?

2. How clods a pErsonis point-of-view impact on his/her behavior in'a
situation? Now,does it impact on-the 4:ehaiior of others Ni the"
interaction?

7.



10th Grade'
imagining
Small Group

MAY THE ORCE BE WITH YOU

Focus of Capsule:

The popularity of science fiction/space adventures is-expl.oited in Ehi§'

capsule which focuses on characterization and imaginative stoOtelt g and

improvisations.

Overview of Activities:

The capsule beginsith a reading activity that invites oups'of

students to focus on characteriiation in short stories and/ r science fiction.

Then each grdup creates two highly imaginative science fiction characte'rs.

In a whole class group, the listening activity has students developing a

story line using the characters that have already been developed. The

speaking activity invites 'groups of students to improvise vignettes from-'the

class-developed story.

1

126 4*,

. .
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READING ACTIVITY: C3P0 - A STUDY IN CHtliVERIZATION

Primary Competency Developed:

D. The Forms of Creative Communication.

3: Inventing and appreciating prose forms (sonnet, ballad,
free and blank verse, etc.). - 2,

Leaning Objective:

After reading a short story or science fiction thriller, the students

wirr be able to participate in a small group discussion on methods of

characterization in literature.

Descriptjon of Activity:

Divide the class into small groups. Have each studipt read a short

story and a science fiction adventure. After completing the reading assig-

ment, each group will discuss the characterization process by using the.
4

probes below: Each group should'prepare a written. summary ofthe discussion

that identifies the elements of characterization noted in the discussion.

Whole class discussion should centers not only,,on small group responses,to

the discussion questions, but on the group process as well.

Class Discussion Probes:

D-3 Prose Forms.
ti

1. What appearance does the character have?

2. Does s/he appear to be what s/he is?

3. What does s/he say about him/herself?

Does s/he evaluate his/her own actions? Is s/he pleased with
his/her actions?

5. What'do others say about him/her?

they,evaluate him/her or,ido they simply comment upon his/her
activities?

7. Do the character's actions agree with the values s/he seems to
possess?

8. IS the character "taught a lesson" in the story?

1 -t0... I
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9, Does s/he recognize.that's/he is taught a lesson?

10: Summarize in
character:

one paragraph all'you have to say about the

11. Is your paragraph a positive one? Why? Why not?

Audience Context:

eft

1: Did someone assume leadership for the group tasks? Try to characterize
the style of ltaderShip used. , .

2. Were you satisfied with how.yOur group functioned? Why or why not?
How could it be improved?

7J

1..

3
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WRIYING ACTIVITY: IMAGINE

Primary Competency (Developed:

D. The Forms of Creativg Communication.

. 3. Inventing and appreciating prose forms (short story, novel,

and descriptive essay).
a

Learning Objective:

The students, working in small groups, will be able to write a character

sketcp.

Description of Activity:

Workingtin small groups, students will, create two imaginative science

fiction characters. The group will write a character sketch _1p each cheracSir

that should include a physicaYtescription as well as personality characteristics.,

- You may also want pictures of each character. Brainstorming techniques will

- be important in this group activity as well as leadership and task-functions.

Each group must hand in a final copy of the character-sketches that will be

graded -for originality, cheracterization, writing mechanics. After the

character sketches are handed in, ask each student to evalu the group by

offering a suggested "group grade" for the`project as well as "individual

participation grades" for members of the grOup.

Class Discussion Probes:

D-3 Prose Forms.

I

.1.. What observations can you make about the differences.between
creating a'character and then writing an essay about that

character.

2. What-goes into a character sketch?

3. What thought processes did you _have to use to'prepare the

character sketches?

4. How_realistic.and/or ithbginatide is this erecter? What

stereotypical behaviors does this character have? Do'yob

know anyone like this?

5. How would ybu get along with this character?

ley
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Audience Context: .

(, 1. Did the group process make this assignment eagier?

Did everyone participate? What "roles" were played by members

of the group?

4
3. How were group tasks accomplished?

a

1.3o:

4"



''' 'LISTENING ACTIVITY: NOW HEAR THIS!

Primary Competency Developed:

B. Verbal Fluency.

2. Using and appreciating ideational fluency.

Learning Objective:

Given several unique characters, the students will createfthe plot for

a science fiction adventure story.

Description of Activity:

This activity is a group storytelling exercise. The success of the

activity is based on how well the class. listens to one another so as to

pick up where one person has left off and carry the story line foLward.

Small groups in
n
the class have already created characters.' The Whole lass

now must create a plot line for a story involving these characters. One

persop begIns telling an impromptu story; the rest of the class listens.

Have a tape recorder running throughout the class period. After about one

minute, the teacher should call on another student to continue the story.

Continue this until all students have participated. Since the plot must

progress coherently, it is important to listen carefully to understand what

has gone on before. When the class has finished, replay the tape and allow

students to edit and refine the story line. Post-activity discussion should -

cover not only plot progression but_the storytelling/listening process1(%

Class Discussion Probes:-

B-2 Ideational Fluency.

1. What-0-; the essential elements of plot development?
w -4.

2. Did you successfUlly incorporate these elements in your story? '.

4 (

3. What aspects of this group storytelling activity made it %-"\

difficult to develop a coherent plot Dine? Why?

4. What did you enjoy about the activit

5. What listening problems did you encounter during the activity?

6., Are there any, parts of the story that should be cut outeto

improve the story line?

131
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9 SPEAKING ACTIVITY: IMPROVISATIONS

\Primary Competency Developed:

C. The Forms of Recreative Communication.

2. . Participating in and appreciating the role-playing of characters:

'Learning Objective:

The students will be able to-improvise a scene using non-verbal and

verbal cues that are appropriate to the characters and situation selected.

Description of Activity:

Divide the class into small groups. Each group should select a part of

the story developed in the previous activity and improvise a detailed en-

,

countee between the characters involved in the scene. Since the original,,\_
story was probably a skeletal plot, the improvisations infthis activity will

allow students to create more detailed elements of the plot. The plot of

'an improvised scene evolves as the scene progresses.
./

Class Discussion Probes:

C-2 Role-Playing.
. 9w

1.- How did you create your character? What vocal and physical

cues did you use to make this character "live?"

2. Were each ch'aracter's activities consistent with its per-
.

sonality? consistent with each othel-? .

ON the action orthei. scene flow smoothly?

4. Could you imagine (as an audience) how the characters would
- be dressed or what the'scene looked like?

5. Discuss the use of imagination and humor in each improvisation.

6. What stereotypes were used to create characters?

O

4

(

1...; r
6



10th Grade
Imagining ,

Public_

Focus of CapsUle:

c1125-

CREATING MOODS

This capsule engages students in identifying, establishing and developing
di

mood, atmosphere, action and emotion within the written and the oral modes.

The capsule Will require students to ({se their imaginations to create a piece
.

....,:. .

-.L,k

of descriptive writing and to re4reateliterature for an audience. A major
(

focus of the capsule is oral interpretation followed by writing a piece of

prose that might be suitable for oral interpretation. Leading to those final

activities is a series of assignmants in reading and Listening which

students for the production phase.

Overview of Activities:

p e

This capsule begins with reading activities and ends with writing

activities that deal with description. The students begins by reading litera-

ture which might be suitable for oral interpretation. After reading and

analyzing how authors convey emotion, atmorhere, mood, tone, etc., the stu-

° dents Hs-ten to others who are skilled at conveying these aspects of litera-

ture orally. They,,then, take d crack at it themselves, developing a

selection for oral presentation and, finally, writing a selection that could

be dsed orally.

1

p

es
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READING ACTIVITY: WHAT DO YOU LIKE?
v

Primary Competency Developed:

B. Verbal Flgency.

1. sing and appreciating a rich vocabulary (word fluency).

Secondary Competency Developed:

C. The Forms of Recreative Communication.

3.. Participating in and appreciating dramatizations of events, '

stories, or plays.

Learning Objective:

The student will select a piece of prose literature on the basis of

personal liking. To do thisthe student will first assess the literary

structure and language as well as emotional appeal and use this for the

basis of his/her selection.

Description of Activity:

Students will read a number of literary excerpts prepared by:the instructor

which are suitable for their eventual use in oral interpretation. In assess -

ink the excerpts and selecting one, the students should discuss with the in-

structors reasons why a selection attracts them: word selection, emotion

atmosphere, color, mood, etc. The intent is to have the student recognize

what imagUnative element an author uses to attract his/her readers'. Thus,

the students will also have to discuss what an author must know about his/her

audience.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

B-1 Word Fluency.

ti

1. In your selection, what words does the author use which help

to create the color or mood of the piece and communicate that

to the audience ?.

2. What are-the author's most effective words? Why?

3. If you were to summarize the mood or meaning of, your selection,

whet three adjectives would you select? Wtly?

. 134:
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Secdndary Competency:.

C-3 Dramatization

4. What imaginative form of writing did you select? Why?
0

5. In your selection, how does the author create emotion, atmos-
phere, color, or mood?

f= 6. How would you improve the selection if it had to be revised?

7. Name another piece of writing which created a mood and describe
tat literature to someone else in the class.;

Audience Context:

1. What are the variables of which the author has to be aware to create
a readership his/her works?,

2. How does someone become more precise in word choice for creating
mood, atmosphere, color, etc.?

A P

A
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-SPEAKING ACTIVITY: MAKE IT HAPPEN, CAPTAIN!

-Primary Competency Developed:

A. Non-Verbal F4ue9cy.

1. Assigning (conveying) meaning to (through) non-verbal
communication.

, Using and discrimina 'ting various sounds and voiced
(paralanguage).

Seconcity Competencies Developed:

B. Verbal Fluency.

I. Using and appreciating a rich vocabulary (word fluency).

--

2. Using and-appreciating ideational fluency.

D. The Forms of Creative Communication.

3. Inventing and appreciating prose forms (Short story, novel

and descriptive essay).

4. Inventing%and appreciating dramatic forms (monologue, musical,

comedy, tragedy, etc.).

Learning Objective:

The students will identify and cut a literary selection to fit a designated

time period; they will then Use voice an body to communicate the mood emotions,

action and characters in the selection and within the introduction which they

t.

write themselves.

Description of Activity:

In the reading activity,, students selected a piece of literature which

would be appropriate for reading aloud to the class. Preferably this will be
- 1

a piece of prase or a cutting from a drama. After the instructor has placed

a time limit (based upon the numbers of students in.classand total time

allowed for this capsule), students will cut their piece to fit. The instruc-

tor should provide class time for the. task of cutting and editing'as well as

initial guidance in how to cut judicioUsly. Early in the-preparation petiod

for this reading, after students have viewed and/or listened to examples of

excellence in oral interpretation, students should discuss how to selects

appropriate vocal and physical cues for their presentation. When'the
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interpretive process is completed, then the Students shoilld-write n appro-

priate introduction for their piece, tailored to the aUdience they will be - .

reading fop. If time is available, immediateoral .feedback, from peers and

he instructor is .helpful after each sfudent interpretively reads hiliher

piece of Literature.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primr ealpeteilcy:

A-1 Non-Verbal Communication..

.1. Wow do you express a variety of emotions (love, hate, anger,
frustration) through facial. exprespion, tone or gestures?-

! ,

2. How can you use ,physical,.cues to indicate a change of speaker

, ____,
in a dialogu5,or conversational exchange?

. .;

.....-

A-2 Sounds and Voices.

4. .

3. How can -joy use'voice to indicate-different characters?

4. Why do you !red to do so? .

5. 'How do you 9xpress emotions (love, hetet. anger, frustration)

through.yobr voice?

6. What vol tones can a us

excited, mood?

Secondary Competencigs:

B-1 Word Fluency.

set a romantid, mysteri9us,

4 7. How do the words.0 d by the author contribute to making the

election n compelli g to listen'to? _ -----

i°

.

,

' t . .
WhS are the mot impqrtant w rds in the selection - -words

whidh you hale o emphasize i your interpretation'?
.

B-4.2
G

Ideational Fluenc

9. How does.the author create a flow off -ideas in your selection

and hew do you`convey that through your interpretation?

D-3 . Prose Forms. AND D-4 Dramatic Forms

4 0

f 10. Is your selectiqo "good literature?" Why?

'
.11. Does it, describe or create a conflic1t between persons? How?

12. lyconflict necessary in this kind of literature? Why?

4

9
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Audience Context:

144
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t-- a

1. 'As a speaker what do you have to
.

be aware of in your audience i. f you
are to create the effect you wish to create?

I V

2. 41owt.do you help that effect in the deliveiry of your introduction?

3. How can you be more succes,sful in communicating the intellectual
.and/dr emotional essence of your selection'?

/

0

O

0

r4i

to
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: LISTEN UP!

Pri ry Competency Develope4:

(This competency will exist only 'f the instructor do' the interpretive

reading or if s/he is able to employ film or videotape.)

A. Non-Verbal Fluency.

1. Assigning (conveying) meaning to (througK non-verbal

,communication.

2. Using and discriminating various sounds and voices

(paralanguage).

Secondary Competencies Developed:
/

B. Verbal Fluency.

1. Using and appreciating a rich vocabulary (word fluency).

2. Using and appreciating ideational fluency.

C. The Forms of Recreative Communication.

3,- Participating in and appreciating dramatizations of events,

stories, or plays.

4. Participating in and appreciating solo or group oral readings

and"interpretations.

,Learning Objective':

The students will be able to listen for mood In a piece of literature

(prose or drama), and determine how the voice and body are used to express

specific emotions, actions, characters or moods as well as distinguish the

plot or theme of a work.

Description of Activity:

The purpbse of this activity is for the students to gain appreciation"of

excellence in oral interpretation and to have models for their own oral inter-
vim

pretations later in the unit. If the teacher is a good oral reader, s/he may

choose to read several selections for the class of short stories, plaits or,

cutting; frome novel. 'A reacher who is not an expert in oral interpretation
t5V

should not attempt this. The teacher might also bring in outstanding forensics

student; to read for the class, use records, tapes or videotapes. To test

the iiudeqUiwlistening ability, give the class a quiz after each listening
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* session in which they must recall essential details, general theme, mood,

'emotion ovimanner of delivery.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency: .40

A-1 Non-Verbal Communication.

1. How did the speakers displaL_Kariety of emotions through
facial,expressions, tones or ge4tures?

2. How did the speakers use physical sues to indicate changes of
speaker or other changes necessary to conveying their pre-
sentation?

A-2 Sounds and Voices.

3. ,Now did the speakers use voice to indicate differegt characteri,
emotions, or moods?

'4. Were these,changes necessary?. Why?

Secondary Competencies:

B-1 Word Fluency.
.

5. What words used by the speakers conveyed the impact of the'
selection? Could you have improved u/Senho9e;:words?r

Agiv

rk-r
74.

B-2 Ideational Fluency.

6. How did the. authors of the words red elate: ciwlof ideas?

ThHow did the cuttings made by the spea rs crea sMboth flow-
of ideas?

Draglatizat i odg'.

7.

o

How did the speakers achieve what they set o t to do?

8. What made the'

C-4 Oral Readings.

entations successful?

91 What did the speakers have to conquer within themselves before
they gdve their readings?

"10. How do you think theyAprepared before coming into the room to
give their readings?

14o
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WRITING ACTIVITY; YOUR TURN AGAIN

Primary Competency Developed:

B. Verbal Fluency. '

1. Using and appreciating a rich vocabulary (word fluency).'

4 r 2. Using and appreciating ideational fluency.

Secontary Competency Developed:

a

D. The Forms of Creative Communicatio

1. Inventing and appreciating unusual forms (pun, riddle, rhyme,

and limerick).

Learning Objective:

Students will compose descriptive paragraphs whiCh could be suitable for

interpretive reading and will exercise the same guides which any author who

seeks to have his/her words read would exercise.

Description of Activity:
444

After having read, listened to and spoken various creative pi ces of

literature, the student is 'now ready to -create at least a paragrap of his/he

own which could be used in the same way. As a pre-writing activity the claSs-

will comment d upon other pieces which have achieved mood in the reading

activity. This discussion should be bought back to -the students' memories

by the instructor. Additional discussion should also be held on how a

'successful description is made through the use of figurative language, special

literary devices, and organizational patterns,. Time should be allowed in

class for the construction of the.paragraph§ (orionger pieces if such is

desired by the instructor), for reading and revising. Students might ad

their pieces to each other in small griups, seeking help in strengthening

and/or correcting before finally submitting them for grading to the instructor.

Another technique to use at this point might be to haVe students in small

(
groups read each other's paper alaal so,that the student/author has a chance

-to hear how his/her work sounds from another's interpretation.

14i.
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Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:,

-134-

B-1 Word Fluency. .
!

1. What aids did you have to use to find precise words which
would convey the descriptiOn you wanted?

.!

2. Were the words you used effective when you heard them being
read by someone else?

B-2' Ideational"Fluency. °

3. What kinds of transitions did you use to smoothly build the
description you ere seeking?

e

,4. What techniques of description (organization) did you adopt
to make your reader able to see your site, emotion character
9r other topic of your description?

Secondary mpeXency:,

D-1 Unusual Forms.

5. What adviCe would'yout ivei. other writers who will engage in

creating mood or atmoWphere through description?

6. What literary techniques did Aim use to create the'd scription

you wanted?

7. Were those techniques effective? Why or why not

142



10th Grade
Imagiping-

Mass Communication

J135-

COME FLY WITH ME AND YOU

Focus of Capsule:

4
This capsule centers on creativity. Studnts explore ways of tapping

their own creative power while also seeing approaches tried by others.,

Overview of Activities:

After viewing the film "Why Man Creates," students_will reed Sam Bass'

book, telling how* made this film. The,book has the same title, Why Man

Creates. Other readings of a whimsical nature are suggested. Afterwards,

students Will compose their own whimsical narratives on some

o

aspelt of history,

.

human creations r inventions. From their whimsical narragives, students will

tape record anal present a three-minute excerpt for a school-wide or class

audience.

4 3
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: NEW VISIONS N

Primary Competency beveloped:

C., The Forms of Recreative Communication.

5. Participating in and appreciating the recreation of mediated

or unstructured forms.

Learning Objective:

The student will be able to illustrate with examples why and how

creativity occurs.

Description of Activity:

Thy student will view the film "Why Man Creates." Prior to the showing.

of the fi -lm,a class discussion on creativity should be conducted. Suggested*

questions for the discussion might includePthe following:

1. What is creativity1 That qualities do you feel a creative person

must have?_

List some creative people that you can thick of.

Do consider yourself a creative person in-any-clay? If-,not -

why? If so - how?

4. If you had your choice of what kind of creative person you'd like
to be, what`would you be or do?

5. What would you consider to be the five "best" creations man has

made since the beginning of time? Why?

6. Why does man create? What forces lead to creativity in man?

Following this discussion, the instructor shouldintoduce the film by

indicating,that Sam Bass, its creator, came up with a highly creative approach

to show why man creates. This film won 33 national and international film

awards including the Oscar and *the International film festival award.

Another film to view under-this topic is: Woody Allen: An American

Comedy, 116341 BAVI. Other materials: 60 Minutes segment on creation of

"Star Wars.." 4

144
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Class Discussion- PfO'bes:

C-5 Recreation of Mediated Forms.

T. Why do people create? What reasons does the film give that
are different from those our 4lass had given earlier? Give

some examples.

2. What qualities could we list to describe a creative person?

3. As shOWn in the film, what settings promote creativity?
What settings stifle it?

. . 4

4. What did.the film say about how a creator` feels when his/her

work is judged?
0,

5. Have you ever felt the same way? When? What?

6. Why is the film's message more effective than it might be

as a book or a speech?

7. What art forms interest you the most? Let's brinstorm a
list. (Examples: movie posters, LP albums, wearing apparel,
painting, sculjAire, and mobiles...emphasize the variety of
mediated and ron- mediated.)

8. When your creative projects have failed like some projects did
in the film, what were your choices?

9. What were the most_creativeparts of the film?

J

e't



n, READING ACTIVITY: WHAT IF WE TURNED THE WORLD UP'-SibE-DOWN?

Primary Competency Developed:

D. The forms of Creative Communic 10n.

5. inventing and appreciating mediated or unstructured forms.

,Secondary Competency Developed:

'f

D. The Forms of Creative Communication.

. ,

1. Inventing and appreciating unusual forms (pun, riddle, rhyme,

and limerick):
, 0

3. Inventing and appreciating prose forms (short story,.novel,
and descriptive essay). ... -.

Learning Objective:

.The studept will be able to offer some conclusions out the creative

process-how and why it works.

Description of Activity:

The students will read selected words-or excerpts written about the

t-
creative process. ,dam Bass' book,Why Man Creates,di-scusses his film which

students can view under the listening,activity.4

Other readings may take a creative or whimsical look at reality. Richard

Armour's works, Fractured Tales from Shakespeare, Ogden Nash's poems or a var-

iety.of fantasy literary selections are all possibilities. The readings should

prompt students into looking differently at their WOON. d, their experiences.

"-thinking reality is the'creative process.

Class Discussion Probes:

r Primary Competency:

D-5 Mediated or Unstructured Forms..

I. From yours readings, what helps writers or thinkers to be

creative?
ti

2. Does the creative process have certain stages?

3. What aditions help people to be creative?

4
4. Are there people who are creative and those who are not?

Why are some individuals morie creative than 'others?.

146
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5. When are you most creative? What helps you to produce more

ideas?
1

Secondary Competency:

D-1 Unusual Forms. AND D-3 Prose Forms.

6. What unusual methods did the writer use to create whimsy?

7. If you were to write on this topic, wAat would you have done'

8. Are some Of these same approaches diqd in film, movies, or on
television? How could they be used in vaiious media?

f

-45
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WRITING ACTIVITY:, TELL IT WILD

Primary Competency Dev loped:

D. The Forms.of Creative Communitaton. 411

3. Inventing and appreciating prose forms (short story,'novel,

and descriptive essay).

Learning Objective:

The student all write a narration offering-a Whimsical twist on some

aspect of history, human invention or creation.

Description of Activity:

"How was-the wheel really discovered ?" "Why diciColumbus really discover

-- America?" "Are humans the hunters or the hunted?" These questions house

some possible suggestions aimed at stimulating %tudent'creative narratives.

Students shoyld brainstorm in small groups and list'on the chalkboard

at least six othem titles for potential whimsical narratives. This will

promote other variations for the class. -The teacher can refer to class

readings as other sources or models for this assignment. Students should

be encouraged to pursue whatever,topical variation that suits their interest.

After completing their writings over a period -of several days including

some in-class time for revision, each narrative will be read aloud in class

either to a -small group Or to the whole class. This is a partial aluative

a .4* ,

prelude to the speaking activity which focuses on a mass_measure an

audience.

Cla3s Discussion Probes:

D-3 Prose Forms.

1. What advantages /frustrations did you face as a writer of

whimsy?. ..1

2. -Did you find this task easier and more enjoyable than normal

writing tasks?

3. What elements of storytelling did you need to keep in mind

as you wroth,?

149
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What was your creative process,in .completing this assign-

ment?

5. What tlid you learn about creativity while doing this task?

4

6. Do you now see other reasonindmethods answering the

question: "Why man creates ?"

alt
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''SPEAKING ACTIVITY:SELECTING THE BEST
. %

Primary Competency Developed:

C. The Forms.of Recreative CommUnication.

3. Participating in and appreci rng dramatizations-of events,
r Plays.

O

LAarning Objective:

,N7

The students.will select, taperrecord, and present a three-to four-

minute excerpt from his/her whidsical narrative for presentation to the

entire school or a class audience.

Description of Activity:

Using a lab'period approach; the teacher will spend class time conferr--

ing with individual students who will select.three or four minute excerpts

P

from,their original stories. This may take several days, but students can

utilize the extra time working on pausing, word Iiiphasis, pacing, and other

speaking notations which they will need before taping their selections. A

lawer.audienCe ought to be the aim. The teacher may wish to arrange an

auditorium format, schedule-presentations to other classes, or limit the

tapes to the class at hand. At any rate, the students should prepare their

tapes with a mass audience in mind.

Class Discussion Probes:

C-3 Dramatizations.

1. What part of your story did you select and why?

7N.

2. In making the selection, what guidelines/criteria did you
use to help your dedision?

3. What speaking skins (work/voice emphasis, pausing, tone,
inflection, pacing, etc.) did you use in marking your text
for presentation.

ic 4,k
4. In directing your excerpt to a mass audience, did you find it

necessary to employ other' aids like sound effects, music,

other voices etc.?

5. What appeals did you make to meet the needs of a mass audience?
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r filk .

6.. In taping your stgctiona.wh'ata did, you learn about your own

creativity 9.. --:" ,^

. Satt
a

.
,

7.,. When do yo cy best written and spoken work?

40.

.

;.*

In what medI um d ouA,have definite skills that may not

have been tapped.in

9.. 146y do "you"create?'

O

qC

4.-

.

r).

0

...' 4

4

z

6

t_
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MASTER LIST

ALTERNATIVE IURRICOLUM DES16 IN ENGLISH /COMMUNICATION FOR GRADES 9 AND 10

IV. IliTUAL1STIC COMPETENCIES

A. Analys`s of.the Ritualistic Context

4""

denti,ying role expectations

2. Recognizing symbols used to facilitate rituals

0.
3. PredictingrituAlized responses

B. Informal Ritualized ExchangeS'
>
\I ''

(.67ng social amenities (being courteous, expressing thanks, excusing,# oneself, telephone etiquette, etc.)
4

2. .Participating in everyday ritualistic acts (greeting, leave-taking,

kidding, etc.)

3. EngelP517N informal conv.646ation (taking turns, encouraging

participation)

C. For'mal Ritdafized Exchangeillin Small Group

4 1. Recognizind participating effectively in interviews and other

foema conversations`

2. Recognizing and Tgricipating effectively in small grou

- 3. Recognizing and per4orming task roles irr.problem-solving groups

4. Recognizing and performing emotional roles in group discussions

D. Formal Ritualized Exc n Public and Mediated Settings

1. Recognizing and initiating parliamentary moves.

2. Presenting and evaluating epideictic messages (eulogies,'acceptance.

speeches, sermons, oral prayers, and after dinner speeches, etc.),

3. EAluJiing and initiating, wtiere appropriate, specialized and,

mediated forms

V 54?
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10th Grade
Ritualizing

jntrapersonal

Focus Of Capsule:

-145-

TAKING THE RITE PASSAGE ,

In many societies there is a clear, visible indication of maturity,

and preparedness for entering adulthood and receiving its attendant.advan-

tages and responsibilities. Examples in our society of this readiness are

not so clear. There are some perhaps unstated, but nevertheless important

rites of passage which American young people experience as they mature which

mark their movement from childhood to adulthood. In this capsule, students

will examine significant,rituals`which Constitute the rites of passage in

-their lives.

Overviewwbf Activities:
4

,

Beginning with reading the novel Walkabout, the students Will develop

the concept of rites of passage as they occur in,a variety of4tultures. Re-:

flecting on significant ceremonies of nfirsts" in their lives will be the

basis of the speaking activity. Students will view the film Skater Dater,
i

where peer pressUre generated by a boy's desire to begin dating causes him

(onflict as4'he approaches aspite.Of his owd passage to adolescence. Looking'

back from their mid-twenties, students will "reminisce" in writing about a

significant ritualistic experience from their high school years, and-specu-

late on what significant' events they will remember best as they move into

..4r

adulthood.
11111.
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READING ACTIVITY; ',WALKABOUT

Primary Competency Developed:

'A. Analysis'of the Ritualistic Context.

1. tdentifying role expectations.

Secondary Competency Developed:

B. . Informal Ritualized Exchanges.

3:' Engaging in informal conversation (-taking turns, encouraging

participation).

Learning Objective:

Students will define "rite; of passage" and give examples as they trace

the changes in a character's life and outlook as s/he goes through his/her -'

rites of passage drawing parallels between the experiences in Walkabout and

st+

their own lives.

Description of= Activity:

Students will read the book Walkabout by James Marshall, which describes

an Australian boy's journeypinto the outback and adulthood.-

Additional materials- on the same topic include Roots, Coming of Age in

Samoa, Growing Up..Black, Biack'Elk Speaks, and other anthropological and

sociological materials on adolescence in various cultures. Literature such

, ,

as The Diary of Anne FrankSeventeen by Tarkingtori and Huckleberry Finn

couid also supplement the main selection.

7
After_ reading, students should be placed- into small conversation groups

Sr
to discuss, practicing the amenities of informal conversation. The group as

''a,whole will discuss the exercise as a final activity. Informal discussion
Ar

In conversation groups centers around questions which may be distributed to

-of
students in advance of reading as a study guide.

Class Discussion Probes: 0

Primary Competency:

A-1 Rote Expectations. ,'

1. Why is rite of passage to futj membership'in a society necessarily

a Ione -exper4ence2
154 L.
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2. What advantages come from this fonmil rite of passage? What

disadvantages?

3. What other rites of passa ve ou heard of? (Might mention

beginning of Roots, American Indian customs, Coming of Age in

Samoa, etc.)
An.

4. How are these similar to or different from a walkabout?

5. How will.you-know when yoU have achieved maturity? How will

..you be expected to behave differently?

Secondary CoMpetency4

B-3 -Informal Conversation.

6. How.did your informal conversation differ from a class

discussion?

A

ftp4 7.
What are actions you can do to facil*ate informal cQgyersations?

0

e
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. SPEAKING ACTIVITY:" WHEN I WAS A CHILD...

Primary: Competency Developed:

4

v

A. Analysis of the Ritualistic ConteAdv

1.401dentifjfing role expectations.

2. Recognizing symbols Used to-faciliAate rituals.

Secondary Competency Developed:

A. Analysis of the Ritualistic Context.

3. Predicting ritualized responses.

Learning Objective;
°

Students will select_ and develop a_ single incident from their lives

r

for oral presentation to a group which relates to their "rite of passage"

toward adulthood.

Description of Activity:

Students will be asked to.look back on events of ritualistic signifi-

cance in their own lives -- time wh0 seemed to mark passages to more

"grown up" expefiences: the first day of school, the'firsttrip away from

home, learning an independent-enhancing skill such as bicycle riding, etc.

They.Jare to organize, prepare and present to tht class, or a smaller 'group,

a short speech in which they attempt to describe the experience as vividly

as possi0e.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary-Competency:

A-1 Role Expectations.

I. What elements of "rites of'passage" were present in these

speeches?

2. How did the speakers' roles change during or after their

experiences? ir

. Altp

A-2 Symbols. ,

3. What symbols of added progrfm- towa?AadUlt status were,pre-
sent in these speeches?



Secondary Competency:

A-3 Predicting Responses.

-149-

4. How did people's responses to you change after or because
of your experience?

157t
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: SKATER DATER

Primary Competency Developed:

A. Analysis of the Ritualistic Context.

1. Identifying role expectations'.

Learning Objective:

Students will build recognition that rites of passsage to adulthood

are influenced by often conflicting pressures of peers, family, and community

as well as self, and that peer pressure may be either supportive or destruc-

tive of passage into adulthood es they Oscuss the rituastic aspects of

dating behavior.

Description of Activity:

Students will view the film Skater Dater and participate in a class

discussion of it. In it, a young boy's desire to begin dating creates con-,

flict as he moves among his peer group.

Class Discussion Probes:

A-1 Role Expectations. 0

1. What conflicting pressures is the boy' subjected to? What

are the sources of and reasons for this conflict?

2. How does the boy 'react to these pressures? Do his reactions

...change? Why or why not?

3. Why are the boy's friends not supportive'of him? What does

this indicate about their own passage toward adulthood?
ti

4. Wha -are some of the rrtualistic aspects of dating? Do

they acilitate or hinder the process of building relationships

with th pposite sex?

1 153
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WRITING ACTIVITY: -BACKIIN MY HIGH SCHOOL DAYS...

Primary. Competency Developed:

A. Analysis of the Ritualistic Context.

1. Iden&ecing role. expectations.

2. Recognizing symbols used to facilitate rituals.

Learning Object ive:

v

Identifying the ritualistic behavioes that occur during their high

school careers, students will write about a real or imaginary ritualistic,

experience and will convey in writing its significance for them through use
41.1

of an imaginary viewpoint to gain perspective on ritualistic experiences

they are currently involved in.

Description of Activity:

Students will be asked to write about their high school years from the

vantage point of themselves as twenty -five years old. They are to select

an event or related series of events which involve ritualistic behavior.
a

Through their writing, they are to expose the ways In -which these behaviors'

constitute or contributeto the rites of passage into American adult society.

They may choose to write a narrative, descripthie or expository per to con-

vey their analysis of these events and their importance.

'Students will form small groups and read one another's finished-papers.

C

Each group will select one paper for lass publication and discussion. The

teacher will either reproduce or project the selected papers for the entire

class.

ClassClass Discussion Probes:

A-1 Role Expectations.

1. How did the writers show that they were "older" as they
looked back on their rites of passage?

2. Which ritualistic events seem to be particularly important
during high school? 44./

15D
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A-2 Symbols:I.

3. What symbols does the high schoolidOmmunity/country/culture
use to identify teenagers?

4. How do these symbols change on entry

I

into adulthood?

t

rs4
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10th Grcie
Ritualizing
Dyadic
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JOB TALK

' Focus of Capsule:

Of the many rituals that affect our lives, one of the most practical

if transitory is that of-job seeking. Tenth grade students are frequently

already seeking part-t-i-me4obs and can already appreciate the utility of

exercises that prepare them for this ordeal.

Overview of Activities:

The reading activity will allow students to evaluate actual letter

of application for jobs. This.will p pare
.

them to write a letter of their

own applying for a job in the help want d ads for which they feel qualified.

The listening activi4ty will give'the student-a chance to see a professionally

conducted interview of a person experienced in being interviewed. Finally,

the speaking activity will give the student a chance to produce ritualistic

acts that are necessary in day -to -day experiences on the job.

,

ge

-D.
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READING ACTIVITY: THE BEST AND
41.

THE BRIGHTEST

Primary Competency Developed:'

C. Formal Ritualized Exchanges in Small'Groups.

1. Recognizing and participating effectively in interviews and
other formal conversations.

0
Secondary Competency Developed:

""-A. Analysis of the Ritualistic Context.

1. Identifying-role expectations.

3. Predicting ritualized responses.

C

The students will learn to recognize conventional and unconventional

content for letters.of application as. well as the conventional format for

such a letter.

Description of Activity:

The teacher obtains from the central office a number of application

letters written by teacher-candidates. S/he reproduces those letters (minus

names and idenyfying material) as faithfully as possible. Students mat

the letters and then,discuss them in class using the following discussion

probes.

Learning Objective:

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

C-1 Formal Conversations.

1. What substance seems typical of most of the letters?

2. Did any of the'letters not involve the rituals that appear .
Jo be part of application writing?

-t
/

3. To what extent are you permitted to "toot your own horn" in
such a letter?

Secondary Competency:

A-1 Role Expectations.

. -

.4. What are the conventions of for a letter of application?

169
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:

5. What mechanical conventions of composition seem im portant

for succeeding in this ritual?

A-3 Predicting Responses.

.6. If the writer did not follow the accepted form.what happened
to his/her application?

. - . -_-,-;

. .

7. Look carefully at'orfe letter youloelieve4o'b!Psuccessfui, 4

then-discuss what,you believe would be 1h4 receiver's re-
aCtion to it and why?' .""-

= . .

a
0 0

V

41' j4 '.7:'
4 ,r VI

a

4.4

,

,

. ,
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WRITING-ACTIVITY: DEAR EMPLOYER:, YOUR PROBLEMS ARE OVER

PrimaryCompetency Developed:,,

D. Formal RitualizWachanges in Public Oiated Settings.
4

,2. Presentipg and eviluatihg epideictiWmessages '(eulogies,
acceptance speeches,:iermons, arprayers, and after dinner

spee'thes, etc.).

Secondary Competencies Developed: A t.

0 !0)

A. Analysis of the RityalisAic Cohtext.

2. Recognizing symbols used to facilitate rituals.

C. Formal Ritualized ExChanges in Small Groups:,

1. Recognizing and participating effeaively in interviews and

other formal conversations.= rx

I.

Learning Objective:

The students will learn to apply the,conventions of job application,

letters to a specific situation.

Description of Activity:

Students wil survey the "help wanted" section of their local (or

newspaper- ooki g for jobs for which they might be qualified.

Then they will write letters of application for those jobs.

Following the writing-of the letter, students will -meet in dyadssto

discuss their letters and gain a prediction from a peer as to the potential

-f )

success of their letter.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:.

D-2 Epideictic Messages.

1. In preparing your letter what rituals did you try to use?

2. Specifically, what organization seems most useful for a message

like a letter of application?
ill

3, Did you hive to use writing conventions?

4. -On what basis did you evaluate the-Netter your partner wrote?

166



Secondary Competencies)

A-2 Symbols.
row.

411

5. WhatjaymbO1s d.id you use in your letter which would provide

easy cognition of your intent or ability?

C-1 Formal Conversations, 0
% ,

6. Does your le r - or the letter of your classiiike
-.....

4 /the conventlona format?

fit

4

7. Do you -'or your classmate -.make clear your qu-alificat Ens

%for the job in question?

8. Within the bounds of conventjon, still treae&

memorable, unique letter?

ve

1

0

fir
*

o

4t

;
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: THE THIRD DEGREE

Primary Competency Developed:

A. Analysis of the Rituali§tic.Contgxt.

1. .,Identifying role expectations.

Secondary Competency Developed:
A

-s.:" B. rnformal Ritualized Exchanges.

.10

r

4

1. Using social amenities (being courteous, expressing thanks,
%excusing oneself, telephone etiquette, etc.).

Learning Objective:

Students will identify social amenities, theme of responses to/pp\

interviewer, and behaviors that cai contribute to or detract from maki -ng a

positive impression in a job interview.

Description of Activity:

Ask the principal to stage a mock job interview for your students. S/he

may either interview you oranother popular teacher currently on staff. The

principal and the teacher should follow the social amenities that would per-
.

,tain to a real job interview.

.

At the conclusion gf the Interview, the principl may wish to talk
' .

.

... s
informally about, hats7he looeftr iri teacher candidates.

Class Dsoussion Probes: ....,

Primary Competency:

A-1 Rola4Expectations.

1. Who begins the conversation/interview?
s',

, : ;,2..

2. How did the kinds of q estions asked and the topics discussed
change as the meeting progressed? \-

3:, Did the teacher candidate ask questions? What kind? .. ..

4.' Are there questions that a
A

job applicant shouldoile tareful
about,aski46?

Secondary Competency:

4
40

B-1- Social Amenities.

)

1. "What social amenities (both verbal and physical) occurred as
the teacher-candidate entered the room?

166
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\SPEAKING ACTIVITY: BEING THERE

%Primary Competency Developed:

B. Informal Ritualized Exchanges.

4

WI°

r

7,

2. Participating in everyday ritualistic acts (greeting, leave -

taking,_ kidding,

Learning Objectivir y.

-The-students-will use effective- verbal and;016n-verbat strategtesin-

r

ritualistic situations aryl adjust their strategies according to immediate

audience feedback.

Description of Activity:

Students will analyze three spect -tc ritualistic communicative acts,

namely apologizing, complimenting and criticizing. Working in dyads, students

will briefly create sitdbtl ons in which an apology, a compliment, and a

ricriticism would be appropriate communicative acts and exchange roles in pre-

senting them andl-i-stening to them.

Class Discussion Probes:

B-2 Everyday Ritualistic Acts.

1,, Which message was the most difficult to present? Why?

2. What constraints did you feel as a speaker? as a listener?

3. Was it poSsible to make your message believable?

4.,..What kept you from belidving what you heard?

r

-

i
4
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10th G %de -160 -

Ritualizing
Small Group,

BEING PART OF IT ALL

Focus of Capsule:

Rituals may be either ceremonial/sared.acts or acts of,everyday life.

Ritualized acts can develop indiyi.dual imagination and free us from instinc-

tive or social constraints. Small groups are fertile areas for ritual

interaction as we socialize, yet they do influence and mold our behavior

through rituals-although the presures are not always overt.
4

Overview of Activities:

This capsule will create an awareness of the structure of groups, how

power operates in them, and how the skills for group interaction can be enhanced

by understanding and practicing small group rituals. The reading activity

explores the primary group of the family and rituals associated with small

groups. The writing activity examines how sport; include small group rituals

outside the family: Small group. rituals are then examined.for.their problem-

111 solving potential and finally the listening actixity isolates roles and

hidden agendas in small groups. There is a movement from structure and needs
r .

A

. to functions and skills.

dgc

9
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READING ACTIVITY: NO ONE.,IS AN ISLAND

Primary Competency Developed:

C. Formal Ritualized Exchanges-in Small Groups.

2. Recognizing and participking effectively in small group.
O

Learning Objective:

The students will recognize hows/he was and is dependent on small

groups for food, shelter, protection, general welfare; emotional support and

.44

identify._

Description of Activity:

We are born into a small group; a supportive group called a "family*"

As we grow up we .develcp small groups of friends wjlom we identify with.

4
Read in fiction or nonfiction a story or stories of a family relationship,

including friendships surrounding the family characters. Novels, plays,

autobiographies, short stories or poems such as Qur Town, The Adventures

of Huckleberry Finn, To Kill a 'Mockingbird, The Human -Comedy, The Good Earth,

are suggestions.,

Class Discussion Probes:

01.

C-2 Small Group.

1. Who has the "power" in the family (or group friends)?
Why? Does it ever change?

.2. What kind of role does each family momber'play in the group?:.
How do you ITITca

3. Does each family member usually have,certain tasks? What are

they?

4. What paitern(s) of closeness/intimacy or anger/distance are ,.
,there among the family members? .

5. What values are taught within the group? How?

6. What everydayitualistic acts occur within the group (family)?
What are the various members''feelings about those acts?

4:
.

.

7. What speCial "major" rituals or cer,emonialst occur within the

group?

169
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: IN OR OUT ON THE'AP7AND-UP

/-
Primary Competency Developed:

C. Formal Ritualized Exchanges in Small Groups.

2. Recognizing and participating effectively in small group.

Learning Objective:

The student will listen for and recognize spoken rituals and how they

fuoction a.small group.

Description ctf Activity:

Attend some kind Of formal function (meeting, party, dinner...) which

is based on a small group - or a larger event where small groupings will

occur. Listen for and unobtrusively make a list of remarks made the

' group interaction which show:

a. greeting behavior and how it reflects the members',close ss or

distance.

b. taking turns.

c. encouraging participation or including members.

d. sharing news.

'e. unusual language (or slang) used by one or many members.

f. statements,reflecting members' values shared or unshared. .

g. confront i ye' behav i or .

h. solidarity.

Back in class, in a small group share your lists and observations.

After.each group member has spoken, see what common 'ritualisticcbehaviors

seem to occur in small groups'whose members do not kno ach Dther well, and

what roles became ippar'ent simply by watching the qr Next discuss what

needs you felt were met (or not met) for members o? that group.

Class Discussion Probes:

C-2 Small Group'.

1. How do you feel about inclusion in groups?

2. iwhich group(s) do you prize your memberships?
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3. What needs do yop have that these grdups satisfy?

4. How do groups give individuaTs status?

5. Do you know if you need to be in control in a group?

6. Give examples;of hidden agendas in meetings grOtips or

climes you've attended,

ts



WRITING ACTIVITY: GO TEAM GO!

Primary Competency Developed: -

B. Informal Ritualized Exchanges.

2. Participating in everyday ritualistic acts (greeting, leave-
taking, kidding, etc.).

*condary Competency Developed:

C. FOrmal Ritualized Exchanges in Small Groups.

2. Recognizing and participating effeCtively in'small group.

Learning Objective:

The students will examine how rituals are involved in sporting conduct
. .

and small group behavior.

_Description of Activity:

Students wil=l Write a 250-word essay analyzing rituals in sports: golf,

basketball, touch football, etc., among small groups of friends,. For

example, there the ritual of shaking hands fifth other players before be-
.

ginning. The theme of the essay should be an attempt to*relate the rituals

to a code'of good sportsmanship and a "code" for\living. Before writing,

have the students brainstorm the ritual acts, as well as;whbt they personally

see as a code, then write individually. Students can correct each other's

rough drafts before final copies are writAl.

Class Discussiop'Probes:

Primary Competency:

8-2 Everyday Ritualistic Acts.

l. Now do rituals initiate, 4control and end-playing?

2. What are the ritual standard's for good sportsmanship?

e
3. Do he rituals for playing carry over into life?

. ,

Secondary Competency:

C-2 Small Group.

4. Which sports are small group Activities?

Context Question:

5. -How can Igri-ting be consideredia.ipitual?
J. J..,

4
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: SOLVE A PROBLEM - OR BE ONE

Primary Competency Developed:

. C. Formal Ritualized Exchanges in Small Groups.

2. Recognizing and participating effectively in small group.

Learning Objective:

The students will use a problem-solvrhg format, participating in at

small group.

Des_r+ptfort
F
1

'In smalr groups, students arp to be given a problem to discuss and

'solve. They are to come to a consensus by the end of thirty minutes, then

A i
discuss, the dynamics and rituals that occurred during their discussion.

Class Discussion Probes:

. C-2 Small Group.
.

1. What kinds of statements were made that he?ped the gnoLip

work together?

2. Who made them?

3. What kind of ritual began your work together-how did you get

"started?-

4. Who became the leader? Atz-whatipoint? Why?

5. What kinds of statements occurred that hindered your work?

. 6. When did you "get stuck" and seem unable to decide how, to

*handle the problem?
1

`.7. _What did you do,to get "unstuck?"

8.' Was it hard to reach a de.cision? D.id everyone agree on it

why or why not? ,

9. What ritualistic language occurred while we worked?
(Etiquette, kidding, etc.)

" -

10. What ritual closed the session?

11. Why is problem-solving sometimes more effective in small 9roup?

12. 'Can ritual procedures increase the effectiveness of small group

interaction?

13. What are the characteristics of ybod di6cussionkquestions?.

A
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.10th Grade-
Ritualizing
Public

-166-

I COU!DN'T HAVE DONE IT WITHOUT MY TEAMMATES

Focus of Capsule:

Ceremonial moments abouncrin contemporary life. We gather in public

groups to give awards, keynote conventions, commemorat6__, a holiday, celebrate
. .,:

..:

..

,

a commencement, eulogize the departed, and bid farewell to the departing.
S

This capsule will consider the nature of ceremonial speaking and writing.

Overview o Activities:

The capsule begins with an activity in which students listen to repre-

sentative ceremonial speeches of varying types. Students are then.asked to,

prepare and deliver a ceremonial speech representative of a ,genre of their

own.choosing. The reading activity involves an indepth study of eulogies,

,
,!

After analyzing significant eulog-44,s preserved as literature, the students"
04:

will write letters of praise to a significantother (mother, father, friend,

aunt). This letter may be viewed as a eulogy to a living person.
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: POMP AND PUFFERY

Primary Conipetency Developed:

D. Formal Ritualized.Exchanges in Public and Mediated Settings.

2. Presenting and evaluating epideictic messages (eulogies, accep-
tance speeches, sermons, oral prayers, and-after dinner speeches,

etc.) .

Learning Objective:

The students will be able to identify the ceremonial-requirements of

diverse ceremonial genre such that s/he can classify sample ceremonial

messages by type. 4

Description of Activity:,

,, Students are to listen to several forms of epideictic (ceremonial,

special occasion) speeches. Teachers may choose to play records or tapes

of famous American and British speeches; they may tape special occasion

speeches in their own communities and play them;"they may read alomd signifi-

cant speeches from anthologies or current resources such as Vital Speeches

of the Day, or they may deliver significant occasion speeches which they have

composed, The speeches should be analyzedby considering the following

4

1. How the objective of the special occasion speech, differs from the

traditional speech to inform, to persuade, and to entertain.

2. How the, theme is generally more idealistic and sophisticated and

related to the special occasion.

3. How the organization differs in its introduction, body, and

conclusion from less formal, less significant occasions.
A

4. How the level of.language usage differs from less formal speeches;

figues of speech animate the ceremonial 'speech.

5. How the patterns and techniques of delivery differ n speaking

on ceremonial occasions.

The following instructional,resourtes may be useful:

. 1. Carroll prnold's The Speakr's Resource Book contains many useful

special tccasion (epideictic) speeches for analysis.

2. See Allen Parish and Mortensens' Communication: Interacting

Through Speech in which an.entire'chapter is devoted to how the

ceremonial speech builds social cohesion.

175
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Recordings of famous speeches, such as Li.ncoln's Gettysburg Address,

are useful resources.

4. Students can attend any number of ceremonial speeches such as
those noted in the description of this activity.

Class Discussion Probes:

D -2 Epideictic Messages.

Following the oral presentation of speeches, the fol o es-

tions may be used for class discussion:

1. What- kind of speech is represented by each example?

2. What themes are addressed in'each kind of speech?

At 3. Hoido ceremonial speeches differ from informative and per-

suasive speeches? .

4. Why are ceremonial speeches often especially important?

5. What instances of figurative language can be_.found in the

speeches?

6. To What extent do ceremonial speeches differ in organization
from other speech forms?

7. What kind of delivery (verbal and non-verbal) does one expect
on-the various ceremonial occasions?

8. How are listeners expected to behave on the various ceremonial

occasions?

17
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SPEAONgACTIVITY: STANDING ON CEREMONY

Primary Competency'Devel
1

ped:
.

D. Formaltituali7e. Exchanges in Pubric.and Mediated Settings.

2. PresentiAg and evaluating epideictic.messages (eulogies, accep-
tance- spevhes, sermons, oral prayers, and after di -nner speeches,

etc.).

Secondary Compeeency DevelODed:

A. Analysis of the Ritualistic Context.

1. klentifying"role expectations.:,

Learning Object'ive:

The students will prepare and deliver a ceremonial speech that meets

the expectations,of that particular genre and is characterized by excellence

in delivery, language, and exposition.

Description of Activity 1p

StUdents are to prepare and_present a three to four minute special

occasion speech, such as a commemorative address, commencement speed),

eulogy, keynote address, presentatign speech, acceptance speech, etc. If

-possible, it is recommended that the Lacher make arrangements to use the

.school auditorium and to take the students on a tour of it ahead of-time to--

.

prepare them to use the lectern; to be on stage, to realize the difficulties

.involved witl stagelighting, to use a micropltne, and" to generally understand

how the nature of such an occasion and setting imposes constraints on the
,

speaker's use of invention, organization: siyle, and delivery. The teacher

should ask the students to assume the auditorium is fielded.

Class Discussion Probes!'

Primary Competency:

D-2 Epideictic Messages.

Following the presentation 1 speeches, the following quedtions

may be used for class.discussion:

kl. What genre is represented by each speech?

2. Did the speeches mel..khe expectations appropriate to thei1.

genre?

1 7
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3. 1.4rgrAle speakers successful in organizing their ideas in
a*me'aningful'way without beingrigid in structure?

4. Which speakers Nre most successful in using vjvid and
memorable language?

5. Which speakers were most successf41 in rendering. their
ideas concrete through expository devices (comparison/contrasts,
examples, definitions, descriptions, quotations, restatements,

etc.)?

. Secondary Competency:

A-1 Role Expectation.

6. Were the speakers sucCessful in adapting delivery to_../fle

I

demands of ceremony and setting?
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READING
$
..Aullim: FAMOUS EPITAPH. i TOLD. YOU

Comivency Developedloped: l''

, . ..

A. AnaLysis of the Ritualistic Context.
ir I

j. Identifying roP,b expectations.
4-

AS.SICk.

T

a

2 . Recogni z ing symbols used to faoi 1 i tate: r i tua 1 s .

S.

a
Formal. Ritualized Exchange's i n',Pubi it and Med i eted,,Sett ings .

.,.,
.

2 . Presenting. and eve luat ing epi de rct i c mess4ges (eu 1 ogi es , .acoAP-

tance speekles, .sermons, oral prayers, -and after dinner

speeches, etc.).
,

Learn j ng _Pbject i ve :

f

,

.. . After .rey1-49 a, variety of eulogies, the,-students wi 11, be able to de:-
.i% .. . . .

t.

;..1cAbe,:the settings, 'themes, functions, and forms that are reacted to eulogies
. ..:.

and-will be able
..

to differentiate'between a eulogy :and such refated forms
.b . 4.-. t .

.

', .... as epitaphs and obituaries. , -

fp 1,
> ,Descriptsion of ActiVity:

,

Air

'4,

h . 401P :

, . 166thioUgh this activity can, be used. alorie, is parti' lcularly appropriate 5 t

_ ...

1 lowjng the Ritualzing Public Spealcipg and Oreceding thgAitulizing Public
P .

. .

Wri -ting activity. IIIE
U

. .The ritualistic furigiOn_known as the.eulogy- is often preserved in the.

literature of 'a _culture, +Ali 1 d i ng its heroes, and preservi ng-thei r deeds.

'Students will read variety of-litotary forms which eulogizeboth famous

.10

4..
.

'andlbrdinarq people. Students may be asked to :'
.- -

...:

`.= brina9 in a poem that, is a eulogy.
, -

.' . Vriii iii a (3 ulogy from the newspaper,.
,,. $

.1-

,
.

v.is t ..a local cem te0y and copy.epitaphs and share, them with the

\ - olds
. , ,,

OKfe _ 71 .

,

read .materi al s from .the fallowing list:
4

. .,

I' h . 4111 ,
. ;

r' ,1 ?;) . ,
. Poet ry:

I"
/ f - - 0 ,,;

2

.

.

.

.

,
, ',.2The -Courage That My 'Mother-Had I Edna Malloy

. B9efit' Of bed arat 16ji, LangStoo Hughest . , 4,......,.

.., , , ?

., fMcther ."' erg d. 'Hindes , . . ._

F

.L 1 73 °

.

;,
* , ,A4

t'
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"Annabel Lee," E. Poe

"Do Not Go Gentle Into That *Dark Night," D. Thomgs

"BeCat Fritche"

"The Eagle,That. Is Forgotten," V. Lindsay

PFose:

"From Mother With Love," Zoa Sherbioxie-

Q

"Nathan Hale,"-Nancy Hale

'!Apology of Plato"

"Death of Socrates"

"Lament," EdnaS. V: Millet.'
. , ...

Nonfiction, : Some of the many books published following John F.
T. Kennedy's and Martin Luther Ring's assassinations.

AI
Cass rrobes:

s

.
, 0 4.

Among the questiOnsfthat may be used to)geberate class discussion are

the 'following:
...

. 0

1

A-1, Role txpectation.
- , .

1. What -deliveryls appropriate during the presentation of a

eulogy? (Inappropriate?) . . .

e
. - ..

- 2. What does pn audiericd expect a speaker to say? What topic's

. .would be inappropriate.
, N, .

. ,

A-2. SymbO.1s. . .

A.

., ,3. What-kinds of structures/forms may eulogies take?
.

)--
4. What eurtkemisms are,cOMmonly employed?

.

.%

5. What n-verpal symbols are, often associated with emdtoyees?

. 'D-2 Epideitic Messages.
4

.r Q.

% - 6. .Since eulogies often immediately ,folow death, wh functio'n
4

- do theyse're in the expression 4,mourning?, Whet about

lik ; ,, eulogiesAhat appear several years later?
.

# '
f-

) 7. How does. a eulogy differ:_from a epitaph? How does it differ

4. from anfobituaryY ' v.:
. ,

«eh. --: ---.
., ,

,
.

: '8. ,Now would; you describe the language of a eulogy?

ti
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WRITING ACTIVITY: TO.MOM WITH LOVE
(/

Primary Competency Developed:

iD. Formal RitUalized Exchanges, in Public and Mediated Settings.

2_ Presenting and evaluating epideicrimessages (eulogie, accep,-
tance speeches, sermons, oral prayers,'and after dinner
speeches, etc,).

Secondary Competency Developed:

A. Analysis of the Ritualistic Cgntext.

1. Identifying role ex!ctations.

4

Learning Objective:. -

The studen*will write a eulogy ( lettei- of pi-afse) to a living person

0

that is judged ''riioVing"` by the addressee, the teacher, or a pante] of pe-ers.
__

Description of Activity:

This activity sf-iould folA4 the Ritualizing Public Reading Activity in ; ,
A

1

which studeQts studied literary eulogies: In this activity each student
I 4 % .*

will =write a Iptter of praise.to fathers and mothers that would be appro-
_

priate for;M6ther's or Fa hen's Day. Alth h the letter will' be addressed 'k

__to a single person, i.e., Dear Mother, the

local. newspaper as praise to mothers o i fathers generally.
. y.

(Students may chcose to address the iiter to any" class of significant

t letters may be sent trthe

,r

IR .0 others"as represented byra'signifiignt adult in their lives, e.g., auntsi,

Uncles, clergy, 4-H lei ,etc:) This letter is, in a sense, a eulogy to

, a livillperson. As studekits prepare to write the lettert, they should-think

carefully about the things their, mother orfather, would like to have said,of
. , .

her/him as a parent. H ving_tenalyzed their audiences, the
4*
students
-

may then

- Braise theparent for\s,!.;ccessfully fulfilling the parental' role.., 40

Pocpntial Instruction Resource:

\ Read

.

1hrou6h-Speec

41*

n eulogies in R..R. Allen, Communication: Interacting

4".
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Class Discussion Probes:

At the cOnclusiops of the writing, the tea cher may A someSome of the

.. better letters with the whole claswithout revealing, the name of the

authors.. Among the questions (at Off'ght be used in a whole class'dis-

cussion of theiettersPare t followinb:

Primary Competency:

D-2 Epideictic Messages.'

7

1. How successful is the

effect?

author in using 1 guage for emotional

2. How sra%esful is the author in usinq expos,itory materjals,

to mgke.The-message concrete?.
4

3. What emotio al impact would the letter have(gn your paInt?

4.'- the authors' manage to preserve.the letter form while

expressing love and appre-Oatio0

5. Why do mos eople send mothers and fathers day'cards when
tkey°could initiate their own messages of praise?
i .

'Secondary Competency: 74

A-1 Role Expectations.
Cf.

6. What parental attributes are praised? Are these the attributes

that are ,of importance -td mothers'on-ofat s?
ta

4/. How does the author personalize the letter by'relating her/

himself to theparpt? Would the personal aspects of this
letter'make it ieglopropriate for publication as praise to al

mothers or fathers who may read it.

r

4

,

'1(

0



10th Grade
Ritualizing
Mass Communication
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FLICK N A RITUAL ,

*

Focus of Capsule:

Ritualistic acts p rovide stability to organizations and serve to unify

groups or nations. Mass communication has a'tremendous impact on national I

and Local rituals. This capsule emphasizes mass communication techniques

. used for ritug, contents and media rituals which support social and institu-

1*..tional stability.

.40Wr Overview of Activities:

'Print; film, TV radio and record medi s wilL be surveyed for ritual

i

content or medLa A
rituals: The.imPact of th rituals for society will be

emphUized. Student; will view a TV.football game and analyze ritual acts.

fl

Theywi11 write an essay exploring mag?c rituals. TVs impact on rituals in

theamity owl 1 I be explored through 'role playing (speaking): FinaNly, the

NOw
'students will listen 10 satirical analyses of mass media programming.

6

fie

4

133

.11

to

p
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REAPING ACTIVITY: RITES OF' A FOOTBALL SERVICE

. Primary Competency Developed:

D. Formal Ritualized EXch<ges in .Public and M dieted Settings.

3. Evaluating and initiating, where appro riate, specialized and

mediated forms.

Learning Objective:

The students will identify.ritualistic deviCes occurring in"printed

new reporting and TV sports broadcastslw and how those devicet unify the

local and national audience.

Descrip4ion of Activity:

V4

The students will view a broadcast of a nationally te9evised footballi

basktball,-or basaball_game: (A local news broadCa-st (news-weatherL7sports),'

->

'-'141,1111

..

if such a gam wing is not posSible, can be used instead.-) 'The purpose ' ...

. .
..., fF

e

of the viewing is to identify th11ituglizind functions used by the TV mediUm, -
.. ,

.

and the student must be Tequired to take notes as s/he watches the prograM.
,

For example, in the telecast of the football game, one would probably find

the use of instant replay, close-ups of the crowd, pretty girls and cheer-

leaders, the use of a regular axouncer and color man, multishots of the

.

same play, slow motion and freeze frame. Fn a local news cast,-ome would
--

.Probably find the standard sequence of news, yeather, editorials, and sports,
I k

use coafin anchor person, "chatter" among _the nevocaster, sports announcer,
4, .

- ,

and' weather 'person, use of, filmed videotaped material interspersed with'the

live broadca4t, use of humor .0 F jokes!'

The students are then to read a newspaper account of the sane eventcs),

noting wIpt.wTfting conventions' were used 1n-the article and how different a
,

"flavor" and tional impact the newsplper,article had than the'actual

,events (whether spor s or .,news)

A

1S.1
L'

4

wog
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IR

From their list=and class discussion, a "master chart" of rituals in

the TV sports could be made up and posteCfr for all the class .to read.

Class Discussion Probes:

D-3 Special zed and Mediated Forms.

0
1. How do the ritualistic'devices .identified serve to unify

local and. national audience members?

2. Wh t effects on American society especially to young
p ple growing up 'do'these.televised TV sports rituals
have?

v.

3. Why do the print media have less of an emotional impact than
the electronic media in covering the same event?

a

1

1S5
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: LITTLE NEWS, BIG NEWS

Primary Competency Deveibped:

D. ForMal Ritualized EOhanges Publicand Mediated Settings.

3. Evaluating and initiating, where appropriate, specialized and

mediated forms.

Learning Objettive?

students recognize and list differences between local and national.

programming.

Description of

Over several days, students will be'reciuired to view televised local

news reports and national news reports. They.should note what content each

covered4-and what- detai aboutan_event_when both, inds of programs

covered It.; They should listen carefully to the reporters' choice of words,

and also to any informal chatter that may o,ccur.

Class Discussion Probes:

D-3 Specialized and Mediated Forms.

1. (Make a two.column listk) What are.the chal-acterist

focal TV reporting?..of rational TV reporting?

2- Where was humor used -in the shows? */*

3. Is the same standard sequence of "news-weather-editorials-

.
sports" used in botj local and"national reporting? Is it

0 ever broken in either? When? (Crises.)

4. How do audience members come to depend on standard sequ9nce,

or ritual, to give them a.senseof stabiliry? Is this' good?

5. Did any sense of "personal touch" orversonality come throUgh

An the national or local news shows? How? Is that then a

ritual? .

6. From which type'of show do you feel you gained more details

-about -the newsstories?

7. Which type of news broadcast'do you prefer? Which would your

parents prefer? Why? ',

1Fr



WRITING ACTIVITY: IS MAGIC DEAD?

Primary Competency Developed:

rt

D. Formal Ritualized Exchanges in Pdblic and Mediated Settings. '

3. Eviluating and initiating, where appropriate, specialized and
mediated forms. .

Leraning Objective:

The students will analyze film and TV presentations that are fantasy-

oriented and explore how fantasy is an acceptable social ritual at times.

Description of Activity:

Students will confront, via writing, an editorial for-TV broadcasting,

controversial issues in the media.

They should choose one topic to focus-- -on, than 5.peji1 some_ Pre-m-rithig

time watching programs, reading other opinions on the topic, or discussing

specific iavas. for their viewpoint with other students. The editorial must

present a specific point-of-view on the issue and be supported by examples

or evidence. (Read.aloud; it.should last one minute at least.)

Topics may Include:

a. Family rituals, as shown in current JD/ shows, are destroying the
concept of the "good family."

b. Ritualistic behavior on today's TV game shows insults the viewer.

-c,. We need more fantasy and magic in television programmin
.del fight!

d. Ri4uals in children's TV' shows mislead them about adulthood. '

e: Rituals of violence showri in TV shows are too explicit.

Class Discussion Probes:

a

D-3 Specialized and Mediated Forms.

1. Howdid you gather e34Alence/examples to supportmyour Point-of-
view?

,2. Do viewers rely on editorials in any way?

'3. How was writing for this specific form different than writing
an essay?

.4. What purposes, do editorials serve in exrress1ng a point -of-
view to the-public?

IS
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: THE TV.FAM1LY

)F'

Primary Competency Developed:

----,
D. Formal Ritualized Exchanges in Public and Mediated Settings.

3. Evaluating'and initialing, where appropriate, specialized and

mediated forms. '

,

Learning Objective: -t:
,-

.

The students will identify ways in,which TV influences family rituals.

Description of Activity:

The student will read the article#'How to Tell Good Guys from Bad Guys"

by John Steinbeck found in Coping Wit 'the Mass Media, McDougal, Littell &

Co. 1972. After reading the article, a class discussion should center on

how TV is taking on the responsibilities of parenting (electronic babysitter),

how TV follows the ritual 'of casting people as good or bad (stereotyping),

how TV can play the ritualistic role of being the director of family

activities.

After reading and.dis,dussing thearticle, the students, drawing on their
. ,

family'experrences, will present short group skits that depict "stereotyped"

families going through various rituals related to television. Examples

might include scenes such as a family eating a meal in front of the TV, the .

fathily-sitting in'the living room with a broken TV set, family disagreement

about what TV program to watch, what is done if1company arrives just at a

critical moment in .a TV program, an 4.Mpoftant telephone call occurring during

, .

a favafite program, several members watching a soap opera, family activity

during the commercial break,'etc. The scenes may be realistick, serious or

humorous.

After each skit have the Crass discuss:'

a. What rituals were involved.

b. Were theY'coUrate.
4

c. Otter ritual which might have been included,

NI



Class Discussion Probes:

D -3 Specialized aryd Mediated Forms.

v

-181-

.

1. -Why are stereotyes useful? dangerous;

2. Does the ritual of "typecasting" people as "good" or "bad"
carry over from TV into viewers' lives? 'How?.

3. What new alternative rituals might a family follow to get
away fl=bm their TV habits?

4. What do the family rituals shown in current TV shows tell
foreign viewers about American family life today...since
so many of our shows arc shown overseas?

5. Which stories do your grandparents or parents tell about "how
it used to be before TV?" What rituals were- ,a part of their

entertairiment then?'

S
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'MASTER LIST'

ALTERNATIVE CURRICULUM DESIGN IN ENGLISH/COMMUNICATION FOR GRADES 9 AND 10
. . 0

r-v. CONTROLLING COMPETENCIES

A. idsic Analysis

). Determining the pe slJasi've intent

2. Predicting/audience eaction to a persuasive intent

3. Identifying possible persuasive'strategies (commanding,
offering, suggesting, etc.) 4,.

4. Predicting listener .reaction to persuasive strategies_

B. Utilizing a Controlling. Strategy

1. Identifying the rhetorical demands of a. strategy (e.g., what
is a promise?)

2. Implementing a controlling strategy

0. Adaptirig the strategy in the light of listener response

Applying Logic

Determining lines of argument (contentions)

2. Being aware of underlying dssumptions and values

3. Employjrig sound evidence

4. Elp16ying sound 'reasoning

D. Appealing Emcitionally/Ethically '

1. Recognizing and using psychological proofs (pathetic proofs)

2. Recognizing and using credibility devices (ethical proofs

3. Recognizing source bias ( d others)

E. Evaluating the Controlling Message

1. AssessiRg the effectiveness of the controlling strategy--

2. Assessing the ethics of the communicator's stance
f



- 40th Grade
Controlling
Intrapersonal

-183-

IBE YOURSELF! 'EXPRESS YOURSELF! CONTROL YOURSELF!

Focus of Capsule:

Students are exhorted daily to grapple with "self" as if with an'a ien,
.

AL

\often. hostile presente. Acceptance or rejectipn of:thea freoently con-

.

. ,

tradictory commands from parents, teachers, and society provides developing

adolescents with ample causes' for anxiety and frustration. Recognition and

understanding of the internal and external forces which influence them will

help students as they move toward adulthood. Examination of this internal

interplay will be the focus of this unit-.

Overview of Activities:

This cap-sule begins.wi,fh a reading activity which focuses the students'

attention on the'development 'of those "voices within" the dark world of

.le

the young Helen Keller. The three remaining activities are related to "This

is Me" from Carl Rogers.' On Becoming a Person. Exploration of the controls

operating within the individual, as they develdped for Keller and Rogers,

proi/iddt the basis for the students reflection upon the bases for control

within themselves. Listening to Rogers, speaking om the significance of

his '!important learningl" and writing on their validity for themselves Or

on how theyight incorpordte these 4deas into their own lives will pro-
.

sE
ivide a structure forthis reflection.
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READING ACTIVITY: VOICES WITHIN S

Primary Competency Developed:'-

E. Evaluating the Controll4ngsage.

1. Assessing thefeffectiveness of the controlling strategy

2. Assessing the ethizs of the communicator's stance.

Secondary Competency Developed: 1111

A. Basic Analysis.

4. Predicting listener reaction to persuasive strategies.

Learning Objective:

Interpreting the theme of the play ary relating it td controlling b

havior, students will analyze the influence of self-control on relations

a

with a peer group and authority figures.

Description of Activity:

e-

The students wi4.1 read the play The Miracle.Worker by William Gibson

-

with particular emphasis-odHelen Keller's development Of language. Addition

.

los

materials 'tiiatmi,ght be used to expand on this reading include:
.

Movie: Miracle Worker ,

autobiography: The Story of My Life by Helen Keller . _ .

, .---
:

,.-)

Books: Teacher: AnnipSullivan*cy Midstream. .elen Rel ler

Journal: Helen Keller's Journal r

.Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

E-1 Assessing Effectivenes$.\ ,
. ,

.

1. Novi did Helen Keller' "contrOW herself_ before' and after she
.

..,-.

had language capacity ?' ''
'

,.

w
, ' - .,

.-
'

v

#2.....Arinie Often. hears off -siege voices which play an all important

role, in, the p14y. Who' is the boy's voice she- hears? .Where.-,

are the'crona;s.voices coming from? What man's voice does
she hear that,encourages her to contnue to help' Helen .even .

after the violent setback in the breakfast room?

al

. 1

O
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E-2 Assessing Ethics.

-J85-

Ses

/
3 What method does Annie use to try to persuade Helen to be-

have? How effective are they? Could you thfk of other
ways she might have controlled Helen? $ r

4. What was

spoiled,

Helen's*self7concept? Did she consider_herself a
pamper-ed girtsurrounded by comfort? Why, or why not?

- I

5. What was Aripiq Sullivan's self- concept? (Especially take
into account that she spent a good part of her life in a
poor house: She'often played with rats i'nstead of toys.)

. 4
Secondary,CompeAncy:

-

A-4 Listener Reaction to Strategies.

6. To what extent does Helen plan h.. she will influence the
people around her? What do- she doj

7. ,I.What is the spec ' signifiance of when she no longer hears
I.- the voices a eend of the play? Explain

,';

5

"

4

.;

J
-40

5
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,

'LISTENING ACTIVITY: LISTENING TO MYSELF

imary ,Competencies Developed:

A. Basic Analysis.

2. Predicting audience reaction to a persuasive intent.

4. Predicting listener reactione,to persuasive strategies.

D. Appealing Emotionally/Ethically:

3, Recognizing source bias, (self and others).

SeconddryCompetencies Developed:

C. Applying Logic.

2. Being aware of undjt-lying assumptions and values.

E. Evaluating the COntroIlling Message:-
,

2. kssessing the-ethics of thelippmmunicator's stance.

Learning Objective:

4

Students will understand and appreciate factors involved in not only

understanding oneself but also controlling oneself so as to understand how

V one's relatilhiPs with others are largely influenced by one's contr4olling
,,....,_

q

relationship with themselves.

Description of Activity:

The teacher reads segments/which deal with the inCrapersonal context

1104-
of an essay by Carl Rogers entitled "This Is Me" which appears in his book,

.0

On Becoming A'Person. This essay is a personal reflection on fourteen

learn'ings Rogers has realized through his relationships with himself and

,4 --.,
-,*1

with others, they later usually involving dyadic relationships: The teacher
._

informs the students 63 listen carefully for they will be quizzed on the

segments read. Success in this activity relies primari y on skillful ,

t--)

listening. The teacher will cons'trqt a quiz, either w itten or oral, in

which s/he asks students to identify the form of the 1 arnings, to

S

explain each one in a single sentence, and to answer true-f1se, or other

2 19
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4

objective ques,tibns. The quiz should include recall and comprehension

questions which explore the controlling strategies explicit or implicit in

the essay.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competencies:"

..-

A-2 Audience Reaction to Intent.

1

,..1/4...

t

0

l. What does Rogers say his purpose is in writing his essay?
Why does he think such a statement wilt be valuable?

,,

A-4 Listener Reaction to Strategies.

2. How do you think Rogers' learnings were accepted when lie
wrote his .essay? .How would different groups react"to his
message today? Are there groups who would disagree with his
ideas? ,

s

D-3 'Source Bias.

3. How.does Rogers suggest that one's self concept will deter-
mine one's relationships with' others.

SecOndary Competencies:

C-2 Underlying Assump$ions.
,c)

4. What does Rogers value in human relationships? What kinds
of controlling do these values allow?

E-2 Assessing Ethics. .,,

5. Given Rogers view of himself, what standards would he use to
judge how others try to control themselves'?

1

4

..

1 93

,:
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`SPEAKING ACTIVITY: I SAY, DR. ROGERS. .

.
a .

Primary Competency Developed:

A. Basic Analysis.

**-

1. Determining the persuasive intent.

3: Identifying possible persuasive strategies (commanding,

offering, suggesting, etc.).

Secondary Competencies Developed:

C. Applying Logic.

)
.4.

2. Being aware of underlying assumptions and values.

D. Apfealing Emotionally/Ethically.

1. Recognizing and using psychological proofs (pathetic proofs).

Learnitg Objective:

Using their own experience5,.hypothetical situations, or their own

observations, stude9ts will prepare and present a short speech in which they

demonstrate their understandOg of &he concepts of "self-directed growth"

and "self-fulfilling prophecy," their realization of the kinds of messages

4.

they sendkto themselvestlhich actu611y.Rroduce a change in attitude or be-

havior,.and their insights in regards to the Rogerian proposition that they

are capable of producing change in their own attitqes and behavior, only

if they can control themselves self-acceptingly.

)'ption of Activity:

This activity is to follow completion of the above ljsrening 'activity.

inval*Ig Rogers'On.Becoming A Person. Students will speak about the learn-
.

ing Rogers has realized which most significantly applies to them, the

.
4

0

'learning of which might be ed into'their own behavior. Students

I
may choosegto look critically at R gers' insights, discussing their short- :

comings or suggesting alternatives.to-his views. Students may use their

own experiAces or observations or, if this is uncomfortable, hypothetical

I
situations butishould be encouraged to be as precise and complete as possible.

r.
1 9G

r
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h
For this activitythe teachl.- may want to provide a test or excerpts_f-rom

1'
Carl Rogers' "This Is Me," in On Becoming A Person.

Class Discussion Probes:

Before the students share their reactions to Rogers' essay,a,classdis-
cussion may center around the need for listening acceptingly to a variety
of viewpoints. After the speeches,, students-might comment on

Prim;gry Competency:

A-1 Intent.

1: According -to the speakers, what was Rogers aim in this essay?

A-3 Strategies.
\\\ . 0

2. What methods did Rogers use to support his point of view?
Did the speakers use or mention these strategies in their
speeches?

Secondary Competencies:

C-2 UndecIlying Assumptions.

3. According to the speakers, how does Rogers view the way
people try to influence --or' persuade others.

D-1 Psychological Proofs.

4. What insights of Rogers seem particularly effective, in the

viewof the speakers, ai a means of balancing the needs of
the self and others?

,
, -

el

Q Ma.

06

1.
Mg.
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WRITING ACTIVITY: TO WHOM...I'M CONCERNED...

Primary Competencies Developed:

A. Basic Analysis.

3. Identifying possible persuasive strategies (commanding,
4 offering, suggesting, etc.)._

t
,

B. Utilizing a Controlling Strategy.

2. plementing a contro..1\ling strategy.

Secondary Competency Developed:

E. Evaluating the Controlling Message.

.0. 1. Assessing the effectiveness Of the controlling sq.ategy.

Learning Objective:

After recognizing the ability to control their own devetlopment.and

1

t growths a person, students will decide on the manner in which a plan for

\
personal change can be incorporated in their lives by acknowledging the

.

.

i

need for it and constructing a written plan for achieving it.

Description of Activity:

This activity should follow the intrapersonal listening activity involving

Rogers'On Becoming A erson. Students will write a short essay about how

they can plan to incorporate one of the learnings td improve themselves.

The teacher may wish to make available copies of "This Is Me" for

students' scrutiny.

Class Discussion Probes:

Since students may/choose to write seriously or person6lly in response to

thi§ assignment, the extent of discussion and sharing of papers with others

is expected. should be made clear before writing begins. Providing inter-4-

action of this sort as an option might work well.

These probes might e of use in a more general discussion of hot/ Rogers'

ideas influence incr)viduals.

Primary Competencies:

A-3 Strategies.

1. What'are some ways a. person could make use of Rogers(' sugges-,

'ions in dealing with conflicts s/he encounters?

'193 4
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6-2 Implementing. //)
...

2. What are the mos-Cusable suggestions that Rogers,has. for .

improving relationships?

Secondary Competency:

(,

E-1 Assessing Effectiveness:

3. How effective have any 94.ogers' ideas been if and when
. you've tried to use tWer,

.

)

d

a

f.

193
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READING ACTIVITY: PROVERBIAL WISDOM

4

Primary'Competency .1)6A/eloped:

A. B651cAnalysis..

1
3. Identifying possible,persuasIve strategies (commanding",:

offet.ing, suggesting, etc.).
.

. . ;

Secondary Competencies Devel,oped:'

A. Basic Analysis-.

2. 'Predicting audience r4action'tO a persuasive intent.

B.
.

Utilizing a Controlling Strategy.'

1. Identifying the rhetorical demands of a strategy (e.g:,.what

is a promise?).

LearningObjective:

Students, in groups of two, will be able to discuss' parallels between

'separate cultures' proVerbs or maxims using resources such as the Bible.

Description of Activ
e

' Students will read entire biblical Book of-Proverbs. Holy Bihle, any

modern edition may be used. Consider.;using a variety of texts and comparing

them. Students will identify Upse verses which are familiar, having first

heafd them used on other occasions or in anothel- context.

Students may be encouraged to note, discuss 6' write down modern pro-

verbs as a supplementary activity.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

47

A-3 Strategies.

1./ What are proverbs? How and why dq they succeed?

2. How effective are proverbs as a means of controlling behavior?

Secondary Competencies:

A-2 Audience Reaction to Intent.

3. Which proverbs'are most familiar to you?

4. Whicg proverbs are most familiar to your paeints?

201.

I





.)

N

4

B-1 Rhetorical Demands.

I

.

.7.- ;
, :.-.. .. .1

5. Now does the proverb produce the desired 'behavior?
i

. , ..

.6, What do-these proverbs expect of the belieter?.
. .
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WRITING ACTIVITY: TO WHOM,..PWCONCERNED

Primary Competency Developed:

. -

B. Utilizing a Controlling Strategy.'

T. Identifying, the rhetorical deman s of a strategy (e.g.,

What Js a promise?).

Secondary Competency Developed:

A. Basic Analysis.

"1. Determining, the persuasive intent.
A

2: Predicting audience re.;ctidn to a persuasive intent.

3. Identifying possiblepersuasrestraiegies (commanding,
offering, suggesting=; etc.).

-.=
Learning Objgrctive:

'The students-, using effective organization in a letter form,wcill be

able tg,express advice effectively.

Description of Activity:

As a pre-writing activity, teacher r6ads or directs reading on Polonius!

speech to Laertes in Hamlet, and shares with the class selected passages

from advice columns such as Ann Landers and Dear Abby. Class discussion Will

.

fOcus on the likelihood of the receiVer taking the advice. Teacher leads

discussion to note difference between responses to unsolicited advice such

as Polonius' and solicited advice such as found in the columns: Students

should discuss considerations that-determine one'-slikelihood of taking

advice from a peer or sibling. Students may consid r sucH appeals as

power, security, reputation, etc.

/ 'Stddents will then write a letter to a sibling, close friend, or.other

contemporary to prevent that person from doing something that the writer

believes unwisel The advise may be either solicited or unsolicited.

203
Oft



Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency;

-196-

B-1 Rhetorical Demands.

1. What areas of' advice can one safely. wprk in?
.

2. Is the adviser bound by any "rules" when working in the are&

o solicited advice? When working in,the area of unsolicited

advice?

Secondary Competency:

A-1 Intent.

2)- 3. hat t was the author of the letter' seeking, to prevent?

A-2 Auditence Raction.to Intent. m \ 7

'4. Whe9'.the audience is,identified,what kinds of knowledgecan
con/tribute ta,successfu'rpersuasion of that audience?

A-3 Strateg i es.

a'

5. What,kinds of strategies would be successful or unsuccessful

in this assignment?

M

1

z

,

20
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4 /

1,PtAKING ACTIVITY. "tAKE TH4S RDER
. .

.

..-.

.

. .
6.

riiar' CompetenCY Developed: r i

. ., .-.' 4' .

.
, B. UtIlizing:a tOnr011ingStrategy:

, 4.

b

2, -Implementing a controlling strategy. ..;:

'6":
.at- ,

.6.

.3. Adapting the strategy in t light of'Fiitener espanse
0. -.4

econdary'Competencres Dgvel"Ziped:
. v.

,
41* Applying 1.6gic.'r

4; 4. Employing' som..nd reasoping.
& A 4, 0 . ,

D., Appealing' EmotronbllyZEthicallyl: .-

I,' Recoiniling and using psychological proof-(pathetic pfoof4:

.earning Objective: 4

Students will, learn toexpressa Message clearly while 'being 'friendly

ind courteous in teIephone'tonversation with someone from whore the ca ller

s seeking redres's for a faulty product. -

)escription of Activity:

k
.

Students, workingt.in groups f two,ishould decide upon a product pur-

:has l by one and found'io be defective. One student should then be the

:all,er and register, a complaint about the'prOduq wit!? the OtheC\student

acting as,either salesperson or secretary who is authorized to exchange

:he ifemlor a new one, but must be.convinced

:Liss Discussion, Probes:

%rima6 Competency:

B-2 Implementing.

.

1. -How.did you-13-1-66 ltd organize your complaint?

2. How did you - introduce the itibject,\

B-3 Adapting.

3 As the listener responded to some of your comments, how
did you adjust you-r plan of "attack?,!'

4

20e-
Qr
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, \

\ Seconder/ Competencies:

C-4 Reasoning.

4. What methbds of reas9Aing would wort well in persuading the
listener?

'D-1 PsychAwgical Proofs. 0
t

5.' What psycbological controls will be effective in the

communication?

eso

0.

q'T

4.
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LISTENING.ACTIVITY: DON'T YOU DARE SAY THAT TO ME

Primary Competency Developed:

A. Basic Analysis.

1. Determining the peKsasive intent.

Secondary Competency GweelOped:

E. Evaiuting the Controlling Meisage:

1. Assessing the effectiveness of the controlling strategy.

Learning Objective:

Following the viewing oT a filmfbased upon dyadic conflict, students

will be able to evaluate the conflict on the basis of+int of view,

strategies used and effectiveness of thecontrol in the fORm's concldsion.

d ftw

Description of Activity:
L."

11
Show a film that dramatizes,dyadic conflitt. Examples are; .

'Pride in Principle" (extract from "Br- idge on the River Kwai") BAVI 8813

"Measure of Understandihg" BAVI 7816

"Matter of Conscience". (extract from "A Man for All Seasons") BAVI 8794

f
I

.

a

Prior to the viewing experience, students should be told to look for

point of view of the characters in conflict, the basis of the conflict, and

the controlling strategies used.

Class Discussion Prpbes:

Primary Competency:

A-1 Intent.

1, What forces 'are motivating the two people in conflict?

2. What controlling strategies did each
k

person employ?

Se9) dary Competency:

,E-1 Assessing Effectiveness.

3". Were the controlling strategies effective?

4. What dri,teria should be employed In evaluating altern4tive

'solutions to the conflict?

I rt 207



10th Grade
Controlling
Small Group

7200-

MOCK TURTLE SOUP

. (or-no Dead Ducks in This Bunch)

Focus of Capsule:

Fothilies and teams, friends and club memyers, committees and co-workers.-

much of the business of life is transacted in small groups.' Constructive:

participation'as a groupiember while finding ways of maintaining one's
. - . .

_ . y 4,,,,,

individual voice involves th....e development of persuasive abilities and posi-

-/ , I
, .

tive group roles. Learning lo wield influence and coptribute to the decisi ns

of a group, team, or family constitute the focus of this capsule,

Overview of-Activities:

B inning with a reading activity, the capsule explores al flict and

cooper tion in a variety of small group settings. The readi f a hovel

or short story depiCting young people in conflict within a keer or family

situation opens cons ideration of group, roles and methods of control. The

Writing of a dialogue by gr9ups of students, in which each creates a character,

develops insights into controlling interactions among imaginary characters

s

in conflict situations. Hidden agendas form the focus of the sp eakingoi

..,
s.

,..._

activity and analysis of g'\oup interaction via a who-whom matrix sharpens

skills in the listening activity.

4

41!

a

2x13.
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"REAMG ACTWITY: INSIDE OF OUTSIDE

'Primary Competencies Developed:

A. Basic Analysis.

3. Identifying possible persuasive strategies (commanding,
offering, suggesting, etc.).

C. Applying Logic. 7

1. Determin ing XV5 argument (content i ons),

.2. Being bware of underlying assumptions alid values.

Secondary Competency Developed:

E. Evaluating the Controlling Message.

L 1: Assessing the effectiveness of the controlling strategy.

2. Assessing the ethics of the 4ccomu 'LatoF's stance.1 -
Learning Objeetive:/

1-.,
-

Students, will ideriify and describe the values and various means of

control used in small grOl4ps they read about, naming and defending those

con6rollOg'tactics that could work for the fictional'characters in order
.

to gain:insights into their participation in'small groups..

Description of Activity:

Students will read a work of fiction, -novel, short story, or play that

depice' young people in conflict with small group or family values. Likely

selections the teacher may use include: A Separate Fooce, Romeo and Juliet,

The Lord of the Flies, The Pigman, To Kill a Mockingbird.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competencies:

A-3 Strategies.

1. What arguments or persuasive strategies did the characters

use to advance their positions?

,2. What controlling tactics could the main characters or small

group represented have used to settle the conflict?

C-1 Lines of Argument.

3. If yod were in their "shoes," what,decisions or arguments of

the mairi*tharacters would you have changed? How? Why?

20;)
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I,

C-2 Underlying Assumptions.

4. Have students write down three or four words dtscribing the
conflicting.millues represented by the groups in the reading
selection. Some sharing and blackboard listing of class
examples would help. For, example, the love vs. hate conflict
'in Romeo & Juliet, the justicevs, prejudice conflict In
To.kill a Mockingbird could be offered as starters.

Secondary Competency:

E-1 Assessing Eff ctiveness.

(5. -"The best way-of Understanding others is by studying-ourselves.
Therbet way of understanding ourselves is by studying others."
Sydney J, Narris,Chcago Daily News. NOw.effective were the

people your reading at using effective controlling
strategies?

6. Think aboutillarriss idea, and tell us what you now "understand"

ataqui yourdelf "by studying others" in this reading about .

small groIps. .

E-2 'Assessing Et tics. )
7. Froth t e reading selections, evaluate a character's ethical

pro' f . at personal quAlities form the basis of his/her
per sive stance?

8. As' class,'can we brainstorm items or appeals which might
b considered "ethical .0-oofs?" ,

Audience Context:

ft

1. Could you give examples from your experiences, readings, or the
:American "scene" which show the 'same ori.,similAr conflicts as

suggested above in ques'tion#4?

What icj as about small groups allid their values does the class

readi g suggest to you?

-=

(

4
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WRITING ACTIVITY: CREATING CHARACTERS IN CONFLICT

Primary Competencies Developed:

A. Basic Analysis.

1. Detey- fining the persuasive intent.,

B. UtiIi ing a,Controlling Strategy.

'2. Implementing a controlling strategy..

E. Evaluating, the Controlling Message.

r. 1. Assessing the effec4/iveness of the controlling strategy.

Secondary Competerkies Developed:

B. Utilizing a Controlling' Strategy.

3. Adapting the strategy in the light of \iltener response.

C. Applying ,.01gic.

1. Determining lines of argument (contentions).

Learning Objectives:

Studnts will practice establishing a setting; developing a plot through

initia) incident, climax and resolution; developing a character; and showing

change in attitudes or behavior as a result of the use of motive appeals

consistent with the character.

Descriptionof Activity:

Students will operate in small groups to write dialogues%in which three

or fours characters change their astitudes'and/or.behavLors through their

use of motive appeals and controlling actions. Each student will create one

character in a dialogue which takes place in school, at home, or on the j.ob.

1-7

As pre-writing activities have studentsi role play a sample situation;
AN,

*read a short dialogue and, taking one or two character's lipes discuss hoW

. their personality traits were developed; and use the same or another dialogue
4

to discuss the differences between oral and Written language and the techni-
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During the pre-writing and"writind process, tape.recorders yjoy used

" foras well as frequent oral rehearsal to help students develop an ",ear

dialogue.

Class Discussion Probes:
.

Fach group should read their dialogue aloud-and the class should disc

Primary Competencies:

A-1 )Intent.

c**--
1. Identify the characters. What mot.ivated:each to behave a

s/he did?, .
1

B2,7"Implementing.

USS:

2. How did the character try to control the situation?

E-1 Assessin§ Effectiveness.

3. What was done t49 create liveliness aptd\Yividness' in writing

dialogue? Cite examples from.thpse diAlogues, indicating
-why their persuasive tactics were particularly effective.

'Secondary Competencies:

B-3 Adapting.

4. Which dialogues showed stheiriost interesting conflict? The

most vivid characters? Why? How could the characters have
adapted their wordseand actions .to prevent or resolve the

conflict earlier?
o

C-1 Lines of Argument.

5. What methods did the characters use to a6ance their pOsitions?
What arguments? .

-

J

**.
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: JUMP RIGHT IN AND HIDE.

Primary Competencies Developed:

A. Basic Analysis.
4

3. identifying postible persuasive strategies (commanding,
offering, suggesting, et%). . \ .

4. Predicting listener reaction, to_persuasive strategies.

E. Evaluating the Controlling\Message. .

rk Assessing the effectiveness of 0e,controlling strategy"

Secondary Competencies Developed:

A. Basic Analysis.

1. fRetermining the persuasive intent.

B Utilizing a Controlling Strategy.

2. Implementing a controlliKg strategy. 4

Learning Objective:'
(

'
Recognizing and performing task and supporting roles in sm4Wgroup

Task situations, stud nts will demonstrate their ability to deal with self-
.,

servfng rolesn ways at reveal their understanding of how hiddelii agendas

can control group functioning.

Description of Activity:

The teacher introduces the idea-of task roles (e.g., questioner,,
initiator, summarizer),, supporting roles. (e.g., harmonizer, tension-
render, atc.)fand self-serving roles (e.g., blocker, Withdrawer,

, playboy/girl, etc.)' in group process.

a

2. The _class breaks into groups of §.-7 to-rblerplay a school- oriented
(

task situation i.e., A

4
4 /

/
a. committee to plan student government.

b. committee tQ select dance theme..

c. committee tb plan homecoming activities,

,Students are given role cards.'containing names, personality character-
istics, function in situation,i.e., cheerleader, president of class,
yearbook editor, etc., as well as the task, supporting, or self

. serving roles they are to play. Same cards should be used foe/each
group. dne student is also given the hiddEn agenda to establish a

--pos-i-t ater-e-l-at-i-on-shi-pwi-th someone whom s/he would like to date,.
4

e
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4. As a variation, groups can be asked to pair bff to observe the dis-
cAsiont of other groups'which could be 'the subject of a listening

or writing.exercise._

Pfeiffer and Jones Handbook of Structured Expetiences_for Human

Relati.ons Training. Vols. I, II, and III available from Univdr-

sity Associates Press, Box .615, 1ovia_City; IA provide many excellent

group activities which can be adapted for classroom use.

Clafs Discussion Probes:

Primary Competencies:

A-3 Strategies.

1. What communication strategies have the persons with hidden

agendas used?

2. What additional strategies could the person with a hidden

#agenda have used?
4 4

3. What'communication strategies could be used to deal with

hidden agendas in groups?.

A-4 Listener Reaction to Strategies.

4. What effects might the altermat.ive'strategies for dealing with

the 'hidden agenda (questron 3 above) have on the group?'

. ,E-1 Assessing Effectiveness.

5. To what degree was the'hidden agenda achieved?

.
6. :.What were the effects of the various task and supporting 'role

strategies used?

7'. What were the effects of self-serving role strateg

group's su cess at the task?,
4.'7

Secondary CoMpetenci

Intent.

8. What was the 'hidden agenda? Who had it?

'B-2 Implementing..

9. How has the hidden agenda affected the success of the group.
* ,

at its task?

on the

vv.

"Iv
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LISTENING /TIVITY: AND THEN JOHN SAID TO SARAH...

Primary Competency Deveroped:

A. Basic Analysis.

3, Identifying possible persuasive strategies: (commanding,

offering, suggesting, etc.).

Secondary Competency Developed:

B. Uti 1 Controlling Strategy.

1. Identifying the rhetoisical demands of a.strategy (e.g.,

what is a promise?.

2. Implementing a controlling strategy.

Learning Objective:',
4

Students will use one Of two coding systems to analyze the behavior

of participants in a small group, describing each one's controlling strategies
.

frOM the perspective of the'Coding system they use.

Description of Activity:

1

Each group participating in a discussion during the controlling activity

for small group speaking will be re,quired to analyze the, interaction of

another groupengaging in distussion. Half the group (yorking independently)

construct a Who-to-whom matrix such as the folldwing:

A.

E.

Juan

II Meg

D.

To group:

B

D I I

E

Charlie 1111

V44414"1. Phyllis

.Joe

.cs

C.

Dots, represent each group member.

Lines indicate their communication.

- One slash mark is made for each
communication directed toward an-
other member of the group on their
line, elosest to the person's name
who was the source.

21%
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Instructions:

Each time a person speaks, place a check mark near the name of the per-

son addressed. In the model above, A talked to B one time. B did not

.answer and neither B nor C spoke. D addressed two remarks to E,.and E

addressed:two remarks to D. 0 also spoke to the entire groltp twice. If

a per§on addresses a remark to the whole group,a mark should be placed in
(

the "Ito group" 'column.

The other half of-the group (working indapekOntly) will construct' a

r
a

communication content matrix such,os the following:

Names

Y
,

Asks

Questions

Gives

Suppot=t ContradLgts ,,Ev,Nluates

.

-

Makes

Procedural

Statement

Gives

Information
or Opinion

Charlie
*It Wit 11,1 , int I I Uil Is 011fii.

--)

Meg
101 MI is "pig it%

f

,

,
.

HI.., "... MI 101141 NM II It* III

Juan'
NO 01 1111111111 PM 0 4 lIti tfi4 HI

%,

.

Joe
I . nil lig MI I* *I I

.-1

1144 10f II

WINHM4ftvm4
III3 IIPhyllis

III NH "" II/ I* MI W

Instructions:

Each time a person makes a statement (an utterance uriinterupted by

another person)., .place a Mark (1) under the appropriate column heading, In

the example above, speaker C asked for information 3 times and gave .3 nega-

tive reactions'

Matrices from Galvin and Book, Person to Person: An Iptroduction to

°Speech Communication, pp. 158-160. ,.,
trA.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency;

*d

A-3 Strategies.
4

1. What were the most frequently used controlling strategies?

2. What, if any, hidden agendas emerged during the discussion?

How do your charts low this?

2 1 U



Secondary Competency:

B-I Rhetorical Demands'.

3. What types of appeals did participants use to advance their

positidns? What demands did these place on the group?

13'2-2 Implementing.

4. What were the most frequently used lines of communication?
What does this tell us about the way g-roup members controlled

the group's direction?

2 -1

$,

1
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CONVINCING TH CROWD.

Focus of Capsule:

This capsule considers-the rhetorical strategies-that speakees and

Oiriters can use to influence a relatively arge audience. Att,ntion is

given to logical, emotional, and ethical all/Teals in obtailOng audience

agreement.

Activities are designed to develop critical reading and jistening

skills of studerilS so as to improve their verbal abilities to use thrqe

4
major appeal-devices when seeking to enlist the support of an'audience.

Overview of Activities:

.The capsule begins with the reading, of passages from JULIUS CAESAR

in which speakers are seeking to influence audience beliefs. StUdents

should be asked to look for major-types of appeals and speaker attempts to

establish or build credibility. Writing activity will expect students toy

function much as Brutus a nd Anthony did in 'JULIUS CAESAR, justifying theM-

selves in essays from the pdint of view of unpopular historical figures.

Such essays should contain strong appeals to emotions and direct attempSs

to enhance the credibility of the historical figure. Listening activities

involve oral reading-or newspaper editorials in which studentS identify
a

major claims being advanced and major-proofs used to suppdrt the clarms.

In the speaking activity, students will prepare oral presentations on con-
,

troversial social issues that include logical,--d-TiEriZnal and ethical forms.

of development in pursuit of audience acceptance.

218
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READING ACTIVITY: FRIENDS, ROMANS, COUNTRYMEN LEND ME YOUR EARS

jmary Competency Developed:

. Basic Analysis. .
,

. identifying po§sible persuasive strategies (commanding,

offering, suggesting,.etc.).
...., i.

-con4ar 'Competencies Developed:

. A,..-

A., Basic Analysis.

4
1. Determining the persuasive' intent.

B. Utilizing 'a Controlling Strategy.

d. Identifying the rhetorical demands of a strategy (e.g.,

what is a promise?):,

C.JAFNlyingegic. 'IP
6! .

1. betermining lines of-argument Lcontentiobs).,

earning Objective:

Given appropriate information regarding the components Of persualliet

peech, each student will analyze three types- of appeals within the persua-

ive speech category and explain hoW the audience is* being influenced.

escription of Acti Y:

Students will read selected passagei" in JULIUS CAESAR that depict the.

peaker...ettempting to con 'el others,. (Suggested pasAges include Brutus

o the Crowd -- Act 3, Sc. 2, Anthony'to the Crowd -- Act 3, Sc. 2.)

eading will be in fteparati& for disCussion and L dentifi ation of persua-

ive techniques utilized in advancing the centnal propo ion.

lass'Discussion Probes: 0

rimary Competency:

A-3 Altategies.

1. Identify any logical appeals whitch,aripear in the speeches

studied. Explain Ln what way the appeal would seem "logical','

to the audience., o

-2. .How dp each speqicer influence the crowd with his/her'ethical

honesty? 'Explain,How the appeal Auld seem to enha6c$ the

speaker's ethical "integrity." Which speaker4eems most

ethically credible?'

219
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.1 3. In what ways disl the speakers prey upon the emotions of the

crowd to enhance their purposes of persuading the listeners?
Name at least one example of emotional appeal from the
materials read.

Secondary Competencies:

A-1 Intent.

, I

4. What seems to be the persuasive pdrpose that caused Brutus
and Anthony each to-address the crowd?

B-1 Rhetorical Demand. '

5: What did each speaker wish the audience to believe or do at
the conclusion of their speeches? pow did each'accomplish

his/her task differently from that of the other? ,

(

C-1 Lines of Argument.

6. Did either speaker u'tilite evidence in advancing leis /her

argument/

7. Did either use fallacious reasoning? Please identify the
lines illustrating fallacious reasoning.

a
ti
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WRITING ACTIVITY: VICTIMIZED VILLAINS

Primary Competency Developed:
---

D. Appealing.Emotionally/Ethically.

2. Rebognizing' d Using credibility devices (ethical proofs),

SApndary Competencies Developed:

C.' Applying Logic.

'1. Determining lines'of argument (contentions).

D. Appealing Emotionally/Ethically.

1. ,Recognizing and using psychological proofs (pathetic proofs).

Learning Objective:

Following crass discussion, students will each selectan historical or

literary character and utilize specific ethical proofs--list qualifications,

show good will, demonstrate sound character--to increase credibility, there;

by justifying a certain behavior-of that.person.

Description of Activity:
.

' *
Class discussion regarding point of.view includes students understanding

P .
.

both ethical and'emotionals(sympathetic) expl,ationsa one's actions in

situations where those activities are generally viewed negatively. Each

person attempts to find reasons acceptable to others for those actions by
to

playing on the character's integrity and by gaining sympathy for him/her.
A

Students are asked to place themselves in the position of an historical or

4
literary personality whose actions'are generally viewed negatively, as in

the classroom discussion., then-write a justification .for that character's
4,

.

actions as a refutation of the historical view. One ,might select Dracula,'

Custer, Richard Nixon, Sitting $u11, Aaron Burr, Attila the Hun, or others.

The audience is the reader of history.

22.1
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Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:'

D-2 Credibility Devices.

1. What resource materials di'd you find helpful as you sought .

to assume the character's Oint of view?

2. .:What emotional (ethical) proof did you use Did others use?
In which cases (and why) did you find yourself sy4athetic?

Secondary Competencies:

C-1 Lines of Argument.

3.. What lines of argument were advanced in your essay? In those

of others? What, specifically, did you contendas your justi-
% fication 'For the deed historically deemed undesirable? Now

did others do it?

T.1-1 Psychological Proofs.

4. What pathetic (emotional) appeals did you intend to utilize

when writing your ssay/ Describe what made the appeals of

another particularly successful.

Audience Content:,

1. WereWere any of the refutations successful in demonstrating to you
that a villain had been victimized by historians? How?

209ti
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LISTENING ACTIVITY: THE EDITORIAL AS PERSUASIIii GE E

Primary Competency Developed:
0

A. Basic Analysis.
t

1. Determining the persuasive intent.

Secondary Competencies Developed:

°

C. App ying Logic.

7

.r,Being aware of underlying assumptions and values.

A. Basic Analysis.

3. Identifying possible persusive strategies (commanding,
offering,suggesting, etc.).

Learning Objective: "si

By the end of this activity', each student will-be able to listen care-

fully enough to newspaper editorials that they can select the major claim

4
being made within the,piece and explain aRy hidden assumptions which'mAy be

made.

*

Descriptiory of,Act iv i ty:

Newspaper editorials read by the teacher should be analyzdd by the

students (audience). Prior discussions should focus on' intentOf the'

,editorial upon its readers/listeners, assumptions which the Wl'iter,is expect-

ing the audience to accept, and types of appeals (emotional, logical, ethical)

which are used. This activity will build on previous exercises by expecting .

students to master the listening skills necessary to perform the basic

analysis of a type of persuasive prose.

Advise students to listen for main proposition (intent/claim), givens

(assumptions), and supporting arguments and evidence, ethical, emotional and

logidal appeals.

Clai-'64iscUssion Probes:

Primary Competency:
fi

A-1 Intent.

1. What did the authors want you to believe or do?

223
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1

2. What possible kinds of audieoces would you believe might fit
with the kinds of intents,that seem to be basic to this essay?

Secondary Competencies:

F

r

C-2 Underlying Assumptions.

3. What.hidden assumptions--those things which the author ex-.
pects us to accept--can you infer from each editorial?

A-3 Strategies.
.

,

4. Which editorial contains the strongest ethical emphasis?

5. Which editorial' most effectively appeals to one's motives?

Emotions?
.

.

6. What editorial'(s) use logical proof most effectively?

9
.-

7. What five statements describe the essential nature of the
editorial genre? -.I -----

I.

1

)

)

M

)
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY': MAY OPINION...

'Primary Competency Developecr----

B. Utilizing a Controlling Strattgy.

`2. Implementing a controlling s+fetegy.

.Secondary Competency De4eloped:

E. Evaluating the Controlling Message.

1. Assessing the effectiveness of the controlling strategy.

learninrObjecItive:

Each student will present an 'organized two-minute editorial speech

/
advocating a minority viewpoint then subsequently explain, in response to

questions, additional support for thewiposen viewpoint. Major criteria for

success %.411 be that the audience can accept and not destroy the viewpoint

put forward.

Description of Activity:

Students will each prepare and present a two-minute editori.a.) speech

in an organized way so that an audience can follow the argument advocating

minority viewpoint. Classmates will listhi to the speech and que ion

the speaker're.garding hisfher viewpoint, then evaluate the. 'success of the

presentation and defense through class discussion.

Class Discussion Probes:

Primary.Competency:

B-2 Implementing'.

1. Will your speech reflect a minority viewpoint?

.

2. Can you identify feelings, motives; emotions which can be
appealed to in,your presentation?

3. ,WhaA role will ver 1--arrd-05=767bai deTiver'y pray in persuad-

irOfour eners?

What pattern of organization will ydu employ in yOur
:ration?

/
225
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Secondary Competency:

,E-1 AAessing Effectiveness./01,

5 .WhAch speaker(s) were most
,,bbilding credibility?

successful in establishing or
-

1 6 Which speaker(s) advanced the most convincing arguments in

their simeches?'

7. Which speaker(s) captured your attention in their introductory

remarks?

8. Which speaker(s) most successfully achieved psychological

closure?

9. Which speaker(s) were most successful in responding to

questions and defending their viewpoints?

7r.

c

e

c

4
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10th Grade
Controlling
Mass Communication

Focus of Capsule:

*fa:2 l9 -

4g'

DO THE 11EDIA MANI PU1 ATE?.

In this capusle, the studerits-will consider the sole of the broadcast

industry as a source of persuasive messages through editorials, and public

service announcements. t

Overview of Activities:

The students will read the reasons for the creation and, later rejec-

tionof the Mayflower Decision. The student willthen consider the proper
1

role of the media as sourcesof editorials. In addition, the students will

write editorials that reflect the use of controlling strategies and refute

. actual points of'view presented by radio or TV stations'. The students will'

also listen to examples of radib public service announcements and identify

the position advocated; the logical, emotional and ethical proofs employed;

and other devices used such as vocal characteristics, music.and sound

effects. Finally, the students will write their own public service announce:.

ments, utilizing the techniques identified in professional examples.

0,

*
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READING ACTIVITY: THE PUBLIC INTEREST VS. FREE SPEECH

Primary Competency Developed:

C. Applying Logic,

1. Determining lines of argument (contentions).

2. Being aware of underlying assumptions and values.

3. Employing sound evidence-

Secondary Competencies Developed:

D. Appealing Emotionally/Ethically.

2. Recognizing and using credibility devices (ethical proofs).

3. Recognizing source bias (df and others).

E. Evaluating the Controlling Message.

1. Assessing the effectiveness of-the controlling strategy

Learning ObjectiJe:

Given an artiCle,.the student will be able to identify arguments pro

and con for broadcast editorializing, and express a, personal philosophy

regarding the proper persuasive role of broadcasters,

Description of Activity:

StUdents will be given a copy 9f an article from Frank Luther Mott:s

"News controls" in Mass .Media Communication concerning the implementati,"

and later removal of the Mayflower Decision. After reading the article.,"

the students will identify the main idea set forth in the Mayflower Decision.

They will also identify the argUMents used in support and in objection to

this decision. 'They will conclude by expressing a personal philosophy L./

regardirig the persuasive role of broadcasters. Its suggested that the

teacher play tapes of local r'dio and TV editoriali for'students to react

to.

I-



Class Discussion Probes:

Primary Competency:

C-1 Lines of Argument.

1. What reasons were given in the Mayflower Decision for for-
bidding editorializing on the part of individual stations? 7/

2. What 'reasons were given for-the.repeal of the law?

C-2 Underlying Assumptions.

3. 'What part of the communication act did the Mayflower Decision
deny?

4. What underlying values did the supporters or objectors to the
Mayflower Decision feel were being undermined? (Freedom of

tpeech, etc.) 1

5. What i,s the meaning of "free speech" and "the public interest?"

6. What assumptions are made concerning the acceptance or "gulli:
bility" of the audience in the Mayflower Decision?

C-3 Evi.dence.
C.

7. What basic changes came about after World War 11 that lead to

an objection to the Mayflower'Decision?

Secondary Competencies:

D:2 Credibility Devices.

8. How, could the-6"roadcastere personal ethos in a

D-3 Source Bias.

rmful way?

9. Why would broadcasters be biased in favor of repeal of the act?

E -1 AssessingjpectiVeness.

,.JO. After listening to and viewing examples of local broadcasters
editorializing, how effective did you think they were in terms
of persuading you to their point of view?

11. Do you believe radio and, television broadcasters should

editorialize?

220
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WRITING ACTIVITY FIGHTING BACK

Primary ,Competencies Developed:

A. Basic Analysis.

1. Determini the persuasive intent.

Be.' Utilizing a Controlling Strategy.

2. Implementing a controlling strategy.
4

C. App lying Logic.

I. Determining lines of argumed) (contentions).

Secondary Competencies Developed:

D.. Appealing Emotionally/Ethically.

\.

1. Recognizing and using psycholoiical%proofs (pathetic proofs).`

2. Recognizing and using credibility devices (ethical proofs).

3. Recognizing source bias (self and others).

E. Evaluating the Controlling Message.

2. 'Assessing the ethics of the communicator's stance.

Learning Objective:

Given examples of recent broadcast editorials, students will be able

to write an editorial expressing a "different opposing position."

Description of Activ ity:

The instructor will provide audio or videotaped recent broadcast

editor ials. Students will choose one they disagree with, then write an

editorial of comparable length expressing a "different opposing position."

The students will choose one editorial for each taping to be sent t9 the

appropriate radio o r television station.

ss Dis.cussion Probes:

Primary Competencies:

A-1 Intent.

1. What was.the broadcaster's proposition?
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B-2 Implementing

2. How'would you phrase a controlling proaksition, that directly
counters the broadcaster's proposition-77

C-1 Lines of Argument.

3. What agruments supported the broadcaster's proposition?

r 4. What possible arguments support your proposition?

Secondary Competencies:

D-1 Psychological Proofs.

5. Did the broadcaster's editorial appeal to any of the audiences

emotions?

6. Did your editorial appeal to any emotion?

0-2 Credibility Devices.

7. What ethical proofs did the broadcaster use? the broadcaster's
or anyone else's popularity? or position of authority?

t .

D-3 Source Bias.

8. Did you recognize any personal bias in the broadcaster's
editorial?

; P

9. Does your background,,job, or activities, etch influence

your feelings?

E-2 Assessing Ethics.

10. Did you recognize any_uptruths in the editorial?

IP
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J LISTENING ACTIVITY: SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL TVIIKEY PLUCKERS ASSOCIATION

Primary Competencies Developed:

A. Basic Analysis.

1. Determining the persuasive intent:

C. Applying Logic.

1. Determining lines' of argument (contentions).

4. Employing sound reasoning.

Secondary Competencies Developed:

D. Appealing Emotionally/Ethically.

-4

1. Recognizing and using psychological proofs ethetic proofs).

S.4, Recognizing and using credibility dev ices (ethical proofs).

E. Evaluating the Controlling Message.

1. Assessing the effectiveness of the cottrolling strategy.

Learning. Objective:

Given examples of radio and television, public service announcements,

students will analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of announcements using

cf-iteria focusing on content and form:

a. belief or action proposed,

b. audience,

c: proofs,

d. special effects; and,

e. overall effectiveness.

40 - 4

Description of Activity:
" k-

The teacher 'should pre-record sample radio/or television public service

%IP

announcements. After familiarizing the class with thmature and purpose of

such announcements, the public service announcements should be played lor the,

class. The class discussion probes include these concerns: persuasive

intent, lines of argument, such as proofs and propaganda techniques.

Note:^-Announcements will need to be repeated several times.

3
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ps Discussion Probes:

imary Competencies:

A-1 Intent.

1. What idea, belief, or action was advocated in each public:._

serxice announcement?
, . .

- .

2. What ,words or idea patterns developed these in epts? or

)

pUltbs'es?
- .

(It 3. '11itroteaner.31 concerns do public service announ ements seem
fi

to focuet,upon?

4.* Who_was.the intended audience? How did you ascertain this?

C -1 ;Lines of Argument.

5. How did the announcement attemptieXp persuade you? What argu-

- meats. arp_LIsp__.:11 /

6. What additional arguments might have been more effectively

t ed?

e-4 Reasoning.

/'

7. Adhat keaspns did the ann cements Tive%to support their -IS. w
P line Of arguments? ..). .-

. \

'condary Competencies:
,

D-1 Psychological Proofs. ' 0.

..

. 8. ;What emotions did the-arinqunceme is try to arouses in their

audiences? Can we list them,on the,chal rd?

'.....

.
- .

What_other effective'appeals claims, or propaganda techni-
Agaps could have been used?: .

..-
,,,,

D-2 Cre Devi 4 , . .

V
10. Did the announcement use

And,jras this,person!s
, the &ssage?

ci

1).1 .

dfiE Assessing Effectiveness.

any famous perL to give the message?
pertise or fame 'related at all to

*

11. Why Otas a particOar announcement effective or ineffective

-A in convincing you?

4
0

12. Wet were the most effecti.ve devices/techniques used by the

.

.*.m-

announcements? ere some matters of content? (Arguments,

mod.
reasons, etc.77 'Were some matters of form? (Voice quality,

pitch, volume, music, special sound effects, etc.) t.

13. If you were asked to rewrite,a par'ticular Announcement, Which

' woOd you choose and describe how you would re -cast it?
i

:

..-,-, ,.. , 2 3. 3
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SPEAKING ACTIVITY: THIS ANNOUNCEMENT WAS BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE
'SOPHOMORE COMMUNICATION CLASS,

Primary Competencies Developed:

A. Basic,Analysisiv.

1., Determining "'th'e persuasive intent,.

1. Identifying possible persua(i ve,strategies (commanding,
offering,'SUggesting, etc.).

B.
--//

Utiliiing a Controlling StrAegy.

2. Implementing a controlling strategy/

C. Appkz11 g Logic.

A.I 1. Determilling lines o ar ument (contentions).

1.
-a,

Angealing Emotionally/Ethi
'

1. Recognizing and using psychological proofs (ppthetic proofs).

2. Recognizing and using credibility devices ,,(ethical proofs).

Secondary Competency Developed:

E. Evaluating the Controlling Message.

1. Assessing the effectiveness of the controlling strategy..

Learning Objective:

Given the format for creating a public service announcement, the students

.wile able to plan and produce a 30-second audio-recorded public services

ouncement.
emainnue

Description of Activity:

Working in dyads or triads, students will plan and produce 30-second'

audio-recorded public service announlmentt, The 1-pot announcements - should

be played before the entire class. Should the tea er desire, awards may be-

given for bicastanding achievement (e.g., best acto , best script, best soun

effect/i-r.).

a

0
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Class Discus ion Probes:

Primary Compet ncies:

A-1 Intent.

1. What would you like to persupde an audience to do or to
believe in a public service annountment?

-227-

A-3 Strategies.

2: Would your message "sell" better as a suggestion "soft sell"
or a command "hard sell?"

B-2 Implementing.

3. What persuasive techniques did you use?

C-1 Lines of Argument'.

1r. What logical ofs did you use?

D-1 Psychological Proofs.

5. Did your public service announcement try lo arouse any emoiion
in the 'audience?

D-2 Credibility Devices.

6., What ethical proofs did you use?

Secondary Competency:

4

E-1 Assessing Effectiveness.

lb 7. Who were the-apparenr-audiences for these messages?
.\

8. Were the public service messages about important concerns of
today's audience?

9. Was the use of voice effective in terms' of clarity, volume,
variety of pitch and style?

10. Was sound and music used effectively?

235
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READING

I

AppendiX A

Secondary school language arts teachers sometimes view reading instruction

as .the role of the pri,ry and intermediate teacher, or perhaps, for slow

learners, of the special education teacher or reading specialist. Tojxhis

group, literature is the subject matter of the junior and senior high school

English class. Most of us realize, however, that not all reading skills ar

mastered.by all students to a great enough extent to permit fluent,'meaning #ill

reading at the grade levels which they have reached. So literature at the
t

secondary level must have a skills component as well.

This basic skills curriculum provides a wide variety of experiences across

the reading spectrum Here literature is not confined to belles lettres, but

includes any writing withcommunicative intent. Class Discussion probes are

designed tostrengthen those reading skirls t likely to be developing at

the ninth and tenth grades. In most activities, a range of selections has been

suggested so that the teacher can use materials at hand or choose others mo

suitable for the student reading level in the class, An some cases, the teacher

.may choose a work not listed in the curriculum but aligned with the requirements

of the activity. The Class Discussion probes are designed to be applicable

to many works.'

The curriculum offers motivation which makes reading enjoyable and emphasizes

th;ough. the probes that one reads for meaning and aesthetic *act. Among the

skills stressed in the probes are: 1) reading for central thought ah0 main

Ideas, 2) sensing implicit meaning, and13) recognizing organizational patterns;

distfriguishing between literal and figurative expressions; drawing inference;

-interpreting figures of speech accu tely; dist nguishing fact from opinion;

interpreting a writer's purpose, las point of view and reliability; determining

,,mood epd tone; sensing ambiguity; and recognizing fallacidus reasoning.
.
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k

To supplement the reading content of this curriculum,. teachers should feel

. free to read aloud to students so that they can hear intonation patterns. They

should encourage students to visualize what is being read. They should utilize

film and video tape to give students an opportunity,eo 'read" in another visual

medium. Since television and Mal are becoming increasingly important lb

communication,sforming an ever larger percentage of the total language arts
a

experience, a reading curriculum cannot ignore visual literacy. Other possible

approaches include using Akarwritten materials to stimulate interest and

encouraging the reading of materials such as comics, magazines, catalogs, etc.,

which have high interest but would not normally be part of a literature class.

The following resources provide excellent suggestions for developing basic

0 reading skills:

Allen, P. David and Dorothy Watson. Findings of Research in Miscue

Analysis: Classroom Implications, NCTE. (This reference is

-very useful in suggesting ways of helping students with poor
reading Skills by diagnosing the reasons for the problem.) -

Moffett, James and Betty Wagner. Student Centered Language Arts and

Reading, K-13. Houghton Mifflin.

Pearson, P. David and Dale D. Johnson. teaching Reading Comprehension.

Holt Rinehart Winston.

Strang, McCullough, Traxler. The Improvement of-Readrng, 4th edition. -

McGraw-Hill.

213a
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WRITING

.0

Appendix B

'The NationL1 Council of Teachers of English produced the following opera-

tional definition of writing:

Writing is the process of selecting, combining, arranging,
and developing ideas in effective sentences, paragraphs, and often,
longer units of discourse. The process requires the writerto cope

with a number of variables: method of development (narrating,
6 explaining, describing, reporting, persuading); tone (from very

personal to quite formal); form (from discovering and expressing
personal feelings and values to conducting the impersonal "business"
of everyday life); possible audiences (oneself, classmates, a
teiclier',."the world") . Learning to write and to write increasingly

well invotxps heveloping increasing skills and sensitivity in
selecting reom and combining these variables to shape particular
messages. It also involves learning to conform to conventions of
the printed language, appropriate to the age of the writer and to

the form, purpose, and tone of the message.

Beyond the pragmatic purpose of shaping messages to others,

writing can be a means of self - discovery, of finding out what we
believe, know, and canno64407.6rds or circumstances to say'to
others.Writing can be a deeply personal act of shaping our per-
ception 6f -the world and our relationships to pepOle and things

in that world, Thus', writing serves both public and personal

needs of studente4r;nd it warrantsithe full, generous, and continuing
effort of alrteachers.

This;alternative curriculum design accepts the currently prevalent view

that learning to write requires frequent writing; however, a god writing pro-

gram assures that writing is taught rather th'an mgeely assigned. The writing

activities provided in the various capsules provide the motivation so important

in successful writing. They also suggest the audience and purpose' for the

writing. But in most cases, except for specific writing techniques germane to

a particular activity, teachers must use their expertise to assure that students

know how to write.

Students should be aware of and use the imptrtant pre-writing strategies

of observation, contemplation, exploration through L4e:of heui-istic devices, and

consideration of audieke and purpose in the choice end, restriction. of the'subject.

2.)
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They should recognize tat any act of writing is essentially creative. Although

the culum provides a rich variety of written forms, the student should

understand the differences, n approach required by such forms as narrative,

expository, argumentative, descriptive, etc. They should also master the

'arrangement and stylistic skills which are common to all written forms.

Not every piece of writing will demand editing, but students should under-

stand and apply the important techniques of adding, deleting, substioting,

moving, and combining.' Revision should be seen asaa-major feature of writing.*--

Requiring thorough editing Of every paper may discourage student writing.

Somewriting activties need to be simply enjoyable experiences from which so

single significant understanding or skill arises., -Teachers must provide 'con-

texts wherein a reason for careful editimd 4-s evident. These might include

displaying of-student work, publishing stories or articles in school papers or

rliterary magazines, submitting compositions to writing contests, sending actual

Iptters to individuals or corporations, and.writing letters to the editors of

local 'newspapers.

Like editing, proofreading for spelling and mechanics is an important skill.

Employers frequently cite weakness in this area as one of the most serious de-
-

ficiencies of their employees. *Again, contexts'whrth make the student fetl_the

-

importance of accuracy will provide the necessary motivation.

Student writing must be evaluated, but that evaluation needs to go beyond
-. - , . .

* -

a concern for spelling, mechanics, usage, and grammar. Holistic methods of -

)

evaluation can be used frequently ranging from global, assessments to primary

trait scoring.. A cumulative sample of a student's writing which'f011ows him/her

from class to class can provide a Useful resource for_assessidg student progress.

Each strident wants and needs to know how he/she Is doing. This doe not mean,
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however, 'that every p perrmust receive a grade. Oral reading of compositions

in dyads, small or before the class makes available the spontaneou

responses of a .wider audience than that of the te er. This kind of 'evaluation

permits the student to compare his/her intended effect with his/her actual

-effect.

Finally, teachers who practice writing as a craft are likely to be better

teachers than thAse who don't. At least occtsionally,

.

they should Write the
---- .

requi?ed assignments and so demonstrate the skills, they .expect of students]

The following resources provide useful background in writing as well as

specific activities and methods useful in,pleveloping the above wri.king com-

petencies.

4

Bernhardt, Bill. Just Writing: Exercises to Improve Your Writing.

'Teachers and Writers. New York, Mew York.

Cooper, Charles and Lee Odell. Evaluating Writing: Describing,
s....0.Measlicing, Judging. National Council at Teachers of English.

Direct Measures of Writing Skill: Issues and Applications. Northwest

-Regional Laboratories, Portland, Oregon.

Koch, Carl and James M. Brazil. Strategies for Teaching the Composi-

tiOn Process. National Council of Teachers of English.

Moffett, Jathes and Betty U.anet4agner. Student Centered Language

Arts and Reading, K-13. Houghton Mifflin.

.
Stewig, John. Explorim anguage'with Children, Merrill\

1:2

1
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SPEAKING

Appendix C

The speech communication activities incotporated into this curriculum

reflect a broad, contemporary perspective of the discipline. "Speech"

instruction has tradisivally been concerned with teaching students how to

give speeches. "Speech coMmunication".instruction, however, is concerned

114
with interaction of people in dynainic and diverse communication situations -

informal, everyday interactions as well as public speaking situations. This

curriculum involves students in a wide variety of communication situations:

intrapersonal - communication with self
. *

interpersonal/dyadic - communication with one significant other person.

small group communication between 2-lb people' who have a common goal.
ti

public - communication before a large, live, audience.

mass communication -communication to a large, heterogeneous, anonymous
audience, usually mediated by yint or electronic
means.

VmThe activities are designed to involve students in interactions where

they can utilize a variety of message strategies, examine the criteria they

use t ielect,the strategies, and evaluates the effectiveness and appropriateness

of th _.ipommunication. Make use of the class discussion probes! These

7.------activities will be useless unless students can discuss what happened, why,'

and what the implications for future behaviors are.

Before students Can implement and evaluate their communication choices,

however, they need to understand important concepts related to communication

and to the specific activity. While many' of the discussion probes include

questions which relate to these concepts, a content outline of what.concepts.

should be-taught is not included. Teachers who use this curriculum mey

need to introduce the important concepts to the students prior to their par-

in the activities. (Some activities are designed, however, to be

inductive learning experiencr)

'

243
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A major compliment to s4pcessful speech communication experiences foie

students is 'the development of an open and honest communic ion atmosphere

in the classroom. Studerit will be more likely to expre4I ideas and TiiIlings-

.

to the class if they feel secure and unthreatened. Students should not-.b&

graded on every oral exercise. In ,tact, most intrapersonal and dyadic ex-

IF
periences should not be-graded. When students are to be graded on an oral

activity; they should"be given ample opportunity .to practice the activity and

receive feedback from peers and the teacher prior to the graded "perfOrmance."

Again - students should not be asked to do something they have not been taught

dhow to do: A valuable pre-teaching tool is theise of examples. When you use

c-

.

examples to teach skills, use outstanding examples. Students shouid be asked

to imitate excellence not mediocrity.

To summarize, essential elements in teaching speech communication include:

-1. developing an under.standing of concepts of communication.

2. providing outstanding examples for students to imitate.

3. providing ample opportunityto practice oral behaviors.

4. developing an open and honest communication atmosphere in the classroom.

.5. allowing students to evaluate their own oral behaviors.

Any teacher who wishes to teach this curriculum must haVe an understanding

of concepts related to interpersonal communication, intrapersonal communication,

communication theory, mall oup dynamics, pftblic speaking, drama, oral inter-

AV
pretation, and mass communication. The following resources are highly

recommended for teachers who wish to gain knowledge in these areas:

Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction Curriculum Guides

A Resource Curriculum in Film

A Resource Curriculum in Broadcast-Media

A Resource Curriculum in Interpersonal Communication

A Resource Curriculum in Publiip Address

These guides contain exclusive content outlines, activity suggestipns,

and bibliographies. 244
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I ,q

Allen, Parish, and Mortensend Communication: Interacting Through Speech.

, *_.
Allen, WiLlmington, and SpragUe, Speech Communication In the Secondary School..

-.) " 4

Book and Galvin, Instruction In And About Small Grou Discussion. Available
from Speed) Communication Association. --.

Holliday, Mina, Teaching Speech Today, National Textbook Company:

Nansen,_Brian, A Curriculum Model forTheatre in Aesthetic Education, CEMREL.

Michigan Speech Association Curriculum Series. 'Available through National
Textbook Company.

Weis, Lisbeth, "Annotated Bibliography of State-Sponsored Curriculum Guides
' in Speech Communication, Drama/Theatre, and Mass Media," found in ERIC

System, check Resources in Education', May 1980.

245
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Appendix D'

LISTENING

41, People spend more time listening than any other communication activity.

Research indicates that we spend 45% of our communication time listening.

In contrast, only 8% of instructional time in schoolils spen't teachigg

listenihg. Thus, themost used communication skill isthe least taught

usual] ause most teachers are 'simply ,not trained to teach listening:

Moreover, English and speech texts have oft4n omitted listening materlali
1 6

and activities. While there is no substitute for wide reading and inservice

trairfing, the following information about the lister.ang process and listening

instruction provides helpful background.

Instruction ih listeni'ngilas two major goals:

-1.. To create an awareness of those factors that affect listening

effectiveness.-.0*

2. To provide the kind of aural experiences that can produce good
listening habits.

"Shut up and listen" is not listening instruction.

Hearing is not listening. Listening is a complex process that involves

sensing, interpreting, evaluating, and Tespondjng to a message.

Sensing

The sensing process involves attending to and concentrating on oral and

dinon - verbal messages. lime we often listen in an atmosphert-full of dstrac-

tions, both external and internal, a key skill is the ability to overcome

distractions and concentrate on a speciTic message. Games such as Concentra-

tion, Simon, Copy Cat, Masles'Mind, and Memory are excellent skill-building

tools for concearation. Compressed speech exercises can also be used.

Sound and sight activities_foster increased awarenesof..10Oultiple sounds, r

the array of non-verbal cues, and a need for selective attention.

Interpreting

Interpretation involves attaching meaning to messages. A listener's- r--

purpose is to understand the message as the speaker intended it. The inter-
.

2,1(

ith
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^etation.process- includes.attaching,correct,Anin0 to words and non-verbal
,

Jes, choosing main ideas and supportinCdet ilh;-undecstanding the relatlon--, v
.

..

lip between main ideas and support .al, 44 asking clartfying ques-4
,

'.,

ions. Activities tha't build vocabuil ry, no erbal awareness, questioning
A

id_organizational skill's can improve stu ents' abilities to interpret aural
.

assages correctly..

valuating

l`

k 4 .

4: )'4..
Evaluative listening.is the most difficujt tp teach because it requires

4

ansitivity to the appropriateness and extent of evaluation for speci

ituatiOns. To illustrate, critical listening alt pugh vital in informativ

?d persuasive situatiois,is-Aecessarily'absent f empathic and apprecia-

. ?-

lye listeningksituatiOns. The critical listen understands reThoTs. f

,

rgu* mentation, reasoning, fallacies; insufficient evidence, and propagan a
.....--

avices. Teaching students how to create isformative or 'persuasive me'ssages .
,,,

ill slot necessarily ensurq'their becoming critical listeners. Therefore,

_ .

aachers can deVelop aft44bse specific exercirs requiring students to/listen
. ,

arefully in 'order to valuate the ccuracy and completeness of information,

vidence, and reasoning within per uasive and.informative messages.

In contrast, the empathic listeher is non - evaluative; withholds judgment
4

t appropriate times, ad. ses ques.tio;ls and n &i- directive statements which.

llow the speaker to clarify and express feelings. "Rogeriann, listening

Kel;Oises can iklp students develop non- directive at non - evaluative responses

wiele
lislening.

The appreciative listener is taught to foZiify--and a iate excellence
. .

R a specific gal genre and to evaluatea performante4s style and beauty.

tie appreciallive listener enjoys listening to and becomes involved with cre-

tive expressici.. The overly dilicaP listener is unable to enjoy the in-

11.?

arent6leauty in an aural art form.

The most vital concept to tealoabout evaluation is thipeople need and

tP
ant to be understood and appreciated, not criticized. Conseiluently, listeners

24
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need to focus their energies first,on affirming the speaker by paying atten-

tion to'the message, segond -on underst ing the message; and finally, if

appropriate, on evaluating the content of the message, not the-speaker.
ti

Responding vii6

The response component of listening has_three dimensions: reaction,

recall, and response. Reaction i5 the immediate non'- verbal reaction a listener

gives to a speaker. Absense of non-verbal feedback-can have a negative effect

on a speaker's 4bility to communicate and can consequently undermine the

quility of the interaction. Non-verbal feedback can indicate agreement,

comprehension, int

to

stl7concern, liking, etc. Students need to become

aware of the importance of non-verbal reaction and learn to provide appro-

'priate non-
.

Recall

bal feedback.

extremely jmant for all elements of listening. A person

cannot prope T comprehend, evaluate, or respond to a message if s/he cannot
1.

quik

remember what is being said froM one moment!o thin next. SPt long

4
4

term memory can be.developed in the.classroom.
..
Activities from the Memoryi......

) .ui - .

Book by Lucas. and Lorayne, Now-to Remember Names by Dale Carnegie,

'

40 .

identifi.cation,concentration exercises, and practice with mnemonic devices
1 ..

are useful for developing memory skills.

An active listener is able to ask ifying questions, paraphrase ideas

to "test" for understanding, and provide evaluative, non-evaluative and non-
.

y
., .

-t directive responses when approPriatt7Phe listening/spIkking process is

dynamic and requires a continuous changing of roles. The active listener

(

is alsoan active speaker in any interaction.- The effective listener, how-
- .

,

ever, withholds evalu 'ation until comprehenneon is complete, and uses verbal

and non-verbal feedback to ensuce comprehension of the message%

Before beginning ar-6, instruction in litening, teachers may wish to

ive their studentsitilistening test. If nothing else, the test will con-
,

vince stgdents tha they really need to learn how to listen more effectively:

0
4 "1

V

J

Itp
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Several tests are available: Brown - Carlsen Listening Comprehension Test,

jHarcourt-Brace-Janovich S.T.E.P. Listening Tests, Englewood Cliffs, N.J

s;)

The following resources are MUST READING for everyone who teaches
X
Ve

istening:

Backer, Larry. Listening Behavior. Prentice-Hall.

rLundsteen, Sara W. .asic Annotated Bibliography on Listening.
Availa 'ble through the ERIC system.

Nichols, Ralph G. and Leonard A. Stevens. Are You Listening? McGraw

Hill.

Wolvin, Andrew and Carolyn G. Coakley. Listening Instruction. ERIC

Trip Booklet.

Appendix E

0,

General Comments on Appendices

The preceding appendices on reading, writing, speaking, and listening

present well founded background statements about the teaching of each of

these language acts. An.understanding of these statements, their philosophical

considerations and suggested readings are presumed whenever, any language

activityis ndertaken fn the capsules.

4

r

2 4
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USING THE INDICES

The indices serve many- purposes. For eacttfNction, the first :

t'
4

index charts the coverage of primary and secondary competencies,by

specific language arts activity. Teachers wishing to attain coverage of

selected competencies can do so using this irtigex.*

The second index indicates those enabling or basic skilli required

before students can demonstrate proficiency in the master 1ists of com-

petencies. For review, remedial work or as a pre-test, teachers may

wish to develop activities aimed at uncovering student mastery of these

basic or sub-skills.

The third indesx enables teachers to integrate readily any, of the /

capsules by,,choosing an appropriate reading, composition, or speaking

activity. After finding the particular capsule containing these activities,

teachers can then suit'the suggested approaches to their lesson plans.

The final index offers a comprehensive view of capsule titles along

with their topics. As teachers develop plans for the semester or

year based on topics or themes, this index can aid implementation of the

capsules.

r

1

For Index 1, all' outline numbers match those of,the preceding,Master List
of Competencies given for each major function.
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READING

INDEX OF ENANING OR BASIC SKILLS

WRITING SPEAKING LISTENING

DecOding phonemes.

2 Recognizing roots words

and affixes.

3 Assigning meanings to
words.

4 Assigning meaning to a
variety of words.

5 Reading at an appropriate

rate.

6. Recognizing context ARE!'

in written sentences.

7 Recognizing syntax and

meaning.

-8..Using punctuation as

clues to meaning.

9 Interpreting graphic cues.

10. Appreciating consistency
,--inmeanin, tone and

style.

\256
11.

Interpreting semantic

cues to communication

distance (proxemics).

. ,

Representing phonemes
accurately.

Spelling roots words
and affixes accurately.

,Spelling words correctly.

Using a suitable written
.vocabulary.

Writing sentences
fluently..

Providing context clues

in written sentences.

- 0
Writing sentences which
are syntactically cor-
rect and semantically
clear.

Pundtuating to indicate
appropriate meanings.

4,

Employing graphic aids to

Demonstrating consistency
in meaning, tone, and

style.

USing 1 nguage to indi-

cate v tying levels of
communication distance.

Articulating phonemes.

Using root words and -.

affixes correctly.

1)Pron uncing words

correctly.

Using a. suitable oral

vocabulary.

Speaking oral sentences
fluently.

Proving context Clues in
oral sentences.

Using acceptable syntax
and.style (articulatiOn,
word choice).

Using aRpropriate and '

varied speaking rate,
volume, pitch, and
quality.

-Using facial expression',

gesture4, bodily move-
ments, and eye contact
effectively.

Creating verbal and non-
verbal messages that are
consistent..

Adapting proxemics for
communicative intent:

Recognizing phonemes.

Recognizing root words
and affixes.

Assigning appropriate
meanings to words.

Assigning meaning to a
variety of words.

Assigning meaning to sen-
tences delivered orally.

Recognizing context clues
in oral sentences.

nderstanding a variety
of syntakes and styles.

IOW

Interpretin4 variations
in rate, pitch, volume,

.and quality.

Assigning appropriate
meani-ngs to facial ex-

pressions, gestures,
bodily movements and
eye contact.

Recognizing /interpreting
inconsistencies in ver--

bal and nonverbal
messages.

Recognizing and inter-
preting proxemic abtur-
dities.

Q.
CD

X
N

257



10th Grade
Informing
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Index 3

INDEX OF READINGS, COMPOSITION, AND SFAKING ACTIVITIES

Readings Composition 'S eakin

t.

Intrapersonal

.

Survival , . Journal Entry
on Life-
T reatening

- S tuat ion:

Oral Summary of
Some Aspect of
Self

Dyadic Readings on "How
to Get a Job"

.

etter of In-
quiry, Intro-

I. duction, and

/ Job Application

Role-Play Job
Interv'

.

.40.

Small Group Non-Fiction- -

Articles on Work
or Leisure

Annotation of a
Source

.

----\-..

Pantl Discussion

P blic .. Non-Fiction

Career/Job
LiXerature

Two-Three
Paragraphs on
Selected Career

Informative Speech

--

Mass Communication Blind Men and News Stories .

,

Pahel'Presentation
op News Magazinethe Elephants

.
1

253
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10th Grade
Feeling

INDEX OF READINGS, COMPOSITION, AND SPEAKING ACTIVITIES

-250-

Readings Com Ls'ition S eakin

intrapersonal

.

Butterfly Journal Writing

,

Short Speech
on Person Whb
Affected Speaker

Revolution
Robinsop Crusoe

Dyadic ,

,-J11

"Open Letter to
a Young Negro"

Sorry Wrong

Angry. Letter`

-,J '4

Statement Com-
pletion

r

Number

Small Group

. .

Nonsense Poems Writing and
Defining Non-
sense Wordy

.

Choral Reading.
.

.

- .

Public

-

Romeo and Juliet

.

Personal Reflec-

tion to the
Public

.
,...

Emotional.

Expression

.

.

ki

Tale of Two
Cities

Eric
Death Be Not

Proud

Mass Communication

,. .,

News Articles
/a-

'..

Compare/Contrast
Emotional
Effect of Read-
ing vs. Seeing

an .Event

Multi -Media

Presentation

e

c`

a

25',)

a
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10th:G.rade

Imagining
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INDEX OF READINGS, COMPOSITION, AND SPEAKING ACTIVITIES

Reading Composition 'Speakin
.

.

Intraperson,A1 Interior

Monologue-
Poetry :

.

Interior
, Monologue-

'Poem

,

Pantomime
.

Dyadic

-

. ,

,

.

.

.

The Matdhmaker Narrative From li
Particular _40
Point of View

.

.

.

Oe Praying

.

--t

'The Effect of ,

Gamma Rays on
Man-in.-the-Moon

' Marigolds ,

.A Separate Peace

"The Sacred-Skull"
Pearl Buck

Small Group
.

.
, .

...

Short Stories
and Science
Fiction Char-
acters

'

Character Role-Playing of

Sketch Encounters Be-
tween Character's

Public

"
Literary Excerpts

.-

Descriptive Oral lnterpreta-
Paragraph or tion

Essay Suitable
for Oral Inter-
pretation

Mass Communication
.

Why Man Creates Whimsical Taped Presentation

Narrativeand Whimsical
Selections

r

26Q
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INDEX OF READINGS, COMPOSITION, AND SPEAKING ACTIVITIES
,

Readings Com ()salon S e kin
. .

rapersonal

_

jil,

WalkabI Write From Older
Point of View
on Personal

experience.

Desc ibe Personal
Exp

0 .

Diary of Anne 11'

Frank .

Seventeen

tlic 4

, -

-.Application '--)
Letters far

_obs
. mi

Letter of
Application

.N

SituationjifOr
Ritual Responses

___
,

ill Group- .

--4 ,

Our Town Essay of Avaly-
sis of Sports
Ritual .

,

'

.

. )
Problem Solkfing..

.

._

Huckleberry Finn
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The Human Comedy
The Good Earth
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"From Mother
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typed Families
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10th Grade
Controlling

INDEX OF READINGS, COMPOSITION, AND SPEAKING ACTIVITIES

Readings Composition

I,ntrapersonal The Miracle'
Worker
Story of My Life
Teacher: Anne
Sullivan'

Helen Keller's
'Journal

Essay of Reflec-
tion

'Speaking

Informative
Speech

.4

AN( of Proverbs
Maxims

Letterto
Sibling

Verbal Com-
plaint Abodt
Defective Pro-,,
duct* Service

Small Group

Public

A Separate Peace
To Kill a Mock-
ingbird

Romeo and Juli.et

The Pigman
Lord of the
Flies

Dialogue Role Play School
Oriented Tasks

xs

Julius Ceasar Monologue of
Historical
Figure,..

Two-Minute -

Editoripl Speech

Mass Communication The Mayflower
Decision"

Answer to an
Editorial

en
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Public Service
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INDEX OF CAPSULE TITLES AND TOPICS

Titles

10th Grade Informing:

Intrapersonal "Who Are You?"

, Dyadic "Workloget4r, Learn
Together"

Index 4 ,

Topics

Self Awareness

Possible Career§'

Small Group To Group or Not To Group: Work vs. Leisure

That is the Qiestion"

Public "What Color is Your
Parachute?"

Mass Commanication "Man Bites Dog - That's

News!"

10th Grade Feeling:

Intrapersonal

Dyadic "Love 1.sNever Having to
Say You fiFe Sorry"

Researching Selected Careers

Language and the Media

/

"Seeing Me - Seding Others" Self Knowledge

Small Group "From Nonsense to Some

Sense"

Public "The Human Touch"

Mass Communication "Stop the World - I Got

a Feeling!"
I-

10th Grade 10101fig:,,

Intrapersonal The Force Be With'You"

Dyadic

Small'Group

Pubfic

a

Self Disclosure

Words.- Connotation and De-
notation'

Public Expression of Feelings

Written and Visual Media

MonologueMonologue and Non-

verbal Communidation

"Tea for Two" Dialogue

"May the Force Be With You'' Science Ficti6n

"Creating Moods" Destription

Mass Commupioa ion "Come Fly With Me and You Creativity
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10th Grade Ritualizing:

Intrapersonal

.-255-

Titles

"Taking the Rite Passage"

Dyadic
oh

"Job Talk"

Small Group "Being Part of It All" .

Public "I Couldn't Have Done It
Without My Teammates"

Mass Communication 1Flick-ok a Ritual"

10,,Gra4eNControlling:.

Intrapersonal "Be Yourself! ,Express

Yourself) Control Your-
self!"

"We Two! Whee, Too!"

"Mock'Turtle Soup"

gConvincing.the Crowd"

w

Dyadic

Small Group

Public

st

Mass Communication "Do the Media Manipulate"

9
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.

Topics

Passages in Growing Up

Applying, Interviewing,
Keeping a Job

Group Structures

Ceremonial Acts

-Media Rituals

- .

Inner and Outer Influences

Advice and Counsel

Group Cooperation

Logical, Emotional, and
Ethical Proofs

4 `

Editorial Broadcastingf.and
Public Sei-vice Announcements
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